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Executive Summary
A critical review of the theory of hygrothermal buc_ng of thin plates is presented. The
preparation of this report is an extension of our previous report on bUCklingdue to applied
thrusts [1]. We are investigating the buckling behavior of thinplates because we believe
that this science base is directly applicable to our study of cockle in paper. Most of the
reviewed literature pertains to buckling arising from thermal stresses. In terms of
mathematics, swelling due to moisturechanges enters the fon_ulafion exactly m the same
form as thermal expansion. Therefore, we can apply this directly to o_ focus of study on
cockle in paper.
We present the equations governing the buckling of thin thermoelastic plates. Analyses of
buckling for both rectangular and circular plates are reviewed. Both the case of small and
large deflections are discussed. Theeffects of imperfections, thickness variations, and
inelastic behavior are presented.
A common technique employed to obtain a solution, Berger's approximation, is _scussed.
For some cockle problems these may be a viable technique to implement.
In reviewing this literature on thermal buckling, we found several analyses that contained
errors. These questionable results are discussed in the text, and create an opportunity for
some original work of interest to the scien '_c community. We are now in the process of
formulating the governing equations for our cockle model. This model _ make use of
the knowledge we gained in reviewing the literature reported here'm.
I. GENERALIZED VON KARMAN EQUATIONS FOR ELASTIC
ISOTROPIC AND ORTHOTROPIC PLATES SUBJECT TO HY-
GROEXPANSIVE OR THERMAL STRESS DISTRIBUTIONS
We begin our study of hygroexpansive and thermal buckling and bending of thin plates by
deriving the generalized von Karman equations for elastic isotropic and orthotropic plates;
the pertinent results will be presented in both rectilinear and polar coordinates for, respec-
tively, rectangular plates and plates with a circular geometry. Further on in this report
(i.e., in Chapter VII) the equations governing the bending and buckling behavior of thin
plates either exhibiting viscoelastic (creep) behavior or undergoing plastic deformations will
be presented.
A) Rectilinear Coordinates
We consider an isotropic thin plate of constant thickness h which occupies the domain f_
in the x, y plane ([1], Fig. II.11); as in [1] we employ the Kirchoff hypothesis, i.e., sections
x -const., y =const. of the undeformed plate remain plane after deformation and also
maintain their angle with respect to the deformed middle surface of the plate. In terms of
the displacement components u, v, w of the middle surface of the plate we have the following
generalization of equations (II.34) of [1]which applies when either hygroexpansive or thermal
strains (or both) must be taken into account'
_xx -- CHT
_yy- %y- e_T (I.1)
%y - 2_y - 2e_y
where %x, %y, %y are given by (II.34) of [1], i.e.,
1 2__w
6xx = tl,x -Jr- _ W,x ,xx
1
I 2
eyy ---- V,y q- _W y -- 5W,yy
with h <_C _<h the (normal) distance from the middle surface of the plate, and
eHr - _SH + aST (1.2)
In (I.2), _ is the (assumed constant) coefficient of hygroscopic expansion, a the thermal
expansion coefficient, 5H the change in moisture content and 5T the change in temperature.
For a static problem we have, in general
I 5H - H(x, y, z) - Ho
(1.3)
- T(z,y,z) - To
with Ho, To, respectively, reference moisture and temperature levels. In writing down (I.1),
(1.2) we have already assumed isotropy, i.e. (eHr)=_ - (e_T)yy; for the case of rectilinear
orthotropy we will have to introduce coefficients al,/3/, i - 1, 2. We also note that for a purely
hygroscopic problem 5T- 0 while for an entirely thermal problem 5H- 0.
Remarks: To simplify the presentation, and because almost all of the literature, to date,
has dealt solely with problems of thermal buckling and bending, as opposed to hygroscopic
buckling and bending (or a combination of both mechanisms) we will often write eHr -- eT =
aST or the natural generalization with respect to orthotropic response. However, in almost
all the cases that will be discussed in this report aST (in the isotropic case, for example)
will be interchangeable with/35H.
For rectilinear isotropic response, the constitutive relations are given by [2]-
1
_ = _(_- __)
1
_y_ = _ (_ - __)
2(1+_)
%Y = E c%
or, in view of (I.1)
' 1
_ - _._- _(_ - __)
1
exy- (1 +vE )a_y
with v the Poisson's ratio and E the Young's modulus. Alternatively, by solving (I.4) for
the stress components, we have
E E
-- (C[xx _ ] -- ' CHTO'xx 1- _,2 v%y, 1- _,
E E
-- ( + ve_) - 'eHr (I.5)O'yy 1 - v2`% 1 - v
E
Crxy = 1 Jr- y ' exy - 2Gexy
where G is the shear modulus of the plate. With, e.g., est - c_ST - eT, (I.4) says that
as a consequence of a change in the heat content of the plate strains exx, exy, and eyy are
caused by thermal expansion of the material comprising the plate as well as by stresses that
may arise from applied loads or other sources. As in [1], the averaged stresses over the plate
thickness h (assumed to be small) and the bending moments are given, respectively, by / 
N x = s h/2 oxxdz -h/2 






N xy = 
-h/2 
a,ydz 
which are just equations (11.37) of [I], and / s h/2 M x = oxx l zdz -h/2 
s 
h/2 
{M Y = 
-h/2 
oyy l xdz (1.6b) 




oxy l xdz 
In view of the definitions of exx, cxy, and cyy, if we define, in the usual way, the middle surface 
strains by 
so that 
5 CiX GY = U,J v,y +  -w; 2 1 
1 
EgY = -( 2 u,y + v,x + W,XW,Y) 
Exx = E& - xx 
cXY = cgy - sw,,y 
cYY = E;y - c w,YY 




x =- 1 - Y2 ( Ezx + u$y) - NHT 
N Y = 5 (fiy + uf;,) - NHT 
N XY = 2Gh$, 
5 
(I 7) . 




N_r = 1 - v J-h/2 eHrdz (I.10)
For the purely thermal situation in which erH = er = c_/kT(x, y, z)
N_r- N r- c_E [h/2
-- I - _,J-h/2 ST(x, y, z)dz (I.11a)
while in the entirely hygroscopic case with ezH -eH
NHr N H /rE [h/2- = 5H(x,y,z)dz (I.11b)
1 - v J-h/2
Equations (I.9) may be found, e.g., in §9.4 of [3], with NHr -- N z.
In an analogous fashion, we may compute that, by virtue of (I.6b), (1.5), and (I.8), the
bending moments are given by
Mx = -K(w= + vwyy)-
My = -K(wyy + vw,_)- MHz (1.12)
Mxy = -(1 - zl)Kw,xy
Eh 2
where K = is the usual plate stiffness for the isotropic case while the hygrothermal12(1-
moment MHz is given by
E [h/2
MHz = 1 -- v J-h/2 eHrzdz (1.13)
For eHT _ CT
MHz- M r- aE [h/2
- I - v, J-h/2 ST(x, y, z)zdz (1.14)
while for esr = es,
MHz- M s- 3E .Ih/2
-- 1 - _, .l-h/2 5H(x, y, z)zdz (1.15)
The relations (1.12), with MHz -- M r may also be found, e.g., in §9.4 of [3].
Remarks: In certain situations it may be the case that the coefficients c_ and/or /3 are
field-dependent, i.e., c_- c_(ST),/3-/f(SH). In such case one would have, e.g.,
NZ E [hi2= a(ST), dTdz
I - v J-n/2 (I.16)
Mr E= _ a(6T) · 5Tzdz
1 - v J-h/2
with analogous expressions for N H, M H.
The equilibrium equations which apply in the present situation (see Figs. II.8, II.9 of
[1]) are precisely the same relations which hold in the absence of hygrothermal strains, i.e.,
(II.42), (II.43), and (II.aa) of [1]; we write these (in the absence of an initial deflection and
a distributednormaloading)intheform
Nx,x + Nxy,y - 0 (I.17a)
Nxy,x -_- Ny,y -0
Q_,x + Qy_,y+ N_w,x_ + Nyw,uy + 2N_yW,_y- 0 (I.17b)
I Mxy,x+ My,y - Qyz -- 0 (Mxy - Myx) (I.17c)
Eliminating Qy_ and Q= from among the equations in (I.17b, c) we obtain
Mx,xx+ 2Mxy,xy+ My,yy+ NxW,xx+ 2NxyW,xy+ Nyw,yy - 0 (1.18)
Substituting for the moments Mx, My, and Mxy in (I.18) then yields
KA2w - Nxw,xx + 2NxyW,xy+ NyW,yy - /_MHT (1.19)
02 O2
where/X - cgx_+_--_,2is the two-dimensional Laplacian while/X 2 is the biharmonic operator.vy
Modifications (which will be discussed later in this report) must be made to (1.19) if im-
perfection buckling is considered, i.e., it the plate possesses an initial prebuckling deflection
w0 -- w0(z, y) or is subject to a transverse normal loading. As in [1] we may introduce the
Airy stress function (I)(x,y) by
Nx - _yy, Ny - _,x_, Nxy - -_,xy (1.20)
in which case equations (I.17a) are satisfied identically while (I.19) becomes
KA2w - (I>,yyW,xx- 2_,xyW,xy'4- (I),xxW,yy -- AMHT (1.21)
From the compatibility equation
02 02 020 02w)2 02w02wo °-2 %=( (I.22)
Oy2exx -]- _x 2eyy OxO----_ OxOy Ox2 0y 2 '
where o o oexx, eyy, exy are the middle surface strains, as given by (I.7) and the constitutive rela-
tions (I.9), we easily obtain the second of the two generalized yon Karman equations which
apply in the case of hygrothermal buckling, i.e.,
O2w 02w O2w
/k2¢I,- Eh{(oxOy) 2 (I.23
As in [1] we may introduce the nonlinear (bracket) differential operator by
If, g] -- f, yyg,xx-- 2f, xyg,xy+ f,xxg,yy
and write (I.23) in the form
1
A2(I) - -_Eh[w, w]- (1 - v)ANsT (1.24)
With/XM_v -/XNuT -- 0, the system (I.21), (1.24) reduces to the standard system of yon
Karman equations which apply in the case of linear, isotropic, elastic response in rectilinear
Cartesian coordinates in the absence of both an initial prebuckling deflection and an applied
transverse normal loading.
For the case in which the thin plate exhibits linear elastic behavior, but possesses recti-
linear orthotropic symmetry, the generalized Yon Karman equations governing hygrothermal
buckling may be derived as follows: for a constant thickness orthotropic think plate, in which
the x and y axes coincide with the principle directions, the constitutive equations have the
form
(71111 C21 C22 0 6yy-- e}r (1.25)
cr_y 0 0 c66 ?xy
where the hygrothermal strains have the form
! e_z = _15H + a_ST (I.26)
[ e_.tT = _25H + 626T
with 61, 62 the coefficients of linear thermal expansion along the z and y axes, respectively,
and fit, _2 the coefficients of hygroscopic expansion. For now, we shall assume that the a_ and
fi are constant, i - 1, 2. In (1.25) the elastic constants are given by the following expressions
in which E_, E2, v12, z/21, and Gl2, respectively, are the Young's moduli, Poisson's ratios, and
shear modulus associated with the principal directions:
r
Cll -- E1/(1 -/2121,'21 )
- / (1-
c2_- E_vt2 / (1 - _'t2v2_) (1.27)
022 -- E2 / (1 - l'121221)
C66 -- Gl2
Also, ELY12-- E2_21 so that cm- c21. As in [1], the constants Dij - cijha/12 are the
associated rigidities (i.e., stiffness ratios) of the orthotropic plate. Employing (1.27) we have
for the bending rigidities about the x and y axes, respectively,
Dl_ - Elh3 E2h3and D22 = (I.286)
12(1 - v'12v'21) 12(1- _12_21)
while
h3
D66 = Gl2 (I.28b)
12
is the twisting rigidity. Often, the ratios D12/Dzz and D26/Dll are termed reduced Poisson’s 
ratios. 
We write (1.25) out in the form 
( OYY = c21(& - CWJX) + c22(E;y - cw,yyl 
1 -@I CHT 
2 
- Cfi?ti!+T 
0 \ xy = 2CS6($& - cyxy) 
where the middle surface strains are given by (1.7). 
(1.29) 
The averaged stresses (over the plate thickness) are still given by (I.6a) so that, by virtue 




Remarks: In the special case of rectilinear isotropic elastic response (I.30), (I.31) reduce as
follows: we set E1 = E2 - E, th2 = t_2x= t_, and Gx2 - G. Also
e_T- e_T- /35H + c_ST- est
as c_i = c_2 = _,/_i =/32 =/3. Then
E fh/2
E fh/2 (1.32)
and it is clear that (1.30) reduces to (1.9) with NHT -- N}_ + N}2r - N}_ + N_r2 given by
(I.lO).
From (I.39) we have, immediately, that
o _( 1 )Nxy (I.33a)exY 2G 2h
while the linear algebraic system
o o i +ciiexx + C12Cyy --
o o 1
c2iexx+ c22eyy-- _(Ny + J_r_T)
wit h
yields
o _ i {( E2 )(N_ + N)_r)- ( E2v2i )(Ny + ]_r/_/T)} (I.33b)e= - Icijlh 1 -- /212/221 1 -- /212/221
0 __ 1 {( E1 )(Ny q- _r2T) -- ( E1/2i2 )(Nx + ]_r_/T)} (I.33C)euY-- Icijlh ' 1-/212/221 1 -/212/221
with
Ei E2v2i
1 - vi2zx2i1 --vi2v2i




lcijl zz ElE2/(1 - v12v21) (1.34) 
Employing (1.34) in (1.33b,c) and recalling (1.33a) we easily find that the inverted constitutive 
relations assume the form 
I 
co 1 - xx - 
hE 1 {( 
Nx + fi&) - v21(Ny + fig*)} 
co 
1 
YY = hE 0 -NY + lq&) 2 
- v12(Na: + fig} (1.35) 
co 
1 
xy = N 
2hG12 xy 
To compute the bending moments Mx, My, and Mxy we employ the constitutive relations 









--(CPl~,xx + aw,yy > - W$T + Gl?zd 
M 
h3 
xy = - -C66W,xy 
6 
where the hygrothermal moments M& are given by 
Employing the rigidities Dij = cijh3!12, the bending moments may be written in the form 
M x c- (Dwy,, + D12w,yy) - (M&& + M&$) 
M Y =- (D21w,xx + Dzzw,yy) - pg* + Mjy*) 
(1.37) 
M xy = 4D66W,xy 
12 
Ml1 s h/2 HT = Cl1 -h,2 E&T(x~ i% z)zdz 
Ml2 J 
h/2 
HT = Cl2 -h,2 &‘(x~ YJ z)zdz 
M21 s h/2 HT = c21 -h/2 E&T(x~ Y, z)xdz 
M22 J 
h/2 
HT = c22 -h,2 &-(It’l Yt z)zdz 
(1.36) 
Equations (I.36), (I.37) generalize the relations (II.67a, b, c) of [1] and reduce to the latter
expressions for the bending moments when ai - _i -0, i - l, 2.
For the orthotropic case, the equilibrium equations (I.17a), (I.18) still apply with the
averaged stresses given by (I.30), (I.31) and the bending moments by (I.36), (I.37). As in
the (rectilinear) isotropic case, we introduce the Airy function · which is defined by (I.20)
and the pair of equations (I.17a) is satisfied identically. Substituting into (I.18), from (I.20)
and (I.37), we next find that (I.18)implies that
Dllw,xx_x + {Dx2 + 4D66 + D21)W,xxyy+ D22w,yyyy- [_, w]- {(gT/}r),x_ + (gY/_rT),yy) (1.38)
where
'
M]_T = M}z_ + M}z2 (1.39)
With a_ -/_ - 0, i - 1, 2, (I.38) reduces to the first of the yon Karman equations for the
non-hygrothermal case, e.g., (11.65)of Il].
.?
Remarks- Various special cases of (I.38) may be written down by, e.g., taking the/3_ - 0
in (I.26), assuming the a_ are constants, and taking specific forms for ST(x, y,z). Such
considerations will be relegated to the discussion, later on in this report, of (mostly thermal)
bending and buckling analyses which have appeared in the literature.
The second generalized von Karman equation for hygrothermal bending and bucking,
for the case of rectilinear orthotropic symmetry, follows as in the isotropic case from the
compatability equation (I.22), i.e.,
02 02 02 o
+ _e;y - 2 e_--------ly= l[w w] (1.40)¢°xOy 2 OxOy 2 '
In the present situation the middle surface strains exx°,exyO,and eyy°are given by (I.35); intro-
13
ducing the Airy function into (I.35), we now write this system in the form
i i _
e°x = hEi (_'yy - _'21_'xx ) + hE1
o 1 1 (N_r- L'12N]_r) (I.41)
eyy = hE2 (_,:x - _'12q),yy) + hE2
1
%Y - 2hGx2 _,xy
and then substitute into (I.40) so as to obtain
1 1 2_12
1 (I) yyyy-[- ( )(I),xxyy
El h h Gx2 E2
1
· ,_ l[w w] (1.42)
+ E2h - 2 '
1 i (N_T --_i2]VzT),xx
Si/_(]_r_/T- I/2ij_r_T)'yy S2h
Equation (I.42) reduces to (11.69) of [1] for the non-hygrothermal case when c_i - /_i -
0, i - 1,2, in which case N_/T = N_/T -- 0. Various special cases of (I.42) will appear
later on in this chapter when we consider specific (mostly, thermal buckling and bending)
problems that have appeared in the literature. For a thin linear elastic plate, which exhibits
rectilinear orthotropic symmetry, the complete system of generalized yon Karman equations,
incorporating hygrothermal expansion and contraction, consists of (I.38) and (1.42); these
equations hold in the absence of initial deflections and a transverse (normal) loading. Systems
of equations which are similar to (but less general than) (I.38), (I.42) for the case of thermal
buckling and bending of thin, linearly elastic, rectilinearly orthotropic plates have appeared
in several places in the literature, e.g., [4], [5], and [6], as well as in §7.2 and §9.2 of [3].
B) Polar Coordinates
In this subsection we will present versions of the generalized yon Karman equations in polar
coordinates for thin linearly elastic thin plates exhibiting isotropic response as well as cylin-
14
drically orthotropic response. We will also indicate how the generalized (hygrothermal) form
of yon Karman's equations may be obtained, in polar coordinates, for thin linearly elastic
plates exhibiting rectilinear orthotropic symmetry.
In a cylindrical coordinate system (r, 0, z), with the polar coordinates (r, 0) describing
the middle surface of the plate, the expression in (I.2) for the hygrothermal strain remains,
essentially, invariant except that §H and §T are now functions of (r, 0, z), i.e.,
e_r -/35H(r, O,z) + aST(r, O,z) (1.43)
In lieu of (I.1) we have
err = err -- e_tr
eeo - eeo- e_T (1.44)
,.,.,
%o -- %0
where e_, eo0, and %o are given in terms of the displacement components u_, uo in the middle
surface of the plate and the out of plane displacement w - w(r, O)by the relations in (II.71)
of [1], i.e.,
Ou_ 1 Ow 02w
Or 2
u_ l Ouo 1 Ow)2 low 1 02weoo= f _ ( - C(-y; _ )r r O0 _ O-U r r2 002
Ouo uo 1 Our. I _w Ow 1 02
- +-(-SF_ +-( _)(_-)- 2C( w 1 aw,%o Or r r r tOrO0 r2 00)
o e_0, 7°o are obtained from these relations by simply setting _- 0.Middle surface strains e_,
The stress components ar,., croo,and crromust satisfy the equilibrium equations delineated,
e.g., in (II.72a, b) of [1]; they are related to the stress components in rectangular Cartesian
15
coordinates by the equations in (11.73) of [1], i.e.,
O'rr -- axx cos2 0 + cyuysin2 0 + 2axy sin 0 cos 0
ers0 -- Cruxsin2 0 + cruycos20 -- 2Crxysin 0 cos 0
cr_o -- (cruy-- axx) sin 0 cos 0 + cr_y(cos2 0 -- sin2 0)
Assuming that the thin plate exhibits linearly elastic response, we have in lieu of (1.4), the
constitutive relations 1
_- _ - _(_- _00)
1 (I.45)'
_00- _ = _(_00- __)
e,0 - (1 + v)a_0E
whose inverted form is
E E
/fei) o)'_ +Crrr
E E , (I.46)
E
The averaged stresses and bending moments in polar coordinates are defined in the obvious
way as the natural counterparts of (I.6a, b), i.e.
_ fh/2
Nr -- J-h/2 cr_dz
(_.)
h/2
Mr - J-h/2 a_¢zdz
So that, by virtue of (I.46)
, Eh




where N_T = I -- y J-h/2 eHTdz'
It is easily shown that the polar coordinate equivalent of the equilibrium equations (I.17a),
i.e.,
1 1
N,,_ + -N_oo + -(N, - No) - 0
r ' r (I.48)1 2
N,o,,+ - No,o+ - N_o- 0
9° T
is satisfied by introducing the Airy (stress) function _- _(r, 0) defined by
1 1
Nr = -_,r + _
r _¥ ,00
No - _,_ (I.49)
1 1
N_o = r__,o - 7_'_°
For the isotropic situation under consideration, the generalized yon Karman equations (in
polar coordinates) can now be derived by simply employing the polar coordinate equivalent
forms of the equilibrium equation (I.18) and the compatability equation (I.22); specifically, in
the polar coordinate equivalent form of (I.27) one would substitute, from (I.47) and (I.49),
0, e_0, and o in terms of radial and angular derivativesfor the middle surface strains err %O
of _(r, 0), while in the polar coordinate equivalent form of (I.18) we would substitute for
radial and angular derivatives of the bending moments Mr, Mo, and M_o the equivalent
expressions in terms of derivatives of w - w(r, 0). A more direct way to obtain the generalized
von Karman system, in Polar coordinates, for linear isotropic response, is to note that the
differential operators present in the system (I.21), (I.24) are invariant with respect to linear






NiT = 1-y J-h/2 (I.51)
E ih/2 e;trZdZ
MHr = 1-v J-h/2
while A2w is given by (II.75a) of [1], i.e.,
2 1
/_2W -- W,rrrr mt- --TW,rrr -- _-_ W,rr
2 I 2
-{-_W,rrO 0 mt- _¥W,r - _¥W,rO0
1 4
+ _w,oooo+ _w,oo,




1 1 1 1
-- W,rO - ( -- (I),rO - _¥ (I),0 )
1 1
__ __ --W,rO)= NrW,rr 2]Vro(_¥w,o r
+No(1 1- + 7_w,oo)TW, r
1
[w,w] -- 2{W,rr(SW,r+ 7W,o0)
1 1 2
--W,r 0 -- _W,o ) )-(r
and
1




with an analogous expression for/XN}r(r, 0). If 5H,o - 5To - 0 so that
e_r(r ,z) --/3(SH(r, z) + c_(ST(r,z), (1.53)
18
and we consider only radial symmetric deformations of the plate, then the generalized yon
Karman system for the case of linearly elastic, isotropic response reduces to the pair of
equations
W I' _K[w""+. 1,]
(I 54_)r r 1 ,, '= N_" + N0,_ {M_+ -M_).
T
where ' d 1 _),, a_. _/r* E [h/2= _-7'N_- - No- _ _.r(_) - _kr(_._)_dz.r 1 -- U J-hi2
and
2_(_,,, 1 <_,, 1I L(i),,,,+r _ + G,]Eh r r 2
(I.54b)
__ I ,!= _!_,_,, (_- _'){Ar_;_.+ -Ar_}
r Eh r
Both the systems (I.50) and (I.54a, b) neglect the effects of initial (prebuckling) deflections
and an applied transverse loading; special cases of these systems, which have appeared in
the literature in connection with problems associated with the thermal bucking of isotropic,
linearly elastic circular plates will be analyzed later in this report.
For a linearly elastic, orthotropic body exhibiting cylindrical orthotropy there exist three
planes of elastic symmetry; one of these is normal to the plane of anisotropy, the second
passes through that axis, and the third is orthogonal to the first two. For a thin plate the
first plane of elastic symmetry, for a cylindrically orthotropic material, is chosen parallel to
the middle plane of the plate; with this convention, the constitutive equations generalize
those in (I.45) for an isotropic plate (in polar coordinates) and assume the form
1 uo






where the radial and angular hygrothermal strains e_T and eOT are defined, respectively, by
_r = _s(_, 0,z)+ _r(_, 0,z)
(I.56)
with c_r, c_0 the coefficients of thermal expansion in the radial and angular directions, re-
spectively, and fit,/3o the coefficients of hygroexpansion in the radial and angular directions,
respectively. Also, in (I.55), E_ and Es are the Young's moduli for tension (or compression)
in the radial and tangential directions, respectively, while pr and p0 are the corresponding
principal Poisson's ratios and Gro is the shear modulus which characterizes the change of
angle between the radial and angular directions. XYe note that for a cylindrically (or polar)
orthotropic body we have E,._'s - Eo_',. so that the constitutive equations (1.55) may be
rewritten in the form
1
r
e,._ - E,.(o',.,.- _'_o'oo)+ e_r
1





For the (degenerate) case of isotropic symmetry, Er - Eo - E, _ - _o - _, c_ - ao - a,
and 3,- - 3o - 3 in which case e_r - e°r - e_r , as given by (I.43), and the constitutive
relations (I.57) redue to those in (I.45) as G_o - G for isotropy. The strains e_, e00, and
1




err ---- err -- _W,rr
1 1
, _00- _g0-C(7_,,+ ?sw,00) (I.5s)
1 1
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Inverting the relations (1.57) we obtain 
WC Ee 
gee = 
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err + 
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For the cylindrically orthotropic case, the averaged stresses and bending moments are still 
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(1.61) 
where 
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(1.62) 
Ne 4&- HT = s 
h/2 Ee h/2 e dx 
1 - V,Ve -h/2 
4iTdz + 1 u u s -h/2 eHT - r e 
Also, with Dr and De, respectively, the bending stiffnesses around axes in the r and 8 
directions, passing through a given point in the plate, and Dre the twisting rigidity, 
= Erh3/12(I - u,-ue) 
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The expressions in (1.61), for the averaged stresses, and (1.65), for the bending moments,
generalize, for the case of cylindrical (polar) orthotropic behavior, the corresponding relations
(11.93) and (11.94)in [1] for the non-hygrothermal case.
The first of the generalized von Karman equations for a plate possessing cylindrically
orthotropic symmetry is obtained by substituting the expressions in (1.65), (1.66), for the
bending moments, into the polar coordinate equivalent form of (1.18), namely,
1 1
1(rM_),_+ Mo,co Mo,_r _ r
1
+-M,o,_o + Y,w,_ (1.67)
9°
1 1 W),rO-- 0+Yo(;w,_+ 7_w,oo)+ 2N,0(r
where the stress resultants Nv, No, and N_o are, again, given by (1.49) in terms of the Airy
stress function _(r, 0). Equation (1.67)is identical with (I1.106) of [1]. Carrying out the
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process indicated, above, we obtain
1 1
D_w,_ + 2D_s_w,_eo + Do_w,oooo
I 1 1
+2D_-w,_r - 2D_s_w,_oo - Do_w,_ (I.68)
I 1




+2(i _ i i i- o- )(-w,_o-Tw,o)T 2 ' 7 (I)'rO 7'
I 1 1
+-(tMOn),,,+ (__),00--(:__),_r _ r
In order to obtain the polar coordinate equivalent form of the compatibility relation (I.40),
without transforming this relation directly, we proceed as follows: with respect to the lin-
earized strains
g
err --- Ur, r
1 1
e_o = -u_ +-uo,o (I.69)
/' T
1 1
')/r_O -- 7_O,r -{- -- Ur,O -- -- 7gO
T T
it is easy to check that
(.v t ]
£ --(T2C_O ),r 'Jr- T £ -- 0 (I.70&),_,_O,O,,r--*r_,O0 ,r *_r,r
Moreover, in view of (1.59),
o _ 1 )2e_ = e_+_(w,_
1
e_o - e_o + _(w,o) 2 (I.70b)
1
7°0 = 7_o+ -W_W,o
T '
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Thus, strain compatibility, i.e. (I.?0a), when written in terms of the middle surface strains,
requires that
o o 2 o o
1 1 ,] (I.71)= [_(TW,Wo),o],_-[_(w,_),_
1 1
--k'(_(w,0)'],,,r+_(_(wl,)'_),r
Expanding the right-hand side of (I.71), and simplifying, we obtain




If we invert the relations in (I.47) we find that
1
*% = Evb{(:vt+ :V;,_)- _r(:Vo+ N%)}
I
7-
q ego = Eob {(No + NOr)- vo(Nr + N/_r) } (1.73)
1
Groh
Computing, in succession, therefore, the expressions on the left-hand side of the compatibility
relation (I.72), we now obtain, through the use of (I.73)
1
(r?°°'°)'_ = G_oh{N_o,o+ rN_o,_o} (I.74a)
1
_%,oo= E,h{(Nr,O0+ Ni-T,oo)- _,,(Xo,oo+ Noz-zr,oo)} (I.74b)
T 2
(_o,,),, = zoh{No+ :V%),,r--_'o(:V,+N;,_),,,}
(I.74c)
2r
+ {(No+N°T).,- _'O(_r+ :V;,,.).,}Eoh
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and
re°_'_ = Erh {(N_ + N_z),_ - L,_(No+ N°T),_} (I.74d)
Finally, by substituting (I.74a, b, c, d) into (I.72), and simplifying, we obtain
1
1
+ 2Groh (N_o,o - rNro,_o)
1 [(_(No._- _ONr._)+2_(N0._-_ON_.r)]
+ Eob
= W,_r(rw,_+ w,oo) - (w,_o- lw,o)2 (I.75)
7'
h[(x;_ - _.N%).oo+_(x;_...- _rX%..)]
1 No r
Eoh[_( ._.rr--_o:V;,_,_,)
+2r(N o N r
To rewrite (1.75) in terms of the Airy function _(r, 0), we substitute for Nv, No, and NrO
in (1.75) from (1.49), multiply the resulting equation through by -h/r 2, and simplify; there
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results:
Eo G_o Er )r5_'''_°°
1 1 2 1i>,,.,.,'+Z 7__,oooo+ _ 7
1 2Ur 1 1 1(
)7_,_oo _,__G_o E_ E_ r2




1 1 1 NO
+_[7(N;_ - _y°_),00+ -(N;_,__- _ _,_)]
1 2 0 0
(:%r,r_-_o.%r,.)+-(:V_,_0-_0-%r,r)]
Therefore, the generalized von Karman equations governing the bending and buckling of
(hygrothermal) cylindrically orthotropic, linearly elastic plates consist of (1.68) and (I.76);
in the absence of hygrothermal strains these equations reduce to (11.98), (11.99) of [1]. In
(11.68), (1.75) M_T, MoT are given by (I.66) and N_r , N°r by (1.62) where e_r , e°r are
defined by (1.56). For a radially symmetric problem all derivatives with respect to 0 in both
(1.68) and (I.76) would be deleted.
In [1] we commented on the difficulty involved in writing down the von Karman equations
which govern the load buckling of a circular (or annular) rectilinearly orthotropic elastic
plate; we noted that the structure of the von Karman equations is greatly complicated by
the inherent mismatch between the type of elastic symmetry which is built into the form of
the constitutive relations and the geometry of the region undergoing buckling. Before we
close out this section, we will outline the procedure that must be followed in order to deduce
the generalized von Karman equations for bending and buckling of circular (or annular)
rectilinearly orthotropic, thin, elastic plates.
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The starting points for a derivation of the generalized yon Karman equations as-
sociated with a rectilinearly orthotropic elastic plate in polar coordinates are the equilib-
rium equation (1.67) and the compatibility equation (1.72). In (I.67), the averaged stresses
N_, No,/V_0, may still be expressed, a priori, in terms of the Airy function _(r, 0) by (1.49).
The moments must be expressed in terms of polar coordinates; this means that given
Crxx, cryy,Crxy (as defined by (I.29))) appropriate expressions for crT,-,ct00, and cr_0 must be
computed through the use of the transformations preceding (1.45). In order to effectively
use the transformation from (Crxx,_yy, _xy) to (cr_, ct00, cr_0), the former set of stress compo-
nents must be expressed entirely in terms of polar coordinates. As has been noted in Ill,
the components of the middle surface strain tensors in polar and rectilinear coordinates are
related by
o o o _ sin 0 cos O'y°ye_ -- cos 20%x + sin 20.¢yy
e_0 = sin 20e% + cos 2 O- e;y - sin 0 cos Oqx°y (I.77)
7°s -- sin 20(eyy - e°x) + cos 2_. 7%
Inverting the relations in (I.77) we readily obtain
1
Z)(O)e°_ - (cos 2 0 cos 20 + _ sin 2 20)e°_
I (I.78a)
-(sin 2 _ cos 2_ + _ sin 2 20)e_0
1
+_ sin 20 cos 2_?°o
o 1
Z)(O)eyy -- (sin 2 Ocos 20 - _ sin 2 20)e°r
1






D(O)%y - sin 20(%_ - e_o) + cos 20.%o (I.78c)
where D(O) -cos 2 20; we also note that
1
W,x- w,_cos 0 - -w,0 sin 0 (1.79)r
1
Wy - w,_sin 0 + -wo cos 0 (I.80)r
so that
w_ cos2 0 w,_ + sin2 O( 1 1
-- ' --r2 w,O0 + - W,r )
r (I.81a)1 1
+ sin 20(7w,o - rW,ro)
1 1
· -W,r + )Wyy - sin2 0 w_ + cos20(r _w,oo
(I.81b)1 1
+ sin 20(r w,,o - _¥w,o)
and
w xy sin2 O( 1 1-- -- '0 -- --WOr)
, r2 ?dj, r
1 1
COS 2
O,r(-w,_o - 77w,o) (I.81c)
+
1 1
+ sin0 cos O(w,_ rW_ r2 00)
To proceed, we note, e.g., that for fixed but arbitrary 0, cr_ is a linear function of a_, Cryy,
and a_y, i.e.,
rrrr-- COS2 O' Crxx+ sin2 O ' O'yy '+' sin 20 . axy (1.82)
while, by (1.29) and (1.7), we may write
O
Crxx -- cllexx -- _C11W,xx -- C11e_T
(I.83a)
o _ --+-C12gyy W,yy 2
O






where the cij are defined by the relations (1.27).
The expressions for %_°,%yo,and %yoin (I.78a, b, c) and for w,_, w,_y and w,_y in (I.18a
b, c)are now substituted into (I.83a, b, c) in order to compute a_, ayy, and cr_y in polar
coordinates, after which these expressions are substituted into (I.82) and the analogous
relations with respect to croo and rrro. The (resultant) forms of rrna,aoo, and cr_0 are then
employed so as to compute Mr, Mo, and M_o which, subsequently, are used in the equilibrium
..
equation (1.67) in order to produce the first of the generalized von Karman equations for
hygrothermal bending and buckling. Complete details will be presented in a future report.
In order to derive the second generalized von Karman equation, in polar coordinates, for
circular or annular plates exhibiting rectilinear orthotropic response, one uses the compatibil-
ity relation (1,72) as a starting point. The stress components cr_, croo, and a_o are expressed
o o and the hvgrothermal strains c}tr andin terms of the middle surface strains %_, e_0, and cro,
....
_2 and th e resulting equations are then integrated over the thickness of the plate, andHT_
inverted, so as to yield equations analogous to (!.73) for the cylindrically orthotropic case;
the relevant second generalized von Karman equation results from the substitution of the
forms of e_°, e_0, and e_0°in (1.72), the introduction of the Airy. stress function _(r, 0), and
subsequent simplification. Alternatively, the relevant forms of the generalized von Karman
equations for this case may be obtained by directly transforming (I.38) and (1.42) into their
polar coordinate equivalent forms.
II. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The discussion of boundary conditions for thin elastic plates undergong hygrothermal
expansion or contraction parallels that for edge loaded plates in [1]; the important difference
is that the expressions for the (resultant) forces and moments along the edge of a plate
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strains. As in [1], if the thin plate occupies a region f2 in the x, y plane with a smooth (or
piecewise smooth) boundary chf_, we let n denote the unit normal to the boundary, at any
arbitrary point on the boundary, while i denotes the unit tangent vector to the boundary
c_f z f,n whileat that point. The normal derivative of a function f on c_f_ is denoted by On
af
the tangential derivative is given by _s' s being a measure of arc length along the boundary.
. Thus, e.g., if f_ is a disk centered at (0, O) ofradius R > 0 and f - f(r, O) is defined on ft and
c_f (?f 1
is of class C _(_), with first derivatives continuous up to c?f_, then _nn - f,r while Ds = r f'_'
r As has been previously noted in [1], the three most prevalent types of boundary conditions in
the buckling literature are those which correspond to clamped edges, simply supported edges,
and free edges; regardless of whether we are considering plates with isotropic or orthotropic
symmetry (either cylindrical or rectilinear), the basic forms assumed by these various sets
of boundary conditions are still the same as those delineated in (II.113a, b, c) of [1], i.e.,
Ow
(i) c_f_ is clamped: w- 0 and Chh -0, on c3_
(ii) c_f2 is simply supported' w - 0 and Mn - 0, on c3f2
cgMtn
(iii) cg_isfree: Mn-0andQ_+ Os =0, onrgf2
where M_ is the bending moment on Og2 in the direction normal to c9_2,Mtn is the twisting
moment on c9_2,with respect to the tangential and normal directions on cgQ, and Q_ is the
shearing force associated with the direction normal to OQ.
For the work to be considered in this report only rectangular and circular (or annular)
domains f2 will be considered. If Of2 is clamped, therefore, or if, as in the case of a rectangular
plate, one or more edges are clamped, the pertinent boundary conditions will be exactly the
same as for the non-hygrothermal case, i.e., for a rectangle of width a and length b, exhibiting
isotropic response, the clamped boundary conditions are expressed by (II.114a, b) of [1]. For
a circular plate (or annular plate) exhibiting isotropic response the relevant conditions are
those in (II.123) of [1]. Conditions (II.114a, b) of [1] apply equally well to a rectangular plate
exhibiting rectilinear orthotropic response when all the edges are clamped while (II.123) of
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[1] still applies for circular (or annular) plates with clamped edge(s) when the plate exhibits
cylindrically orthotropic behavior.
We now consider thin elastic plates, subject to hygrothermal expansion or contraction,
which have one or more edges simply supported. For a rectangular plate of width a and
length b the condition Mn - 0 on a_ becomes
M_-0, x - O,x - a; O _< y <_ b (II.l)
My-O, y-O,y-b; Oix<a
Thus, by virtue of (I.12),




K(w,yy -+-_W,xx) -]- MHT -- 0
(n.2b)
y- 0, y- b;0 _< x <_ a,
where
E /h/2
MiT = 1-- z/J-n/2eHTzdz (II.a)
_Hr = _S(x, y,z)+ c_T(z,y,z)
For the same rectangular elastic plate, now assumed to exhibit rectilinear orthotropic sym-
metry, the conditions in (II.1) take, as a direct consequence of (1.37) and (1.39), the following
form'
(DllW,xx + D12w,yy) + -/_tT -- 0,
(II.4a)
x-O,x-a;O<y<b
(D21w,xx + D22w,yy) + M2 T - 0,
(II.4b)
y- 0, y- b;0 < x < a
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-]-C22 J-h/2 g_T(X' y' z)zdz
with, as per (I.26),
_ = _H(_, y,_)+_SZ(_,y,z)
For an annular elastic plate with (circular) boundaries at r - -Ri,i- 1, 2, R_ - a, R2 -
b > a, exhibiting isotropic material symmetry, the condition Mn - 0 on Of2 translates into
1 1
Mr -- K[w,rr -'[- Y(_W,o0-Jr- --W,r)]
r (II.6)u
+M_r - O,r - Ri, i - 1, 2.
where
E fh/2 e_r zdz
MHz = 1 -- lYJ-h/2 (11.7)
_ = _sH(_,o,_)+ _sr(_,0,z)
On the other hand, for a circular (Or annular) plate with edge(s) at r - R_,i- 1, 2, which
exhibits cylindrically orthotropic symmetry, we have as the expression of Mn - 0 on Of2 the
condition
1 1
-w,_+ w,oo)]+ Xl_r - 0,Dr[w,rr + l/O(r _-_ (II.8)
r - Ri, i - 1, 2
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where, by virtue of (I.66) and (I.56),
_rEo fn/2' Er fh/2 Ig_'tTdZ -[- eOHTZdZ
MHr = 1- v_voJ-h/2 1 - v_vo J-n/2
e_r -- _SH(r, 0, z) + _Sr(r, 0, z)
, ,% - _05H(_,o z)+ _o_r(r,o,z)
and D_ - E_h3/12(1 - _'_vo).
OMtn
Along any edge of a thin plate which is free, we must have Mn - 0 as well as Q_ + _ =
Os
0. Conditions equivalent to Mn - 0 along a portion of 0_2 (or all of Of2) for various cases of
interest have been elucidated above. For rectangular plates of width a and length b, it has
OM.,




y- O,y- b;O < x <_a
Mx,x + 2Myx,y - O,
(II.mb)
x-O,x- a; O_<y_< b
If the rectangular plate exhibits isotropic response then the bending moments Mx, My, and
Mxy are given by (1.12) inwhich case (II.9a,b) become
X[w,_+ (2- _)_,=_]+ M._._- 0
(II.10a)
y- O,y- b;O _<x _<a
and
X[w,=_+ (2- _)__] + M._._- 0
(II.10b)
x- O,x- a; O_<y _<b
E fbi2
with MHr = 1 - L,J-h/2 e_rzdz and eHr -/_SH + aST.
For the case in which the rectangular plate exhibits rectilinear orthotropic symmetry,
0M_
(II.ma,b) still represent the conditions equivalent to Qn + Os = 0 along all four edges but,
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now, the bending moments Mx, My, and Mxv are given by (I.37). An easy computation then
shows that in lieu of (II.10a, b) for the isotropic case we have
D21w,_y + D22w,yyy+ 4D66w,_xy+ M2 - 0HT, y
(II.11_)
y - O,b;O __x __a
and
PllW,xxx + Pl2w,xyy + 4D66w,xyy+ M 1 - 0HT, x
x- O,a;O __y __b
where f'/_T, fir_T are defined by (1.36) and (1.39) with e_r, e_r as given by (1.26).
In order to elucidate the free edge boundary conditions which apply with respect to thin
elastic plates with a circular geometry, we note that (see [3], §2.2 ) in the orthogonal (s, n)
coordinate system introduced along the boundary c3f_of a domain f_ in the x, y plane
aM_ oM_ (II_2)Q_- On + O--;-
Thus, along a free edge we must have Mn- 0 as well as
OM,_ OM_,_+2_ =o (II._3)
On Os
Along the edge at r - R of a circular plate, the condition (11.13) assumes the form
2
Mr,,. + - M_o,o- 0 (II. 14)r
For an annular plate with edges at r - /?4,i - 1,2(R1 - a, R2 - b > a), which exhibits
isotropic material symmetry, the condition corresponding to (II.14) becomes
1 1
K( (w,rr ut- --W,r -f- W,O0)
7' _-_ ,r (II._s)
1 1
-]-(1 -- l,/)(_-_W,OOr -- _¥W,o0)} q- _/JHT, r -- O, T -- _i, i-- 1, 2
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where M_T(r , O) is given by (I1.7). For the same annular plate, this time exhibiting cylin-




+-brO(--),,oo + M_T,, -- 0, (11.16)7' V
r = Ri, i = 1, 2
where Dr - E_ha/12(1 - _0), 15_0- C_oha/12, and M_r is given by (1.56) and (1.66). Of
course, for both the isotropic and cylindrically orthotropic cases we must have Mr - 0 along
r - Ri, i - 1, 2, with Mr given by (II.6) in the isotropic case and by (1.65) in the cylindrically
orthotropic case. If R_ = a = 0 the annular case reduces to the case of a disk (circular plate
of radius R2 = b).
III. THE VON KARMAN EQUATIONS FOR THERMAL BEND-
ING AND BUCKLING OF PLATES
Although the primary motivating factor behind the preparation of this report was (and
remains) to prepare a foundation and background material for a study of the hygroexpansive
buckling (and curl) of paper, it is a fact that almost all of the literature on hygrothermal
bending and buckling of plates has focused on purely thermal problems; in order to survey
some of that literature, therefore, we shall now specialize some of the equations and boundary
conditions specified in §II for the mixed hygrothermal situation to the thermal case only. We
shall also look at the reductions that occur in the thermal buckling and bending equations
when special forms of the temperature distribution in the plate are considered or when
we restrict ourselves to the small deflection case or ignore middle surface forces (acting in
the plane of the plate); at this point we shall also append to the first of the relevant von
Karman equations, in each case, a distributed force t - t(x, y) normal to the middle surface
of the plate. In all the cases to be considered in this section an equivalent hygroexpansive
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(or hygrocontractive) problem results by replacing the thermal expansion coefficients by
hygroscopic coefficients and the plate temperature distribution by an equivalent distribution
of moisture in the plate.
We begin by specializing the equations and boundary conditions derived in rectilinear
coordinates so as to cover the specific case of thermal bending and buckling. Thus, in (1.2),
/3 - 0 so that
where it is assumed that the thermal expansion coefficient c_ is constant. For isotropic
response the constitutive relations (1.9) then reduce to
Eh
= o )_N rN_ 1 - _2(e%+ Veyy
En o N_ (III2)Ny = l- _(% + _o)_
Nxy = 2Ghe°y
0 . . .where e°x, e°y, eyyare the middle surface strains as defined by (I 7) and N r is given by (I lla)
The bending moments are given as
Mx = -K(w,x_ + _w,yy)- Mr
M_ = -X(w_ + _w,_)- M_ (III.3)
M_y = -(1 - y)Kw,_y
with the thermal moment M T given by (I.14).
The generalized von Karman equations for the hygrothermal case now reduce to (see
(1.21), (1.24))'
KA2w -- (I>,yyW,xx- 2_xyW,xy+ _,xxW,yy- A] tlr + t (III.4a)
and
1
A2_ - -_Eh[ w, wi- (1 - y)/XN :r (III.4b)
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where t - t(x,y) is the applied transverse force. In considering small deflection theory
one ignores the bracket operator on the right-hand side of (III.4b), in which case the Airy
function, as given by (I.20), satisfies
/X2_--(1- u)ANr(small deflection theory) ( III.4b )
In a purely (thermal) bending problem the middle surface forces as given by (1.20) do not
come into play in which case the system (III.4a, b) reduces to
KA2w--AM T + t (thermal bending). ( III.4a )
In many places in the literature a temperature distribution of the form
ST(x, y, z) - To(x, y) + zT1(x, y) (III.5)
has been considered; for this specific type of distribution it is easy to see that, as a direct
consequence of (I.11a) and (1.14),
1- ' (hi6)
MT _ c_E h3- 1- v)
For such a temperature distribution, within the context of the small deflection equations,
it will generally be the case that one is dealing with a thermal bending problem when
AN T - /XTo - 0 and a thermal buckling problem when /XM T - /XT1 -- 0. The boundary
conditions associated with the thermal bending and buckling of, say, a rectangular plate of
width a and length b exhibiting isotropic material symmetry are as follows:
(i) If all the edges are clamped then the conditions coincide with (II.114a, b) of [1].
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(ii) If all the edges are simply supported then w - 0 along each edge and, in addition,
ti' (W,x x 'q- 12W,yy) -Jr-M T - 0
x- O,a;O < y < b
(uI.7)
K (wyy + vw,=) + M r - 0
y- O,b;O < x < a
(iii) If the edges are all free then the conditions in (III.7) hold as well as
x[_ _ + (2- _)__] + M_- 0
y- O,b;O < x < a
(III.S)
_:[_,_ + (2 - _)_ _] + M _ - 0_X
x - 0, a;0 <_y _<b
In (111.7), (111.8), M T is given by (I.14). Of course, cases where, e.g., one pair of (parallel)
edges is simply supported while the other pair of edges is free can be considered by combining
the conditions in (i)-(iii), above.
For a plate exhibiting rectilinearly orthotropic material symmetry the thermal strains
assume the form (see (1.26))'
with the coefficients of linear thermal expansion along the x and y axes, ai and a2, respec-
tively, taken to be constants. The constitutive relations in this situation are given as follows
(wl_ere ex_°,exyO,eyy°are, once again, the middle surface strains)'
O
N_ = {1-vi2v2i 1-vi2v2i




· N_. - . ST(x, y, z)dz
1 - _i2_2i J-h/2 (III.11)
1 - _i2_2i J-h/2
The expressions for the bending moments, in the thermal bending/buckling problem for a
rectilinearly orthotropic elastic plate, assume the form (see (I.37))'
M_ = -(Diiw,_ + Dx2w,yy) - M_
My = -(D2iw,xx + D22w,yy) - g?I} (111.12)
Mxy = -2D66w,xy
where
hi2_} - (_ii_i+ _i_) _-_/_?(_,y,z)_
(III.13)
h/2
and the cij are given by (I.27). The relevant von Karman equations for thermal bend-
ing/buckling become (see (1.38), (1.42))'
DllW,_ + {D12 + 4D66 + D21}W,xxyy
(III.i4_)
+D22w,yyyy [(I), W] l_/i[1 ~ 1-- -- r, xx -- MT, yy + t
and
1 1 2/212
I (i),yyyy_] - ( )(i),xxyy
Eib h Gi2 E2
i _,_=_= i[ww]







As for the boundary data in this case, with respect, e.g., to a rectangular plate of width a
and length ), we have the following:
(i) If all four edges are clamped then conditions (III.114a, b) of [1] still apply.
(ii) If the four edges are simply supported, then w - 0 along each edge and, in addition,
+ D 2w,,y)+ - 0,
x- 0, a;0 __y __b
(III.15)
+ + - O,
y- 0, b;0 __x __a
where M_,, M_, are given by (III.13).
(iii) If all four edges are free, then the conditions in (III.15) apply as well as
D21w,xxy + D22W,yyy + 4D66w,xxy + j_2 -- 0,T,y
y 0, b;0 __x __a
(III.lC)
DllW,xxx -Jr- D12w,xyy -+-4D66w,xyy - _1 - 0T,x
x- 0, a;0 __y __b
k
The same comments apply as in the isotropic case with regard to different types of boundary
data holding along pairs of parallel edges of the plate; in a small deflection situation, the
1 [w, w] would be deleted from the right-hand side of (III.14b) while for'bracket' term-_
purely thermal buckling equation (III.14b) would be deleted in its entirety and (III. 14a)
would be employed with (I)- 0.
When the temperature difference 5T varies linearly through the thickness of the plate, as
in (III.5), the thermal stress resultants/9_, i- 1, 2 and the thermal moments 37/_,i- 1, 2,
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as given by (III.11) and (III.13), respectively, reduce to
1 - ul2u21
(III.17a)
_ _ (S__, + S,_2)hro(_ ' y)
1 -- /]12//21
and
12 T_(x, y) (III.17b)
For a circular (or annular) plate exhibiting isotropic material symmetry, the thermal strain
(see (1.43)))is given by
e_, - c_ST(r,8, z) (III.18)
For the isotropic case, the constitutive relations (I.47) reduce to
' Eh
__ 0 *
N_ - 1- _ (_o+_%o)- Nr
Eh o · (111.19)
N_o- 2Ghe°o
where the e%, %0o,e_0 are the middle surface strains as given by (11.71) of [1] with C - 0,
while
Ec_ fn/2
N_. = I - v J-h/2 ST(r, O,z)dz (111.20)
The bending moments for the isotropic case in polar coordinates are given by (see [3], §4)'
, 1 1
-_,, + w,oo)]- M_,Mr = -K[w,rr + V(r 7
1 1
-w_ + woo)]-- M_ (III21)
M O -- --K[MW,rr "}-(T _
1
M_o= -(1 - _)K(w_o-Tm,o)
where
Ea
fh/2 ST(r, O,z)zdz (111.22)
M_. = 1 - v a-h/2
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The yon Karman system for this case now assumes the form
(Ill.23)
iEh[w,w]- (i - _)/xN¢
where [_, w] and [w, w], as well as A2w, are given by the expressions directly following (1.51)
02 1 0 1 02
and A - 0r 2 +-r _ -t r2 002 ; for the small deflection case one again deletes the 'bracket'
[w, wi in the second equation in (Ill.23). Thermal bending alone for the circular (or annular)
isotropic plate is governed by the first of the two equations in (Ill.23) with · - 0.
For a temperature distribution varying linearly through the thickness of the plate we
have, in lieu of (Ill.5),
_r(_,0,_)- ro(_,0)+ _r_(_,0) (iii.24)
In this special case (111.20) and (Ili.22) become, respectively,
N_ = __--z-7 (III2s)
Eah a
We now delineate the boundary conditions that are associated with the system (111.23), or
a specialization thereof, for the case of an annular plate with edges at r - Ri, i - 1, 2, Rx -
a, R2 = b > a.
Ow
(i) If both edges are clamped then w - 0 and _ - 0, along r - Ri, i - 1, 2.
(ii) If the plate edges at r - Ri, i - 1, 2 are simply supported then w - 0, for r - Ri, i -
1, 2, and, in addition,
K[w,_+ _,(1 1-_,OO+ TW,_)]+ M¢- o (III.26)
for r = Ri, i = 1, 2
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(iii) When the edgesat r - Ri, i - 1, 2 are free we must use (III.26) as well as the condition
{K (W,rr q- -w r -lt.- W,O0)T ' T¥ ,r
_ _, (III27)
+(1- _)(7 w,oo_- 7 w,oo)j
q-M¢,r -- 0, T -- Ri, i -- 1,2
Our last case in this sequence concerns the thermal bending and/or buckling of thin
elastic circular (or annular) plates exhibiting cylindrically orthotropic behavior. The thermal
strains in the radial and angular directions are given by (see (1.56))
e_, - a_ST(r,0, Z), e°r- c_oST(r,O,z) (111.28)
In lieu of (III.19), (III.20) and (III.21), (111.22) for the isotropic case we now have the
following sets of expressions for the resultant forces and bending moments ·
E,.h _,,.Eoh0 o 7'
Nr - err + %0-- NT
1 -- 1,',-1,'0 1 -- Y,-Z/O
No -- z/oE_h Eob o o (111.29)_ _o + e o:V_




h/2j_, __ I'kEr _r lYr'_ O0_ O]'_ (_r (r , O, z ) d z
1 - VrVO J-h/2 (111.30)
_ [h/2NO (yoE_a_ + Eoc_o) 6T(r, 0 z)dz
1 - _,-_'o J-h/2 '
and
, 1 1
Mr : -Dr[W,rr -]- L'o(;W,r -[- --T2W,O0)] - M_
1 1





1 - YrYo ) J-h/2 (111.32) '
- ST(r, 0 z)zdz
1 - YrV'O J-h/2 '
Employing (111.31) in (1.67), and using (1.49), we obtain the first of the yon Karman equations
for thermal bending and/or buckling of a thin, elastic, cylindrically orthotropic plate, i.e.,
1 1
Drw,rrrr q- 2D_o . _w,_oo + Do' _w,oooo
1 1 1
+2D_ ' --W,r_ -- 2D_o_w,_oo- Do_w_7'
+2(Do + D_o) 1 1--r4W,o0+ Do_-_W,r
1




1 1 1 1
+2(7_,o- -_,_o)(-_ w,_o- _w,o)
1




while the second of the relevant von Karman equations for this case becomes
1 _r_rr+ ( 1 2_ 1Eo GrO Er )_'r_°°
1 1 2 1
..... (I) rrr+Er r4 _,oooo+ Eo r
1 2zl_1 1 1
(G_o E_)7_'_'_°° Er r2_'_''
+_21- _r( 1 1 1 1
+ _o_o)7_'°°+ Er'r-_'_ (III.34)
1 1 1 1
-_,_+ w,oo)-(-w,_o-- ,o)_]= -h[w_( 7_ r _w
1 1 1 No
-I-Er {_ (N_ - pr N° ) 'o° '+'-(NT'rT' -- Ur T,r ) }
1 No 2 No
"1-_0 ( ( T,r -- lYoYT, rr ) -+- -- ( NTO'roT -- UO T,r ) )
with W_and N° as given by (III.S0).
Remarks- Various combinations of terms on the right-hand side of (111.34) may be simplified
somewhat, e.g.,
r [h/2
NT -- lYr'/_O -- Ero_r J-h/2 (_T(T, O, z)dz
but there appears to be little value in carrying out such an exercise except within the context
of an application to a specific problem.
Among the special cases of the von Karman system (111.33), (111.34) that are of particular
interest are the following:
(i) when the temperature distribution varies linearly through the plate, as in (III.24), the
thermal moments and stress resultants in (111.33) and (II1.34) reduce to the following
expressions:
N¢ - (.Sr_+ _E0_0)hro(_,0)
i -- lYrlY0 (111.35)





1 - v_vs (Ill.36)
+ Eoae h 3
M ° -- ( lyO_rOLr )]'_' T 1 (1', 0)1 --%uo
(ii) For small deflections the first term on the right-hand side of (III.34), in square brackets,
is deleted.
(iii) The (purely) thermal bending problem is governed by (III.33) with ·- 0.
(iv) For an axially symmetric problem both (III.33) and (111.34) reduce to (variable coeffi-
cient) ordinary differential equations in the radial variable r; we have w -w(r), ·-
_(r) and T - T(r, z) so that the resultants N_, NT_ and moments M_, MTs are functions
only of r. In (III.33) and (III.34), therefore, derivatives of all quantities, of any order,
with respect to 0 vanish.
The boundary data for an annular elastic plate of inner radius ]{1 - a and outer radius
1{2 - b > a, exhibiting cylindrically orthotropic symmetry, may be specified as follows:
Ow
(i) If both edges are clamped then w - 0 and Or - 0, along r - Ri, i - l, 2.
(ii) If the plate edges are simply supported, then w - 0, for r - Ri, i - 1, 2 and, addition-
ally,
1 1
-w,,.+ )]+ - o
(111.37)
for r - Ri, i -- 1, 2
where M_. is given by the first of the relations in (111.32).
(iii) For free edges at r - R/, i- 1, 2, (111.37) applies and, in addition,
D,.[w,,.,.,. + vo( 1
1
+
4 w (III.38)+ mL - o,T 9°
for r -- Ri, i -- 1, 2
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The usual considerations apply if one edge is, e.g., clamped while the other is simply sup-
ported or if one edge is simply supported while the other is free, etc.; for a circular plate of
radiusR=b, R1 =a=0.
Remarks: All of the problems considered above may be posed in terms of the middle surface
displacements u, v and the out-of-plane deflection w in lieu of w and the Airy function (I); the
idea is most feasible within the context of small deflection theory. For an isotropic rectangular
plate small deflection theory corresponds to the substitution of the expressions for the middle
surface strains exx°,exyO,and eyy°from (I.7) into the constitutive relations (III.2), suppression
of all those terms involving the out-of-plane displacement w, and then substitution of the
resultant expressions for Nx, Ny, and Nxy into the in-plane equilibrium equations (I.17a);
this process leads to the pair of equations
Eh Eh (U,yy + ) - N T
(iii.39)
Eh Eh
which must be solved in conjunction with
K/X2w -- NxW,xx + ]VxyW,xy+ _Nywyy - AM r + t (111.40)
For the small deflection case considered, above, (III.39) and (III.40) are decoupled, just
as (III.4a), (III.4b) are if, in (III.4b), we delete the bracket [w,w]. Thus (III.39) must be
solved, subject to appropriate boundary conditions, for the middle surface displacements u, v
which, in turn, are used to compute Nx, Nxy, and Ny for subsequent substitution in (III.40).
Little use of the displacement formulation of the thermal bending/buckling problem will be
made in this report and we will, therefore, not pursue the issue further with respect to other
geometries or other classes of material symmetry.
Remarks- All of the thermal bending/buckling equations, and corresponding boundary
conditions considered in this section, may be derived from energy principles, i.e., from the
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principle of minimum potential energy in conjunction with elementary techniques in the
calculus of variations; we will illustrate the general idea for an isotropic plate in rectangular
Cartesian coordinates. Energy principles also serve as the basis for various approximate
methods of analysis, including the Rayleigh-Ritz method (for computing critical (buckling)
temperatures and the corresponding (initial) buckling modes) and finite element methods.
In what follows we will consider only the thermal bending problem for the sake of simplifying,
somewhat, the presentation.
The standard descriptions of the principle of minimum potential energy within the context
of structural mechanics is as follows: of all displacement fields which satisfy the prescribed
constraint conditions, the state assumed by the structure is the one which makes the total
potential energy a minimum.
For an elastic plate, the total potential energy ri is the sum of the strain energy U and the
potential of any (conservative) applied forces. For the case of an isotropic, linearly elastic
plate the strain energy U, within the context of small deflection (classical plate) theory
assumes the form
./_./ Eh )2 Ehv - __{ 2(1- _) (_'_+ _'_ + a(1+ _)[(_'_+ _'_)_
K
-q_,_,_]+ i(_,x_ + _,_)_
-N _(_ +_,_)+ M_(_,=+ w,_))_dy,
where .,4 is the area of the middle surface of the plate, while the potential of the transverse
loading t(x, y) is
v - -/_/twdxdy
Therefore for a rectangular plate (0 i x i a, 0 i y i b) which is subject to a temperature
variation 5T(x, y,z) and a transverse loading t(x, y), but no applied edge loads, the total
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potential energy II assumes the form'
/°fo" Eh (u + )2__,2) ,_ 4(1Eh+n- {2(1 _'_+ _)[(_'_+_'_)_
K
-4u,xv,y] + -_-(W,x_+ W,yy)2
(III.4z)
w 2+(1- _)K[ ,_ - _,_,_]
To apply the principle of minimum potential energy we note that a necessary condition for
II to have a minimum is that the first variation 5_ - 0. Using (III.41) to compute 5II,
integrating by parts, and employing (III.2) and (III.3), with e%,e°y,eyy as given by classical
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plate theory, we find that





-[2(i + v)(U,xy+ v,=) + i - .2 (VUxy+ v_y)- N_]5v
+[K(w,== + 2w=_ + w,_)
+ML+ My%-t]Sw}d_dy
(III.42)




In order that (111.42) be satisfied for arbitrary variations 5u, dy, 5w, 5(Wx), and 5(w,y), all
the expressions within the square brackets in (111.42) must vanish identically which leads
to (111.39) and (111.40), with Nx - Nxy - Ny - 0; the resultant system governs the ther-
mal bending, under an arbitrary temperature distribution ST(x, y, z), of a linearly elastic,
isotropic rectangular plate. From (111.42) it is readily deduced that the following (natural)
boundary conditions must be satisfied'
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(i) On the edgesx-0, a, for0<y_<b
¢,
u is prescribed or N_- 0
v is prescribed or N_y- 0
(III.43a)
w is prescribed or M_,_ + 2M_y,y- 0
w_ is prescribed or Mx- 0
(ii) On the edges y- 0, b, for 0 < x < a
u is prescribed or N_y -0
v is prescribed or Ny- 0 (III.43b)
w is prescribed or My,y q- 2Mxy,x - 0
(iii) At the corners (0, 0), (a, 0), (0, b), and (a, b)
w is prescribed or M_y- 0 (III.43c)
Remarks: Some consideration of the calculation of thermal stress distributions will be made
in § IV, while problems of buckling, bending, and postbuckling for rectangular plates and
plates with circular symmetry will be treated at length in §V; however, it is feasible to
present here the simple, but important problem of a thin plate (of arbitrary contour) which
is subjected to a temperature distribution that varies only through the thickness of the plate,
i.e., T- T(z). In this case we clearly have that N T and M T are constants. We will restrict
the discussion to the case of an isotropic, linearly elastic, plate (in rectangular Cartesian
coordinates) which is either free or has clamped edges.
For the case of a free plate, a solution to (III.4b), with [w, w] - 0, which yields zero force
resultants on the boundary is given by (I) - 0. It then follows that Nx - Ny - N_y - 0
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throughout the plate. Inversion of (III.2) yields
1 [N_- _N_+ (1- _)N_]e°_ = Eh
o 1 [Ny- .Nx + (1 - .)N T] (III.44)eyy = Eh
l+y
o = _NxyexY Eh
Integration of (III.44) yields (recall that exx°,e[xyO,and eyy° are the classical plate theory middle
surface strains) the in-plane displacements:
u = (1-')Nr
Eh x+a+cy
v = (1- y)N T (III.45)
Eh y+b-cx
with a, b,c arbitrary constants of integration. In a similar vein, if we take Mx = My = Mxy =
0, throughout the plate, then the boundary conditions for a free edge are automatically
satisfied while (III.4) has as its solution (recall that ri) - 0 and we also take t- 0)
M T
w - -2(1 + y)K (12 + y2) + d + ex + fy (Ill.46)
with d, e, and f constants of integration. The resulting thermal stresses for this case are
easily computed to be (e.g., [3], § 2.4)
1 Nr 12 Mr EaT(z)
Crxx- cryy- _ + _-_ z - 1 - y ' Crxy- 0 (Ill.47)
For the case where the plate has clamped edges, instead of free edges, it again follows that a
simple solution exists. With constant M T, and t- 0, (III.4a) and the boundary conditions
are satisfied by taking w = 0. Then, by virtue of (III.3),
Mx - My - -M T, Mxy - 0 (111.48)
In in-plane edge displacements are prevented then equations (III.39) and the boundary con-
ditions yield u = v = 0 so that, as a consequence of (III.2),
N_- N_- -N T,N_ - 0 (III.49)
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In this situation it is easily computed that
E_T(_) - o (III.50)
(Yxx -- (Tyy : -- 1 -- Y _ (TxY
If, on the other hand, the middle surface of the plate is free of in-plane tractions, then
Nx - Ny - Nxy -0 and
_ _ _ _ ._N__ E_T(_)l- _ ' _x_- 0 (III.S1)
IV. THERMAL BENDING AND BUCKLING OF RECTANGU-
LAR AND CIRCULAR PLATES AND THERMOELASTIC
STRESS DISTRIBUTIONS-SMALL DEFLECTION THEORY
There are many excellent surveys of thermoelastic problems in the mechanics literature
(e.g., Boley and Weiner [7], Nowacki [8], Hetnarski [9], and Kovalenko [10]) to which the
reader may be referred. In this section, we will content ourselves with presenting only a
few thermal stress distribution solutions which have been considered in conjunction with
problems involving the thermal bending and/or buckling of thin plates within the context of
small deflection theory; the associated bending and/or buckling solutions are also presented
and analyzed.
Within the context of small-deflection theory, two distinct types of problems may be
considered' those in which the effect, on the deflections, of loads in the plane of the plate is
neglected, thus leading to a thermal bending problem and those in which the effect of such
loads is taken into account thereby leading to a buckling problem; postbuckling behavior
can not be adequately accounted for in the context of small-deflection theory and, therefore,
descriptions of thermal postbuckling behavior are relegated to §V and § VI.
If the effect of loads in the plane of the plate on deflections is ignored, then for the
simplest case of an isotropic rectangular plate subjected to a transverse loading t- t(x, y),
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and a general three-dimensional temperature variation ST(x, y, z), the pertinent equation is
(III.4a) with (I>- O, i.e.,
K (w,X_x_+ 2W,xwy+ W,yyyy) - t M t T- ,=- M_ (Iv._)
Equation (IV.l) is to hold for 0 < x < a, 0 < y < b. For illustrative purposes, we will assume
that the plate is simply supported on all four edges, in which case w - 0 for x - 0, a, 0 _<
y <_b,w - 0 for y - 0, b, 0 _<x _<a, and the conditions (111.7) apply as well. The analysis
proceeds by expressing the thermal moment and transverse load as double Fourier sine series
of the form
OO OO
M T = _ _ M_sinc_sin_y
_=_oo=_oo (Iv.2)
t = _ _ tmnSinozmsin/_ny
m=l n=l
mTr ntt
with c% = --,/_= - and
a b
4/o/o(M_,_, tm_) - _-_ (M T, t)sin c_msin/5,_ydxdy
In order to satisfy the boundary conditions we take the deflection to have the form
W -- E E 7mn sin c_msin/3ny (IV.3)
m=l n=l
Thus, in accord with (III.7) it must be assumed that the temperature distribution is such
that M T-0,forx-0,a,0_<y<_bandM r-0fory-0,b,0<_x_<a,asituationthat
we will comment on at length in sections V and VI.
Substituting (IV.2) and (IV.3) into (IV.I) and solving for the coefficients ?_= we have
tr_ + (c_2 + _2)M_,_ (IV.4)
,_ - _:(_%+ _)a
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so that the resultantmoments, as a consequence of (111.3), (IV.2) - (IV.4), become
O0 (DO
2




My = _ _ {//'(z/a m + 3,_)Tm,_- Mmn}sin am sin 3ny (IV.5)
m=l n--1
C_ (DO
M,,= - E X; - cos cos
m=l n=l
To resolve the in-plane stretching aspect of this problem we note that the displacements
u, v are governed by the differential equations (111.39) with which we may associate two
types of boundary conditions: in the first case it may be assumed that normal components
of displacements along each edge are permitted while tangential components are not while
in the second case the opposite situation would prevail. For the first case alluded to, the
boundary data takes on the form
Eh _ NT
N_ = 1- v 2(u'x + vv y - O,v - O
for x- 0, a;0 _<y _<6
Eh (IV.6)
Ny -- 1- _'2(_'U'x+ V'y) - N T - O,u - O
for y- 0, b;0 _<x _<a
Of course, small deflection theory has been assumed in writing down (IV.6). We now express
the thermal force N T as
(DO (DO
N T - _ _ Nm_ sin am sin 3_y (IV.7)
fa--1n--1
with
/o/oa__4 b N T sin a_ sin 3,_ydxdyNm,_- ab
N T being given by (I.11a) for a general variation ST(x, y, z).
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To satisfy the boundary conditions (IV.6) we seek solutions of (111.39) in the form
OO OO
_=l_=l (IV.8)OO OO
v - _ _b_sinc_cos/3_y
m=l n--1
The expressions in (IV.8) are now substituted into the equations (111.39) with the result that
a_ = Eh(c_2 +/f2) (IV.9)
=
Sh( % +
Employing (IV.7) - (IV.8) in (IV.6) we compute, for the stress resultants




Ny = - _ _.{ 1 - _2 (yozma,_,_+ fi,_b_n) (IV.10)m=l n--1
+Nmn } sin c_ sin _y
c_ 0o __1Eh (/3namn+ Oznmbmn)cos OgreCOS_ny
m--1 n--1
If, in lieu of the boundary data (IV.6), one assumes that tangential displacements are al-
lowed along each edge, but that normal displacements are prevented, the relevant boundary
conditionsare 1 Eh
Nxy = _ 1 +-------_(U,y+ v,_) - 0 (IV.11a)
forx-0, a;0_<y_<b, andy-0, b;0_<x_<a
and
u-0, forx-0, a; 0 _<y _<b,v - 0, fory-0, b;0_<x<_a (IV.11b)
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In this case N T may be expressed as
O0 CO
N :r - _ _ N_ cos am cos/5_y (IV.12)
m=O n=O
with
N'"_ -- Cm_fobJi_ NT c°s c_'_c°s /3_ydxdYab
4, m > O,n > 0
Cr_ = 2, m>0, n-0orm-0, n>0
1, m-n-O
while the displacements, chosen so as to identically satisfy the boundary conditions in
(IV.11a, b), have the form
O0 O0
u - Z 5__ si__ cos
,_=l _=0 (IV. 13)
OO OO
- Z Z _ cos_ s__y
m=0 n= 1
The same procedure described above, for the first set of boundary conditions now leads to
_ am/Cra=(1 - _2) b_= /3=/¢m=(1- y2) (IV.14)amn -- _ --Eh(_ +_) Eh(_ +_)
and
oo _ Eh -
m=O n=O
Nm_- }cosoz_cos y
Ny = _]] _ { 1 _'_-z/2(z/ozma_ +/3_b,_) (IV.15)m=O n=O
- N_ }cos_ cos/3_y
oo oo __1Eh (/3_5_ + C_r_bm_)sin a._ sin/3_y
m=l n=l
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The thermoelastic stress distributions, for either of the two bending problems considered
above, may be computed by substitution for Nx, Nxy, Ny, N r, Mx, My, 2V[xy,and M r in the
relations
' 1 12z Ec_
- (N_+ NT)+ (Mx+ MT) _T_=- h _ i-v
12z MT Ec_1 (Ny + N z) + (My + ) _T (IV.16)
O'yy = _ -_ i-
1 12z
_ = _NI_+ 7Mx_
An alternative solution to the flexure problem for the rectangular plate discussed above
has been described in Tauchert [3] and is now described below; we will begin, as in [3], by
assuming that the edges x - 0 and x - a are simply supported, that the plate is symmetric
b b
y < , and that, for now, the boundary conditionswith respect to the x axis, so that 2 - -
1
along y - :k_b are arbitrary. As w - 0 along x - 0 and x - a it follows that W,yy -- 0 along
these edges as well. The conditions of simple support of the plate along x - 0 and x - a
may, therefore, be expressed as
1 MT
w-O,w,== K (Iv.i7)
,for x- O,a;O _( y _( b
We look for a solution of (IV.l) satisfying the non-homogeneous boundary conditions (IV.17)
in the form
w - W(x, y)+ MT(O, y)Ho(x)+ MT(a, y)H_(x) (IV.iS)
with
a 2 x :8)3Ho(x) = 6K{ z--3(-) 2+(- }
a a a (IV.19)
a_ __ (_)_)Ha (x) = 6K {_ a
Using (IV.19) in (IV.18) and substituting the resultant expression for w(x, y) into (IV.l) it
follows that
V 4 w(x, _/) - F(x, !/) (IV.20)
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where
t(x, y) v2M T
F(x, y) - K - K (IV.21)
- V 4 {MT(O, y)Ho(x)+ MT(a, y)Ha(x)}
and
02w
=0, forx-0, a;0<_y_<b (IV.22)
W- 0X 2
We express F in terms of the Fourier series
oo m7r
F(x, y) - _ fro(Y)sin c_x; c_ - (IV.23)
m--1
with
/o'2 F(x y) sin a_xdxf_(Y)- a
and take w in the form
OO
w(x, y) - _ Y_ (y) sin c_x (IV.24)
m--1
so that w automatically satisfies the edge conditions in (IV.22). It is easily shown that w, as
given by (IV.24), satisfies (IV.20) provided the Y_ satisfy the ordinary differential equations
2 I! 4
y(iv) (y) _ 2ozmYm (y) + ozmy m (y) __ fm (Y) (I7.25)
whose general solution has the form
Y,_ - (Am + B_y) cosh a_y + (C_ + D_y) sinh a,_y
(IV.26)
The constants of integration Am, Bm, Cra, and Dm in (IV.26) are to be determined from the
boundary data on the edges y - +lb Suppose e.g., that the edges y - -+-lb-are also simply2' ' 2
supported and that the thermal moment M T is constant-as it would be, say, for 5T - ST(z).
As the support conditions and loading are both symmetric with respect to the x-axis, the
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deformation must also be symmetric and, thus, Bm -Cm - 0 in (IV.26). Substituting Ym
from (IV.26) into (IV.24) and, then, the resultant expression for w into (IV.18) yields
OO
w -- _ (Am cosh c_my+ Dray sinh c_my)sin c_mx
(tv.27)
y)Ho(X)+M (a,












w -- _ (Am cosh oz_y + D_y sinh c_,_y+ k,_)sin c_z (IV.29)
re=l,3,--.
The constants Am and Dm in (IV.29) are to be determined from the boundary conditions
1 Mr
w-0, wyy= K (IV.30)
1
for y- +_b;0 <_x _<a
We write
OO
M T -- _ M._ sin c_._x; mm -- Ko_km (IV.31)
m=l
and substitute (IV.29) into (IV.30); after solving for A,_ and D_ we obtain
4M r' _ 1 (1- cosha_y (IV.32)
w(x,y)-- aK' _ oz-_ 1 )sinc_mx
,_=l,a,..- cosh _ a_b
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for which the corresponding moment resultants are given by
Mx = __ T _ OZmy sin OZmX
cosh
1
a re=l,3,---C_ cosh _ a_b
oo
-4M T(1-_) _ 1 (1- coshc_my-- 1 )sin c_mx (IV.33)
My = a re=l,3,..,c_ cosh xa_b
Z
oo
Mxy 4MT(l-v) _ 1 (sinhc_,_y-- -- 1 ) COS Ozmx
a _=1,3,... c_ cosh _ c_b
1
For the case in which the plate is clamped along the edges at y - 4-_b, and subject to
a constant thermal moment M T, it has been noted in [3] that the deflection, once again,
assumes the form in (IV.29) but, now, With
1 1




lo, mb+Sin h 1 1B_ = _ _c_b cosh _c_b
1 1 1
/k_ = _amb + sinh _a_b cosh _ a_b
References for the thermal bending of an isotropic, elastic rectangular plate, under other
combinations of edge conditions, may be found in [3].
Next, we consider the problem of thermal bending of an isotropic annular plate; we assume
that the plate is subjected to a transverse loading t - t(r, O) and a general temperature
variation ST(r, O,z). For this situation, ignoring for now the effect on deflections of loads
in the plane of the plate, the relevant equation is the first partial differential equation in
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(III.23) with ·- O, i.e.,
2 1
_'(W,rrrr -+- --W,rrr -- _'_W,rrI'
2 1 2
-- -- ,r99




= 7_-- ( _5_'rr + ---/_'r +T _ J_fT, O0
Eoz fn/2
with M_ = I - y J-n/2 ST(r, O,z)zdz being the thermal moment.
Equation (IV.35) holds for a _< r < b,0 _< 0 < 2_r. The associated clamped, simply
supported, and free edge boundary conditions are given, respectively, by
Ow
(i) w - 0 and Or - 0, at r - a, b if the edges are clamped
1 1
(ii) w - 0 and g[w,rr + lY(_¥w,o0 + --W,r)]r+ M_ -- 0, at r -- a, b if the edges are simply
supported
1 1
(iii) K[w,_ + z/(_-ffw,oo+ -w,_)]r+ M_ - 0 and
1 1 1 1 '
f_[(W,rr-}--I'W,r-{---1.2211,00),r4-(1 -- Y)(_'_W,OOr-- _¥W,O0)]4- M_,r -- O,
at r- a, b if both edges are free.
Also, for isotropic response, the bending moments in polar coordinates are given by (III.21),
Ec_
--fn/2 aT(r, O,z)dz and the stresses may be
the resultant forces by (III.19), with N_ = 1 - y J-n/=
expressed by
_ 12z Ec_
1 (Yr -3- N_.)-{- (Mr -Jr- -/_f_) _5T
12z Ec_
(No+ N_)+ (Mo+ M_) _aT (IV.a6)c_00= _ '-gi- 1 - y
1Nro + 12z _
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The simplest case of thermal bending with respect to an annular plate is that of axisymmetric
bending in which it is assumed that the loading and boundary conditions are independent
of the angular coordinate 0. If, in addition, t - 0 then (IV.35) reduces to
1
V2M_ a < r < b (IV.37)
_4W -- K
E_ fn/2
where w -w(r), M_ = 1 - y J-n/2 ST(r, z)zdz,
d4 2 da 1 d2 1 d
dr4 r dr3 r2 dr2 ra dr
d2 ld ld d
V2 - + : (r--7--)dr2 r dr r dr ctr'
The general solution of (IV.37) is easily computed to be
T




with the Ci, i - 1,..-,4, arbitrary constants of integration. For the problem at hand a
straightforward computation based on (IV.38) yields the following expressions for the relevant
moments and shear force resultant'
C3
Mr = -K{2(1 + v)C2 - (1 - v)_ 7 + (3 + v)C4




Qr ------ Mr,r+ =-4K--r 4
For the case of a solid plate, in which a - 0, the constants C3 and C4 in (IV.38) must vanish
so that Mr and Q_ remain finite at r - 0; if the solid plate is clamped along its edge at
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r- b, then it follows from (IV.38), and the fact that w- W,r-0 at r- b, that
C_--b2C2= 2K M_,(r)rdr (IV.40)
while if the edge at r- b is simply supported
1 - v _bC_ - -b202 = 2(i + _)_: _ M_(r)rdr (IV.4i)
When (ST),o _ 0 a solution w - w(r, O) must be obtained for (IV.35); for simplicity
we again set t - 0; such problems have, e.g., been considered by Forray and Newman [11]
for the special case in which the thermal gradient is assumed to vary linearly through the
thickness of the plate. Specifically, it is assumed in [11] that the thermal moment MC may
be expressed in the form
OO (X) (X) 0<2)
M_, - _ Z Ak_rk cos mO+ _ Z Bkmrk sin mO (IV.42)
m=0 k=0 m=l k=0
This form for the thermal moment is a consequence of the assumption that
with
--Z
Ti(r, _)z - -_-Td(r, _) (IV.43)
and Td the temperature difference between the upper and lower faces of the plate. Using the
definition of MC we then easily compute that
1+-----f-_c_Td(r,0) (IV.44)MC- hK
while (IV.35)becomes (with t-0)
1 + _, V2 (IV.45)_4 W -- _OZ T dhK
The solution to (IV.45) consists of the sum of the general solution of 4V w9 - 0 and a
l+z_
particular solution of _2Wp -- h-----_-aTa.
In fact, the general solution to (IV.45) can be shown, as in [11], to have the form
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w - ao + bor2 + cor21nr + dolnr (IV.46)
C1
+(air + blra + -- + dlrlnr) cos 0
7'
+(a[r+ b_r3 + c2 + d_rlnr) sin 0
7'
+ _ anr_ + bnr_+2 + r-_ + rn_2 cosn0
n--2
I I
-t n+2 Cn dn
+ (a_r _ + o_r + -- + ) sin nO
Tn Z'n-2
oo cf)
+ _ qm(r) cos mO+ _ hm(r) sin mO
m--0 m--1
' b_ ..(n- 0 1 ...) arbitrary constants andwith the a_,a_, ,. , ,
Kr TM /(r 2'_- /(Akm, bkm)rk+l-'_dr)dr (IV.47)
For the special case in which we are dealing with a solid plate, so that a - 0, we must set
' - d_ - d_ - 0 so as to avoid singularities at r - 0.Cn -- Cn
Remarks- The last two sums on the right-hand side of (IV.46) constitute the particular
l+v
solution wp of V2Wp- K---_c_Ta;more specifically, if
1 +_______Vc_Td_ I Akmrk cos m/¢ (IV.48a)
hk [ Bkmrk sin mO
then wp(r, O) is given by
- / g_(r) cos mO (IV.48b)(_, 0)Wp
[ h,_(r) sin mO
with g_(r), h_(r) as defined in (IV.47). By carrying out the integrations in (IV.47) and
using the results in (IV.48b) it can be shown that
Akmrk+2cos mO
Wp(r_O)-- (k + 2)2- m2 (IV.49a)
B kmrk+2sin mO
(k + 2)2 - ra2
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when k + 2 - m _ O, and (IV.48a) applies, while for the case in which k + 2 - m - O,
2rs (2m) 2 (IV.49b)
WP(?"O) I {tnt 1 }rmsinraOBkm 2m (2m) 2
-- d_ - d'_-0, we note thatReturning to the case of a solid plate, for which c_ - c_
the constants a_ and b_ must be determined from the boundary conditions. For the case of
Ow(b, O) - 0 the (rather complex) expressions for thea clamped plate, in which w(b, O)- _
deflection, moments, and shears in nondimensional form are given in [11]; these results, for
m = 0, 1, 2, 3 are depicted in Fig. 1.
The problem of bending of a rectangular orthotropic plate (which has two opposite edges
simply supported and the other two clamped) due to different temperature distributions on
the plate surfaces, has been considered by Misra [12]. It is assumed in [12] that the plate
occupies the region
b b h h
_ _ <y< <z<-0<z<a, 2- -2' 2- - 2
h
so that the opposite faces are defined by z - +_. It is also assumed that the two parallel
b
edges at z - 0 and x - a are simply supported while the edges y - +_ are clamped. The
temperature distribution is taken as having the form
5T(x y z) - T_ + T2 + T__z-T2 (IV.50)' ' 2 h
h h b<y<b
so that T(x,y,_)-T_, T(x,y,-_)-T2, for0_< x_< a, d - _ _, whereT_ andT2
are, respectively the constant temperatures at the top and bottom of the plate; thus the
temperature is assumed to remain constant in any plane which is parallel to the x, y plane.
The edge conditions are given by
b b




w-0, w,y-O; ony-+_, for0<_x_<a (IV.51b)
where Mx is given by (111.12). Actually, Misra [12] writes the term /f_/} in (111.12)in the
_ fn/2form glf} --/_iMT, with MT 5Tzdz, so that (see (III.13))
J-h/2
/_1 -- CllOZl -+- C120_2 (IV.52)
The superposed bar over the/_ in (IV.52) does not appear in [12] and has been placed there
so as to not confuse this parameter with a hygroscopic coefficient. With the definition of
MT, as given above, and (IV.50) it is easily seen that
MT -- 1__h2(Tx - T2) - k (IV.53)12
which has the Fourier representation
4k _ 1 m_r
MT=-- _ --sin--x, (IV.54)
7l- m=1,3,5,... T/g a
for 0 < x < a. Using (IV.54) in (III.14a), setting t - 0 and · - 0, and replacing D_ +
4D66 + D21 by 2H we obtain, as in [12], the following equation for the bending of the heated,
rectangular, orthotropic plate'
OO
DllW,xxxx q- 2Hw,xxyy q- D22w,yyyy - P _ m sin --xm_r (IV.55)
re=l,3,., a
where
p = 4kz-/_ (IV.56)
a 2
From (IV.54) it follows that MT -- 0 along the edges at x - 0 and x - a. Then, by virtue
of (IV.51a) it follows that both w and W,yymust vanish along x - 0 and x - a. However,
as Mx - 0 along x - 0 and x - a, it would follow from (III.12) that w,_ - 0 along x - 0
and x - a only if MT -- 0 along these edges, which it does not-the Fourier representation
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notwithstanding! Thus, the edge conditions in (IV.51a), which in [12] are now written in
the form
w - O,w,_x - O, onx-O,a
b b (IV.57)
<y<for 2 - -
are open to suspicion as is, of course, the remainder of the solution presented below. A
solution of the homogeneous equation associated with (IV.55) which is compatible with the
edge conditions (IV.57) is now sought in [12] in the form
c_ 77%71'
w-- _ Ym(y) sin--x (IV.58)
re=l,3,., a
Substituting this expansion into the relevant homogeneous partial differential equation we
are led to the following homogeneous fourth order ordinary differential equation for the
functions Y_(y)'
D22Y!_mm 2 tt 4 (IV.59)- 2Hoz_Y_ + Dlloz_Y_ -- 0
mw
where C_m= --. Noting that, because of symmetry, Y_ must be an even function of y, a
a
solution of (IV.59) is sought, in [12], in the form
Y._(y) - A._ cosn pray cos qmy (IV.60)
+Bm sinh p._y sin qmy
where
2
p% = + -
D22 (IV.61)
2 (H v/H 2 D11D22
q_ = C_m - _D22
The A_, B_ are, at this junction, arbitrary functions of m. For a particular integral of
(IV.55) Misra [12]chooses
O0
w - _ Em sin c_x (IV.62)
m=1,3,5...





in which case the complete solution of (IV.55) assumes the form
oo rap
-- _ + A._ cos hpmy cos qmY+ Bm sinh Praysin qmY)sin C_mX (IV.64)
m=1,3,5...
The edge conditions (IV.57) are automatically satisfied by (IV.64) while those in (IV.51b)
are satisfied if and only if A,_, B_ are connected by the relations
rap + Am cosh bpm bqm bpm bqmcos + B_ sinh sin = 0 (IV.65a)
_4Dll 2 2 2 2
A_ (Pmtan h bpm bqm bqm bpm-_ - qmtan 2 ) + B,., (Pmtan 2 + qmtanh 2 ) - 0 (IV.65b)
These relations may be solved for Am, Bm (see [12] for the details) which are then substituted
back into (IV.64) so as to yield the deflection at any point of the plate. The expression
obtained for w(x, y) can also be employed in (111.12) so as to compute the thermally induced
moments at any point in the plate, e.g.,
(X>
2
Mx- Dll _ o%{A_coshp_ycosq_y
m=1,3,5,..
+B_ sinh p_y sin qr_Y} sin oz_x
OO
m=1,3,5,...
-2p_q_ sinh p_y sin q_y} (IV.66)
+B_ { (p2 _ q2) sinh p_y sin q._y





with analogous expressions for My and -3_xy.Finally, the deflection at the center of the plate,
a
i.e., at x- _, y- 0, is computed in [12] to be
mP mTr
w -- l_,a' ( _ + Am)sin 2 (IV.67)m= 5... a Dll
The expressions for the moments, e.g., (IV.66) and the final result (IV.67) for the deflection
at the center of the plate are subject to the criticism (of the relevance of the boundary
conditions (IV.57)) which has been levied above.
An alternative approach to solving problems of thermal deflection for plates that has
been used extensively in the literature is based upon the concept of an influence function
and usually goes under the title of Maysel's method; this approach is actually an extension of
Betti's reciprocal theorem to thermoelastic problems and excellent treatments have appeared
in several places in the literature, e.g., in Nowacki [8] and in Tauchert [3]. In what follows we
will adhere closely to the presentation in [3] and will assume that the plate exhibits isotropic
response; we will also take t - 0, so that in either rectangular or polar coordinates the
relevant partial differential equation is given by
KA2w - -AM l (IV.68)
If the plate occupies the domain A in the x, y plane, when in its undeflected state, and
w*(_, y; x, y) is the Green's function for the operator K/k 2 then it is easily shown (i.e. [3] or
Is])that
w(x, y) -- -//M T(s_, ri) V 2 w* (s_, r/;x, y)d.A(sc, ri) (IV.69)
.a





The Green's function in (IV.69), w*(_, 77;x, y), represents the deflectionat the point (_c,r/)
of the plate middle surface which would be due to a concentrated unit force applied at the
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point (x, y). Thus, the Maysel relation (IV.69) may be used to compute a thermally induced
deflection w(x, y) whenever w*((, 7/;x, y) can be calculated for a plate of given shape and
assigned support conditions. As an alternative to (IV.69) one may use the form obtained by
employing Green's formula, i.e.,
- f/w* (_,v;_,y)v_M_(_,v)dA(_,v)W(X_ Y)
(Iv.70)
A On On ds
where n, s denote, respectively, the directions that are normal and tangential to the plate
boundary OA. If v2M r -0, such as for the case in which M r is constant, then (IV.70)
reduces to
_(_'Y)- _ a_ _*a_ _ (iv.7_)
and if the plate is simply supported, so that w* -0 along OM, then
fo Ow*w(x, y) - - .4 Mr (_' V) On (_, V;x, y)ds (IV.72)
Ow*
Of course, if v2M T - 0 in _4, and the plate is clamped along &4, then w* = On = 0 along
0.A in which case w - 0 throughout the plate.
As a first example of the influence function method we consider the simply supported
rectangular plate which is depicted in Fig. 2. We assume that the thermal moment is
nonzero within an arbitrary region MT of the plate while M T - 0 in the complement of this
region. It is easily shown that the deflection w*, at an arbitrary point (_, ri) of the same
simply supported plate subject to a concentrated unit force at (x, y) is
w* (_, ri;x, y) - ab-K4_°c _c_ sin c_ sin/3n_7sin c_x sin/_nY (IV.73)_)2+m=l n=l
m_' nx MZwhere c_m- --,/3_ - provided vanishes along the edges of the plate. Substitutinga b
(IV.73) into (IV.69), and carrying out an elementary computation, we are led to the following
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expression for the deflection'
4 O<) (X) sin OZmX sin
.f./M r ((r/) sin c_( sin 3_yd_dr] (IV 74)w(x, y)- ab-K _ _ (C_2m+ _n2)2 '
m=l n=l .AT
If the thermal moment is constant over the entire plate, say, M r - M, then (IV.74) formally
reduces to
16M oo oo sin a_x sin 3,_Y
_(_'Y)- abX _ 5; (IV.75)__-'_,_,.=_,_,...__(_ + _)
but, once again, such a solution is subject to the criticisms raised earlier as, now, M T does
not vanish along the edges of the plate.
As a second example, we consider the application of Mayset's relation (IV.69) to the
thermal deflection of a solid circular plate of radius b; in this case (IV.69) assumes the
following form in terms of polar coordinates:
w(r, O)- - ['_ [_ M_(p, ¢) V _ w*(p, ¢; N, O)pdpd¢ (IV.76)
JO JO
where
02 1 0 1 02
V2= + + --op_ 7_ p_o¢_
In lieu of (IV.76) we may write, in analogy with (IV.70), that
w(r, O)-- -- w*(p, ¢; r, 6t)V 2 MT(p, ¢)pdpdO
(IV.77)
fo_ (M_(b,¢)°_*(b'_;_'°) 0M_(b'¢))b_- Op - w*(b,O;r,O) Op
Ow*
- * = = 0, for r - b,
If the circular plate is clamped along its edge at r b then w Op
0 < 0 < 2_r, and (IV.77) reduces to
fo2_fo b_(_,0) - - w*(p,¢;_,0)v _M_(p,¢)p_p_¢ (Iv.78)
The appropriate Green's function w* in (IV.78) for the case of a clamped edge is known to
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have the form
b2 { fi r'
r' P + 2 _ 2p'r' cos(0 - _)
p'_+ _- 2p'_-'cos(O- ¢)t_1+ p'_r,_- 2p,r,_os(O- ¢)
with p' - p/b and r' - r/b. Various forms of the Green's function are available for the case
of the simply supported solid circular isotropic plate but, as noted in [3] the expressions tend
to be quite complex.
Before concluding this brief description of thermal bending of plates (and moving on to
describe some problems of thermal buckling, within the context of small deflection theory)
we want to note some approximate methods that have been employed to deal with problems
of thermal flexure of plates; two of the better-known techniques are the Rayleigh-Ritz and
Galerkin procedures. In the Rayleigh-Ritz method the displacement field w is approximated
by functions which contain a finite number of independent coefficients. The functions em-
ployed are chosen so as to satisfy the kinematic boundary conditions but they do not have to
satisfy the static boundary conditions. The unknown coefficients in the assumed solution are
then determined by employing the principle of minimum potential energy. For the problem
of thermal flexure we may, in particular, represent the transverse displacement w(x, y) in
the form
M N
w(x, y) - _ _ c_O_ (x, y) (IV.80)
m=l n=l
It is assumed here that the (_mn(X, y) satisfy the boundary conditions which involve w, w,x,
and w,y. The assumed form of the solution (IV.80) is then substituted into the expression
for the potential energy II which, for a problem of (purely) thermal flexure of a homogeneous
isotropic plate, is given by the following reduced form of (111.41)'
{ri - T(W,xx 21- W,yy) 2
+(1 - v)K(w2y - W,x_W,yy) (IV.S1)
+MZ(w _ + w yy) - tw}dxdy
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Setting 61/- 0, after substituting (IV.80) into (IV.81), yields a system of M+N simultaneous
algebraic equations, i.e.,
OH
= 0; m- 1,2,...,M; n- 1,2,...,N (IV.82)
0Crnrn
which are then employed so as to compute the c_. To illustrate the use of the Rayleigh-Ritz
procedure, we may consider the simple example of a square plate of side length a which is
simply supported along the edges at x_ 0 and x - a, clamped along the edges at y - 0 and
y- a, and subjected to a uniform thermal moment M T. If we use the representation
M N m_rx( 2n_ry)w - _ Z C_r_sin 1 - cos (IV.83)m=l n=l a a
for the transverse deflection, then we satisfy the kinematic boundary conditions for this
problem but not the static boundary condition Mx - 0 along the edges x - 0 and x - a,
0 _< y _< a. Retaining only the term corresponding to m- 1, n- I in (IV.83)it is
easily verified that the Rayleigh-Ritz method yields an approximation to w(x, y) in which
1
the maximum deflection, which occurs at x - y - _a, is given by O.0191a2MT/K. As
noted in [3], two and three term approximations, using (IV.83), yield maximum deflections
of 0.0144a2MT/K and O.0157a2MTI/k, respectively, while the 'exact' value of the maximum
deflection in this case is given (approximately) by O.0158a2MT/K.
To implement the Galerkin procedure, we work directly with the relevant differential
equation instead of with the associated potential energy; the equation, for the problem of
thermal flexure of an isotropic, homogeneous thin plate is just (III.4a) with · - 0, i.e.,
KA2w + AM T - t- 0 (IV.84)
An approximate solution of the form (IV.80) is again sought, the difference being that the
&mn(X,y) must satisfy all the pertinent boundary conditions. If we substitute (IV.80) into
(IV.84) we will obtain an error (or residual) e(x, y) which is given by
y)- + - (Iv.85)
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and in the Galerkin method it is required that e(x, y) be orthogonal to each of the &mn(x, y),
i.e., that (assume a rectangular plate, 0 _<x _<a, 0 _<y _<b)
m - 1, 2, ..., M (IV.86)
n - 1, 2, ...N
By computing the integrals in (IV.86) we are led to a system of M + N algebraic equations
for the coefficients c_.
Remarks: If one incorporates boundary residuals into the Galerkin procedure it is possible
to relax the constraint that the C)mn(x, y) satisfy the static as well as the kinematic boundary
conditions. The first variation 5II of the total potential energy II is, for purely thermal flexure
problems, given by the following reduced (and modified) form of (111.42)
51-I - (KA2w + AM T - t)Swdxdy (IV.87)
j_ob { _ x=a
+ [(M_,_+2M_,_-_x/_]_=0
- Ow dy




Equation (IV.87) includes the possibility of nonzero prescribed edge and corner loads Kx, Ky, Mx,
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gT/y,and l_xy. The variation 5w is, by virtue of (IV.80), computed as
M N
a_- Z E __0_(_,y) (Iv.ss)
m=l n=l
If all of the boundary conditions are of kinematic type, then substitution of (IV.80) and
(IV.88) into (IV.87)yields
/0ila(_:_x_+/xM_- t)¢_ (_,y)_dy- 0 (IV.89)
(m- 1, 2, ... ,M; n - 1, 2,...,N)
which is, ofcourse, equivalent to (IV.85). One also obtains (IV.89) if certain of the boundary
conditions, as noted in [3], are static; however, these static conditions must be satisfied
identically by (IV.80). Suppose we consider, as an example, the case treated earlier in this
section by the Raleigh-Ritz method, i.e., a square plate clamped along two parallel edges
and simply supported along the other two, and subjected to a uniform thermal moment M T.
For this problem, the static boundary condition Mx - 0 is not satisfied, as already noted,
by the assumed form (IV.83) of the solution. The condition (IV.87) leads, in this case to the
following system of equations for the coefficients cm_'
foJl
fO b x=a
dy- 0 (IV.90)+ + tcw.+
(m- 1,2,...,M; n- 1,2,...,N)
It is easily demonstrated that the coefficients cm_ which are determined by solving (IV.90)
are, in fact, identical to those that are obtained by applying the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure.
In all of the work discussed, to this point, in this section not only have we assumed that we
are working within the domain of small deflection theory but also, that the stress resultants
in the plane of the plate were small enough so as to not materially influence the transverse
deformations of the plate; if such is not the case then, e.g., for an isotropic, thin, elastic
plate in rectangular coordinates, the basic equations governing the flexure and buckling of
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the plate are (see (III.4a,b))
KA2w - t- AM T + Nxw,xx + NyW,yy-Jr-2NxyW,xy (IV.91a)
- - (IV.9 b)
where · is given by (I.20), N T by (I.11a), M T by (I.14), and the small deflection assumption
has been enforced in writing down (IV.91b). For a given temperature distribution 5T(x, y,z),
and givenboundary conditions along the edge of the plate, one would first compute AN T
and then solve (IV.91b) for _ - _0(x, y); the airy function _0 is then used to compute the
in-plane, pre-buckling stress resultants N °, N°, N°y, which are substituted into (IV.91a),
along with t and AM T. Finally (IV.91a), together with appropriate support conditions with
respect to w along the edges of the plate, is treated as an eigenvalue-eigenfunction problem
with the first eigenvalue (for a purely thermal problem) corresponding to the (smallest) crit-
ical temperature and the corresponding eigenfunction representing the first buckling mode.
In order to illustrate the procedure delineated above, we will begin our discussion by present-
ing three examples that have been highlighted in Boley and Weiner [7] for isotropic plates
and a rectilinear geometry; we will then proceed to examples involving circular plates as well
as problems for plates with orthotropic material symmetry.
The first case treated in [7] concerns the buckling of plates subjected to heat conduction
(but no transverse loads) with their edges unrestrained in the plane. We are reminded in
[7] of the basic fact that if the ends of a column are free to displace axially, and the column
is free from axial loads, then the column can not buckle no matter what the temperature
distribution may be; this is clearly not the case with plates. Because the plate is assumed
to be free of external tractions in its plane, equilibrium relations of the form
f N_dy - 0 (IV.92)
have to be satisfied in which the integration extends across the entire plate along a line
given by x - const; a relation such as (IV.92) can not hold unless N_ > 0 along part of this
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line while N_ _ 0 along its complement thus leading to the conclusion that for this class of
problems compressive stresses will always occur in the plane of the plate. A very well-known
example of the type referenced above occurs in the often quoted paper of Gossard, Seide,
and Roberts [2] which will be discussed in some detail in §V; although the focus, in §V, with
respect to the discussion of the work in [2], will be on postbuckling behavior, it should be
clear that the buckling problem described, e.g., by the system (III.4a,b), within the context
of small deflection theory is, mathematically isomorphic to the initial buckling problem for
the full non-linear system. Indeed, some specific initial buckling problems for such systems
will be discussed at the end of this section.
A second class of thermal buckling problems, in the realm of small deflection theory,
which is discussed in [7] and which is mathematically similar to the first class of problems,
concerns the buckling of plates which are subjected to heat and loads in their plane with,
once again, their edges unrestrained in the plane of the plate. As an example, we consider
the plate strip of Fig. 3 which is loaded at its ends by a uniformly distributed stress ct0; the
strip, of width b, is reinforced along its edges at y - 0, y - b by longitudinals of area A
which act as a heat sink, thus, causing the temperature to be higher along the center of the
plate than near its edges. For illustration purposes the temperature will be assumed to be
uniform across the thickness of the plate and of the form
5T(x, y) - co - c_ cos (2-_) (17.93)
in the plane of the plate where co, c_ are constants which may be chosen so as to fit empirical
data. We consider a single panel of the strip, as depicted in Fig. 3., which extends from
x - 0 to x - a; it is assumed that this panel is at a large enough distance from the ends
of the strip so that the stresses can be taken to be independent of x. Also, we assume that
w - 0 along the line segments x - 0, x - a, for 0 __ y __ b. As we have already indicated
in the discussion of the procedure for solving (IV.91a,b), the first step in the solution of the
problem at hand consists of determining a stress function · from (IV.91b) and the pertinent
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boundary conditions; these boundary conditions are as follows'
u(O, y)- O, u(a, y)- u0, 0 _<y _<b (IV.94)_(_,0)- o, _(_,b)- _o,o___· <__
where uo and Vo are constants which are chosen so that
/0 /0N_ (0, y)dy - Nx (a, y)dy - bhcro (IV.95)
For the temperature distribution (IV.93), (I.11a) and (IV.91b) yield.
A2_ - -4 aEcx cos b
a solution of which is
troy2 _Eclb 2 2_-y (IV.97)
-_o(x,Y)- 2 47r2 cos b
It is easily computed that corresponding to _o, as given by (IV.97), we have the following
expressions, modulo rigid-body motions, for the stress, strain, and displacement components[
2_ry (IV.98a)
h Crxx -- N x -- (I) ,yy -- h (7'0 -Jr-c_E cl cos -_
1
6xx -- -_ 0'0 -at- OZCO
ycro 2lry (IV.98b)
gyy -- ---_ -_- OfCo -- (1 -Jr- l])aC1 COS b
x
u- (ao + c_Eco)7 (IV 98c)
y (1 + y)c_clb sin 2_ry
v -- (-Veto + aEco) E 2_' b
It is easily seen that (IV.98a,b,c) satisfy all the boundary conditions delineated above
provided
a
uo - (fro+ ozEco)_ b (IV.99)
vo- (-v_o + c_Eco)_
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The next step, for the problem at hand, involves the computation of the transverse
deflection w(x, y) and the corresponding critical combination of the temperature levels and
the applied load. Using the fact that t - 0 in (IV.91a), and that M T - 0 for the temperature
distribution defined by (IV.9b), it is easily seen that the use of (IV.98a) in (IV.91a) reduces
this equation to
h { cos 27fy} (IV.100)A2w- + F- w=
We consider (IV.100) with the conditions relevant for simply supported edges, namely,
I w- W,xx- 0; x- 0, a; 0 _<y _<b (IV.101)-w,yy-O; y-O,b; O<x<a
and, thus, seek a solution of the form
w(x; y)- _ _ am_ sin sin (IV.102)
m=l n=l a b
By substituting (IV.102) into (IV.100) and then comparing the coefficients of like terms we
are led to the following system of algebraic equations for the coefficients am_'
c_Ec_ c_Ec_
kml + (to a_l + a_3 = 02 2
aEcl
[kin2+ cr0]am2+ 2 am4 - 0 (IV.103)
c_Ecl(am,n+2+ am,n-2) -- 0 (n > 2)[k._ +cr0]a,_ + 2
where
K (__)2{ (na)2} 2 (IV.104)l+
The critical combination of ct0 and c_ is obtained by setting the determinant of the homo-
geneous system (IV.103) equal to zero. As noted in [7] there does not exist any coupling
between coefficients with different values of m or between coefficients with even and odd
values of n. Thus, a single value of m may be employed in the series (IV.102), i.e., the one
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which yields the lowest critical combination of load and temperature levels for the loading
and geometry being considered. Furthermore, as also noted in [7], one may set up two in-
dependent determinants, onewith only odd values of r_ and one with even values only. It
may be shown that the symmetric case, corresponding to the determinant involving only
odd values of r_, corresponds to the lower 'buckling' load; the symmetric determinant has
the form _ECl _Ecl 0"'2 } 2
aEc_ c_Ec_
kin3 mc- dr o ...
2 2
- o (Iv. os)
ozEc_
o 2 (k 5+ ·"
for which two special cases are of interest' If cl - 0 then only the edge stress distribution
cr o acts to buckle the panel and only the diagonal terms in (IV.105) survive. In this case,
the critical value of Crois given by the same expression that has already been noted in [1],
namely,
7c2E h
((7o)crlcl=O = _Ki2(i _ /Y2)(._)2 (IV.106a)
in which r_- 1 (so as to obtain the lowest possible critical stress) and
k - (bra__a+ _mm)a2 (IV 106b)
is computed, for a given aspect ratio a/b, by choosing the integral value of _ for which it
is a minimum; a full discussion may be found in [1]. The more interesting special case of
(IV.105)), from the viewpoint of (purely) thermal buckling, corresponds to taking Cro- 0
in (IV.105) and seeking the smallest root T1 -- Tc_ of the resulting infinite determinant;
approximations to Tc_ may be obtained from (IV.105), with Cro - 0, by retaining only a
finite number of rows and columns of the determinant. By retaining only the element in the
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first row and the first column of (IV.lO5), and setting Cro-O, we obtain
__ _2E h( )Tcrl_o=Ok12(1__)(_)_---(_O)crlc_=O
(IV.107)
with k again given by (IV.106b). If the first 2 x 2 block in (IV.105) is retained, and ct0 is set
equal to zero, it is possible to show that
aE _2E h_2
(T)hrl_o=0- k_12(1- _2)(;) (IV.108)
with the coefficient k_ given by
kl -- _(_) [(____)2+ 9]4 + 4[( a ) + 1] [(--_-
(IV.109)
- [(m---5-5)2a+ 9]2}
As indicated in [7], computations performed using larger subdeterminants of (IV.105), with
Cro- 0, yield results which are very dose to those presented above. In Fig. 4 we show a plot
a
of kl versus the aspect ratio a/b for various values of m; the graphs indicate that for _ >> 1
a good approximation to kx is given by k_ _ 3.848, which is the value that corresponds to
a a
m - _, while for _ < I the curve for m- 1 in Fig. 4 should be used. The more general
case in which both heat and applied edge loads act on the panel can be treated in a manner
similar to that for the case in which Cro- 0. Retention of the first 2 x 2 block in (IV.105),
with ct0 _ 0, c_ :/= 0, leads to the results depicted in Fig. 5 which are interpolated quite
accurately by the equation
T_r + (Co)ct =1 (IV.110)
Z_rl_o=O (_o)_rI_=0
for all combinations of heat and edge stress and all aspect ratios.
The last basic example, within the context of small deflection theory, that is presented in
[7], concerns plates whose edges are restrained in the plane of the plate, consider, e.g., the
case of a simply supported rectangular plate whose edges are fixed in the plane of the plate
and which is subjected to a temperature distribution which varies through the thickness
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of the plate, i.e. 5T - ST(z), in such a way as to cause bending; no external loads act
on the plate. The displacement boundary conditions, when the plate occupies the domain
' h h
O i x i a, O i y i b,-_ _<z _<_,are
u(0, y) - u(a, y) - v(x, O) - v(x, b)- 0 (IV.111)
for 0 _< y _< b and 0 _<x _<a. Under these conditions the solution for the displacement
components in the plane of the plate is u - v - 0 which implies that (see (111.2))
- Ny- -Nr; NI - 0 (IV.ii2)
so that the in-plane equilibrium equations are automatically satisfied. As t - 0, and/XM T =
0, equation (III.4a) reduces, in view of (IV.II2), to
K'/X2w + N TAw - 0 (IV.113)
If we associate with (IV.113) the boundary conditions corresponding to simply supported
edges along x - 0, x - a and y - 0, y - b then the pertinent boundary value problem can
be shown to be equivalent to
K V 2 w + N:rw - -MT; 0 < x < a,O < y < b
x-0, a; 0<y<b (IV.114)
w-0; - -
y-- 0, b; O<_x_<a
Taking w(x, y) is the form
oo
w -- _ YIn(Y)sin(m_rx) (IV.115)a
m--1
and expanding the constant M T as
Mr _ (4M T _ 1 m_rx7r ) _ (-)vasin( a ) (IV.116)
m=1,3,5...
the authors [7] obtain the following equation for the yin.
4M T
d2y_ /_2y _ __; m _ l 3 5...




Once again, as M T does not vanish along the edges of the plate such a solution technique
is subject to the criticisms raised earlier. In Fig. 6 we show a nondimensional plot of the
deflection (as computed in [7] at the center of the rectangular plate) against the temperature
a
parameter NT/(jvT)cr for various aspect ratios _; here (jVT)cr, the value of N T at which
buckling occurs is computed to be
a 2 71.2
(NZ)_r- (1+ _f)a2 (IV.IlS)
The (nondimensional) variation of the bending moment Mx in a square plate is shown in
Figs. 7 and8 for two different values of the 'temperature level' NT/(JvT)cr; such plots are
sufficient to determine both Mx and My throughout the entire plate because of the double
symmetry exhibited by the plates; the results depicted in Figs. 7 and 8 indicate that the
maximum bending moment occurs at the center of the plate. Finally, in Fig. 9 we show, for
various aspect ratios, the variations in Mx, at the center of the plate, with the temperature
parameter NT/(NT)cr. All of the results depicted in Figs. 6-9 are valid only for values of
N T that are sufficiently _close to (_/VT)ctbecause of the small-deflection assumption employed
in their derivation.
For the special case (in rectangular coordinates) in which (III.5) reduces to
ST(x, y, z) - To(x, y) (IV.119)
so that, by virtue of (III.6),
N z = c_E----_hTo(x,y); M T - 0 (IV.120)
1--Y
Equations (III.4a) and (111.46) for the case of isotropic response, reduce to
K'A2w -- (I),yyW,xx - 2(I),xyW,xy -+- (I),xxW,yy (IV.121a)
A2_ + aEhATo - 0 (IV.121b)
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provided t - 0 and small-deflection theory is assumed. Equations (IV.121a, b) appear, e.g.,
1
in Nowacki [8] with F - _, the Airy function associated with the stress components, in
lieu of _. If we assume that, for a given temperature field (IV.II9), equation (IV.121b) has
been solved for _, then the stress resultants Nx, Ny, Nxy are known and equation (IV. 12la),
namely,
1 (N_w,xx + 2Nxyw + Nyw ) - 1 (IV.122)
/_2W -- _ ,xy ,yy _ NijW,ij
must be solved subject to the specification of boundary conditions on w. As an example we
consider a rectangular plate with 0 _<x _<a, 0 _<y _<b, which is simply supported along its
edges; for this case M T - 0 along the edges of the plate so our previous criticisms do not
apply.
One approach to dealing with (IV.22) is similar to Maysel's method which was discussed
in connection with the thermal bending of plates. We introduce the Green's function w*
which satisfies the equation
1
Aw* (x, y; _x,_2) - _5(x - _)5(y - _2) (IV.123)
in the sense of distributions and the same boundary conditions as w. Combining (IV.122)
and (IV.123) we obtain
w(x, y) - w*(x, y; (_, _2)N_ (_, (2)w,_j(_, (2)d(_d(2 (IV.124)
If we apply the Green's transformation to the right-hand side of (IV.124), assume that
the plate is simply supported along its edges (or clamped), and use the planar equilibrium
equations Ni_,i_- 0, we find that (IV.24) yields the following Fredholm integral equation of
the second kind for w(x, y)'
lo'fo b O2w*W(X, y) -- W(_I, _2).Nij(_l, _2) d_ld_2 ' (IV.125)
Now, for the rectangular plate, described above, which is simply supported on all four edges,
w* (x, y, _, _2) is given by (IV.73) with _ --+ _, V --+ _2. If we assume that the solution of the
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integral equation (IV.125) can be represented in series form as
w(x, y) -- _ Aik sin O_i sin/_kY, (IV.126)
i,k
7%71' m 7T
C_n= -- /_m -- (thus automatically satisfying the boundary conditions of simple sup-a' b
port) then by substituting the series representations for w and W* into (IV.125), and per-
forming elementary computations, we are led to an infinite system of linear equations for the
coefficients Aik in (IV.126) of the form
4
Aik -[- abk(oz i +/_)
2 _ AmnGnirnk - 0
n _Trt (IV. 27)
(i, k - 1, 2,- ·., cc)
where
2
Gnimk -- O? animk -'[- 2ai/3kCnimk -+-/_kbnimk
with
/o/oanimk = Nil (_l, _2) sin c_i_lsin c_l sin/3k_2 sin/_m_2d_ld_2
/o/ob_imk = N22(_1,_2)) sin c_i_lsin c_l sin/3k_2 sin/3m_2d_ld_2
/o/oc_imk - N12(_l, _2) cos C_k_lsin c_l cos/3k_2sin/_m_2d_ld_2
The condition for buckling of the plate is, of course, that the (infinite) determinant of
the system of equations (IV.117) be zero. A related (classical) treatment of the thermal
buckling of a simply supported, isotropic, rectangular plate which employs the Rayleigh-Ritz
procedure may be found in Klosner and Forray [13]; in [13] the temperature distribution is
of the form (IV.119) and, in fact, is assumed to be symmetrical about the centerlines of
the plate so that it is representable in the form of a double Fourier series in the functions
n_'x m_ry
cos cos (the plate in [13] has length 2a and width 2b).a b
There are many excellent treatments of the problem of general thermal deflections of an
isotropic elastic, circular plate one of which may be found in [14]. We assume that the plate
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has radius b > 0 and is subjected to the radially symmetric subcase of (III.24), namely,
It is also assumed in [14] that the edge of the plate is subjected to a uniform force P per
unit length of the arc parameter s along the edge; for problems involving deflections due to
temperature variations only we may set P- 0 in the results which follow below. Within the
scope of small deflection theory it is easily seen that (IV.128) and (III.20) combine with the
second equation in (III.23) so as to yield
/_ 2_ _ -o_E hA To (IV.129)
Clearly, if _p is a solution of
/h_p - -o_EhTo (IV.130)
it is also a solution of (IV.129. A particular solution of (IV.129 is, thus, obtained by using
potential theory to integrate the Poisson's equation (IV.130), where/h - rdrld (r_r) in viewd
of the radial symmetry of To; we obtain
· - To(;_)_m_) (IV._3_)
The general solution of (IV.129) which satisfies the edge conditions delineated above may
then be shown [14] to have the form
1 ozEh jl _'_(r) - _{-P + r2 ro(A)AdA} _
(IV.Sa2)
The first equation in the set (111.23) may now be written in the following form when t- 0'
1 1
/X2w- -rAT_ + _{lV_w,r_+ 2N_0(-rW0),r
(IV.133)
1 !ww (-_,r + 00))+N0._ _ ,
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where N_, No, N_o are given in terms of · by (1.49) and
F - Ec_h3/12K(1- v,)
In fact, with (I)as given by (IV.132) we have
c_Efob c_Efo__o = _p + - - To(_)_d_ To(_)_




the superscripted o denoting, of course, that we are computing the middle surface stress field
distribution. Because Nv, No, NrO,and T1 are independent of 0, it is easily seen that (IV.133)
for the transverse deflection w -re(r) may be rewritten in the form:
d (r d 1 d {rdW_-7 _[7_ _}])
(_r_=-r_ 27)
(IV.135)
]%( OZEj_or ) d2wr r2
c_E r
with the constant Po given by
aE fl bPo -- b2 To(A)AdA- P (IV.136)
An integration of (IV.135) now yields
_-7 7__ _j --r-- dr (IV.137)
+_ ?o _2 To(X)X_X_-;+--
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with kl a constant of integration. Thus, our problem has been reduced to that of solving the
third order ordinary differential equation (IV.137) with appropriate boundary conditions. It
is noted in [14] that further integrations of (IV.137) are not possible unless specific forms for
To(r) and Ti (r) are assumed; in [14] these are taken as the truncated power series expansions
n
K _tojrJ
To(r)- c_Eh j=o (IV.138)
1 n r jr_(_)- rZ_,
j=0
with the t0j, t_j real constants and m, n arbitrary positive integers. The solution of (IV.137)
is now sought in the form of a power series. Substituting (IV.138) in (IV.137) and setting
toj
c_= j + 2' _j - jt_j
we obtain
d3w d2w m







now yields the equation
,dr2 + -r_r + cjrJ + bo - 7 u- _ dj+ir j (IV.140)j=_ j=0
for u- u(r). Relative to (IV.140) we now consider solutions of the form
O_
u(r) - r _ Air i (IV.141)
i=0
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Inserting (IV.141) in (IV.140) a recurrence relation of the form
77%
(j+4)(j+2)xj++ + Z  JXJ-
i----0
dj+2, j - -1, 0, ..., n - 2 (IV.142)
[ O,j-n-l,n,...
is generated for the _j with hj - 0 if j < 0. A careful discussion of the convergence of the
series (IV.141), with the hj as given by (IV.142), may be found in [14]. Inserting (IV.141)
dw
into the equation _rr - u(r), and integrating, we find that the transverse deflection may be
represented in the form
OO
w(r) - r2 _ nir i + _ (IV.143)
i=0
with n a constant of integration and n_ - _/(i + 2). By referring to (IV.142) it may be
deduced that
_i - _o_i + 5i
where _i contains the parameters P, K, h, b and some (or all) of the t0j while di contains these
parameters as well as some (or all) of the tlj. Thus (IV.143) may be rewritten in the form
w(r) - howo(r) + wi(r) + r (IV.144)
where
OO OO
mo(r) - _ _jr j, wi (r) - Z 6Jrj (IV.145)
j=0 j=0
It is easily seen that w_(r) is a particular solution of (IV.139) while wo(r) is the solution of
the corresponding homogeneous equation which is bounded at r -0.
The constants h0 and r in (IV.i44) are determined by the support conditions along the
edge of the plate at r - b; these support conditions for the damped edge and the simply
supported edge are, respectively, in view of (III.26)
w'(b) - 0, w(b) - 0 (IV.146a)
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and
X[w"(b)+ _w'(b)]+ rrb(b)- 0 (IV.146b)
w(b)-0
We will proceed by considering the clamped edge conditions only; the analysis corresponding
to the simply supported conditions in [14] would appear to be correct only if T1 vanishes
along the edge of the plate at r - b.
Substituting (IV.144) into (IV.146a) yields, for the clamped plate
_o= _ (b) wi(b)
w_(b)' r - w_(b)wo(b) - w_(b) (IV.147)
Inserting the values of A0, n in (IV.137) into (IV.144) we obtain for the plate which is clamped
along the edge at r - b
wi (b) (wo(b) - w0(r)} + w_(r) - w_(b) (IV.148)_(_)- w_(b)
It will be assumed that w;(b) -7/:O; as noted in [14] if w;(b) - 0 then b is the radius of the
clamped plate with given temperature distribution to(r) for which P is a critical buckling
load.
In the special case in which m - O,To(r) reduces, in light of (IV.138), to a constant while
(IV. 140) becomes
d2uldu (bP 1) _-1dr---7 +-r_rr + K r 2 u- _ dj+ir j (IV.149)j=0
Using (IV.141) again, and working with the special case of the recurrence relation (IV.142)
for m- 0, it is not difficult to show that the transverse deflection assumes the form
w(r) - AoJo (r_/_) + WlO(r)+ r; (17.150)
with Jo the Bessel function of the first kind of order zero and wlo(r) the form assumed by
wi (r) for ra - 0. Applying the boundary conditions (IV.146a) we now find as the expression
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for the transverse deflection of the circular, isotropic plate clamped 'along its edge at r - b
h .... hP
-s0 } + -
The analysis of the isotropic circular plate presented above did not involve any consider-
ations of plate stability; as has already been indicated the thermal buckling problem within
the context of small deflection theory is mathematically equivalent to the initial (thermal)
buckling problem without the small deflection assumption. For an isotropic plate the thermal




1 fn/2T_(x, y) - X ST(x, y, z)dz (IV.153)v-n/2
may be thought of as the medium temperature in the plate. Suppose that
n/2 ST(x, y, z)zdz - 0a/2
so that Mr - 0. The buckling problem (in rectangular coordinates), either assuming
small deflection theory or focusing on the initial buckling problem, then takes the form
(see (III.4a,b))
A2_ - -ozEhATm t'v_o_)_''_.__,_1
A2w - _ (¢_,yyw,= - 2¢,,xyW,_y+ ¢,,= W,yy)
if we, again, assume that t - 0. Followingthe stability analysis in [15]we let Torepresent the
maximum value (upper bound) of T_ on the domain of the plate so that 0 _<T_ < To and
we introduce the dimensionless temperature parameter T- Tm/Toso that 0 _<T _<1. If b
represents a characteristic length associated with the plate then, in rectangular coordinates,
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while, by virtue of the definition of K,
0 2 0 2
and, of course, A - 0_2 + 0_72' FOllowing the discussion in [15], the edge(s) of the plate are
assumed to be free of applied forces and moments so that the buckling (stability) problem
consists of finding the temperature parameter T which minimizes the value of A in (IV.155);






where J is the domain occupied by the midplane of the plate. As _ __ A for all admissible
functions w - w*(_, _/), which satisfy the edge support conditions, and for any such w*, AN
remains constant while Az> is a functional of q_the buckling problem may be cast in the
following form: compute the
A
for _b(_,ri) satisfying (IV.155), subject to 0 _<T <__1.
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We now return to the problem of thermal buckling of an isotropic, elastic circular plate
and apply the general methodology elucidated above to the special case of a circular plate
subjected to a radially symmetric (nondimensional) temperature field 7-; as in [15], however,
the buckling mode will be allowed to depend on the angular coordinate 0. As the Airy
function · is also independent of 0 the membrane equation (IV.154) reduces to an ordinary
differential equation in the radial coordinate r; setting G- F'(r) this equation becomes
G' _ dT_ (Iv _59)G"(_)+- (_)- 7o- -E_hd-7-9°
and
Nv - l-G, No - G'(r) (IV.160)r
Using the plate radius b as a reference length and introducing the nondimensional coordinate
p- r/b we may rewrite (IV.159) in the form
!g, 1 dTg"(p) + (p) -- (IV.161)
p _g dp
with
g(P) - G(p)/EozhbTo (IV.162)
The solution of (IV.161) which satisfies the boundary condition N_(b) - 0, and also satisfies
the condition that N_(0) and No(O) remain bounded, is
/01 pT(A)AdA + p T(A)AdA (IV.163)g(P)- p
As noted in [15], it may be demonstrated that the solution defined by (IV.163) remains valid
for a noncontinuous temperature distribution. For the problem at hand, (IV.158) can be
written in the following form






02w 1 Ow 1 02w
Aw-- 4
oqp2 p Op p2 0002
and
( l °qw 1 02w) 02wPup, p2 oq_2 Op2
L(w,w)- 2 __ +
2 (IV.165)
p OpO0 p2 O0
Following the analysis in [15] we now introduce the admissible functions
w - w* (p, 0) - w_ (p)cos m0, ra - 0, 1, 2... (IV.166)
which are subject to the boundary conditions
[ l Omro] --0 (17.167)mr(b)-O, qr+ b O0 r=b
where qr, mr, and m_0 are (in r, 0 coordinates) the z-direction shear force, bending moment,
and twisting moment, respectively, per unit length along the edge at r - b. With respect to
the set of admissible functions in (IV.166), the boundary conditions (IV.167) become
dp2 + _' dp m 2win - 0 (IV.168a)p-----1
{ d3wm d2wm 77"/,2(2 dw_ m3(3 y)w_} 0 (IV.168b)_p--r-+2 + I1+ - ,)] _p + - -dP2 p=z
To the conditions (IV.167) we append
dw
w(0)- 0,T - 0r=0
or
dwm
- 0, - 0 (IV.168c)
w._lp_o dp p=o
which has the effect of eliminating undetermined rigid body displacements of the plate.
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By introducing the w*(p, 0) in (IV.166) into (IV.164) we obtain for A the expression
/0 - -A (IV.169)
-/i g(p) _ w_ dp
where
d2wm 1wm m2




Therefore, for any win(p) satisfying (IV.168a,b,c) and for any given wave number m of the
buckling mode, A is minimized by requiring that the denominator of (IV.169) be a maximum
over all functions g(p) of the form (IV.163) for 0 _<T <_1. We recall that the circumferential
membrane force No(p) must, because of the planar equilibrium conditions, change its sign at
/0least once in the interval 0 _<p _<1, i.e., ([7], §13), No(p)dp- O. If, as in [15], we assume
that there exists but one change of sign of No(p) at the value p -/_ then using the relations
(IV.160) as applied to 9, in lieu of G, we have the following:
1) For a plate heated near its center at p- 0
dg <0, g<0, for0_<p<_/z
dp- - (IV.171a)
dg >0, g<0, for/z_< p_< 1
dp- -
2) For a plate heated near its edge at p- 1
dg _>O, g >_O, for 0 _<p _</z (IV.171b)
gP<0, g_>0, for/z<_p<l
dp-
From (IV. 163) we compute
dg- l foP fo1p _ T(A)AdA- T(p)+ T(A)AdA (IV.172)
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so that, by virtue of (IV.l?la,b)
_/o_ Ji__¥ T(A)AdA- T(t_) + T(A)AdA - 0 (IV.173)
Equation (IV.173) serves to determine all points p - _ at which a change of sign of No(p),
i.e. g'(p), may occur, it being understood that the assumption that No(p) can change sign at
only one point in the interval 0 _<p _<1 places a restriction on the temperature distribution.
We now write the denominator A0 in (IV.169) in the form
Ao-f_jo 9(P) + p_ dp
]- g(p) _p +---_Ip_ dp




g- _ _(_)_ +pi+pix
da _ /_,, , 0 < p </_ (IV.175)d---p- p-_ T(A)AdA- T(p)+ I + II
and
g-- p
dg_1_ ____P (_) , /_<_p_<l (17.176)--p -_ T(A)AdA- T(p)+ + 1 I + II
If we begin by first considering a radially symmetric buckling mode then, by (IV.166),
m- 0 and AD reduces to
I (_o_ _p_ g(p)_ g(p)__pA_ --/_ g(p)m=O
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where, for a plate heated near its center at p- 0, g __ 0. As in [15], we assume that the
temperature field 7- is restricted so as to satisfy
1 f, T(x)_d_+ p//__ 0 (IV._78)P
which prohibits the presence of strong oscillation in T. Using (IV.178) it follows from the
form of g(p) in (IV.175), (IV.176) that -g(P) is maximized for 0 _<p <_1 by setting T(p) - 0
for/z _<p _<1; this latter condition now reduces g(p) to the form
1/0"
g(.) _ - 7 W(_)_d_+ ./, 0 ___._<
(1) (IV.179)
However, for/_ _<p _<1, it is clear that -g(p) is maximized by maximizing I and, in view
of (IV.174), we obtain (set 7-(A) - 1, 0 _<A _</_)
g(P)-- -p /_ _<p _<1 (IV.IS0)
An analogous result holds for -g(P) with p in the interval [0, t_], namely, we have
P /_2 (IV.181)g(p)--_(1- ), O_<p_</_
By introducing (IV.180) and (IV.181) into (IV.177) we see that the function to be maximized
becomes
/0
As 0 <_p <_1, and 0 </_ < 1, the expression on the right-hand side of (IV.182) is positive;
for any admissible function AoI may be computed and moreover, the value of/_ can bem=0
determined which maximizes A l =0
If we retain the same temperature field, i.e., T - 1 for 0 _< p _< /_ and T - 0 for
/_ _< p <_ 1 but consider buckling modes which are not radially symmetric (m :/= 0) the
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situation described above changes. In this case, it follows from (IV.175), (IV.176) that 
dg 
-i 





2 P 2 
+I ,I-L<P<l - - 
P 
&I dg so that, as per (IV.l7la), 6 > 0, for p 5 p 5 1 while 6 5 0, for 0 5 p < p. Using 
(IV.180), (IV.l81), and (IV.183), it follows that the function to be maximized is given by 
AD=;(l-/.i2) ~Pp(~)2dp+m2~P+dp] 
[ 
+;lqd'(;-P) ($gj2dP - (IV.184) 
-m21 (-++l) $dp] ’ 
whit, for arbitrary m, must be a positive quantity. However, if we consider admissible 
functions wm(p) of the (polynomial) form 
Wm(P> = CP2(1 +w+ C2P2> (IV.185) 
satisfying all the boundary conditions in (IV.l68a,b,c,d) then the right-hand side of (IV.184) 
will be negative for m > 2 and, thus, no buckling mode with m > 2 is possible if 7 G 1, - - 
for 0 < p < p, while ‘;r E 0, for p < p < 1; rather, buckling modes corresponding to wave - - - - 
numbers m > 2 are caused by circumferential compressive stresses in a neighborhood of - 
the edge of the plate at r = b (i.e., the relevant conditions with respect to g(p) are those 
in (IV.17lb)). It is, in fact, shown in [15] that corresponding to the temperature field T 
dg (within the domain of piecewise constant temperature fields) -- is maximized by the field 
dP 
T E 0, for 0 5 p < p, T E 1, for IA, < p < 1, and - - - 
! 
1 











_g _ _(i - _2), 0 ___p ___
- +i -5-'_-<P-<i
In lieu of (IV.184) we now obtain
/0AD -- --_ ) P dp dp + m2 /_wmdP (IV.187)
i i
as the function to be maximized. The expression in (IV.187) can now be used, in conjunction
with a class of admissible wm(p), to determine/_ for m _>2; if we use that class of admissible
functions win(p) which is defined by (IV.185), we obtain the results shown in Table 1. A
related treatment of the thermal buckling of isotropic, circular elastic plates may be found
in [10] and further discussion of several aspects of initial buckling will be presented in the
next section. An excellent discussion of closed-form representations of the stability boundary
associated with two-dimensional temperature fields (in simply supported elastic rectangular
plates) that produce combined compression, tension and shear as well as with temperature
fields without shear, and one-dimensional temperature fields, may be found in Bargmann
[16]. We will return to the problem of initial buckling of a thermally loaded elastic circular
plate in §V.
V. THERMAL BENDING AND BUCKLING OF AND POST-
BUCKLING BEHAVIOR- LARGE DEFLECTION THEORY
In this section we will relinquish the small deflection assumption that was imposed in §IV;
we will work within the context of large deflection theory and will stud y the buckling and
postbuckling behavior of isotropic and orthotropic elastic plates. For the case of a rectangular
plate our focus will be on the postbuckling behavior in the isotropic case and on large thermal
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deflections in the orthotropic case; postbuckling problems for rectangular orthotropic plates
will be considered in Section VI within the context of Berger's approximation. For the case
of an isotropic circular plate the emphasis in this section will be on computing the critical
buckling temperature and the corresponding buckling mode; a discussion of initial buckling,
within the context of thermoelasticity theory, for cylindrically orthotropic circular plates
may be found in the paper by Stavsky [17].
The solution of a large deflection problem for an isotropic rectangular plate involves the
determination of the two unknown functions w(x, y) and _(x, y) from equations (III.4a,b)
and suitable boundary support conditions. In the small deflection case the buckling problem
could be solved in two steps, namely, one would solve (III.4b), with [w, wi- 0, for · and
then employ that solution in (III.4a) to independently determine w. In the present situation
a simultaneous solution for both · and w is needed and in most situations one must resort
to (approximate) series solution, to iteration schemes, or to numerical methods. An iterative
procedure due to S.R. Boley [18], which has been described in [7], will now be presented
for the case of thermal buckling of a rectangular isotropic plate; in fact, the temperature
distribution and applied boundary conditions on the edges are identical with those in (IV.93)
- (IV.95), respectively, so that for edges at x - 0, a(0 _< y _< b) and y - 0, b(0 _< x _< a) simply
supported, i.e. (IV.101), the critical combination of applied edge stress ct0 and 'temperature'
cl is obtained by setting the determinant of the system of homogeneous linear algebraic
equations (I¥.103) equal to zero, where kmn is given by (IV.104).
The iterative procedure consists of determining a set of successive approximations where
the first approximation is the linear solution, i.e., those expressions for · and w which
correspond to the loading that initiates buckling; these expressions are then employed in
the nonlinear terms of (III.4a,b) in the manner described below, with t - 0, to obtain
new expressions for · and w and successive iteratives are computed in the same fashion.
Provided that the actual solution is close to the initial iterative (i.e., the loading does not
greatly exceed the critical load) the convergence of the iterative scheme may be shown to
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be rapid [18]; in fact, as little as two iterations may suffice to produce reasonable results.
Suppose that we retain only two terms of the infinite series for w, i.e., of (IV.lO2); then, as
shown in [7] the deflected shape, at this level of approximation, assumes the form
w sin m_x { sin racy sin 3m_y }
-- _ al + as (V.1)
a a a
As a first approximation we take (aa) _ L3 with L3 the solution of the equation which
corresponds to either the first or second line of (IV.105); thus
La-l-2( k'_+a°)aEcl (7.2)
The first approximation for w in the iterative scheme say, w ®, is then given by (V.1), with
a3/al given by (V.2); it is, therefore, expressed in terms of an amplitude al which is still
indeterminate at this point. To obtain the second iteration, we substitute the first set of
iteratives, i.e w(i)(x, y), as determined above, and _(1)(x, Y), as given by (IV.97)into the
system (III.4a,b) as follows; first w ® is used in (III.4b) so as to produce the equation
/x - (V.3)
for _(2)(x, y); the solution of (V.3) which satisfies the same boundary conditions as _(1)(x, y)
is given by
(i)(2) cr0y2 (ns_'Y)-- 2 Z rn COS --
n=2,4,6 (V.4)
'Jr- COS Z 8n COS
a n=0,2,4 a
with
-ozECl a2 Ea 2










Next w ® and (1)(2)are substituted into the right-hand side of (III.4a) so as to produce
for w(2)(x, y) the equation
K/k 2 w® - (i)(2)w(1)_ 2(i)(2)W(1)
,yy ,xx ,xy ,xy
(V.6)
+_(2),_w!_)-/kM z
Solving (V.6), subject to the support conditions, we now obtain w® as an infinite series
involving the constants al and aa, which are now subject to the conditions
( ) ozEcl(a3)
ozECl +
+ 2 2 (V.Ta)
(= 3(1 - y2)kml -_- 2 -- 3L3 + 400
and
ozEcl
2 ) + (kma+ er°) (-_l) (V.Tb)
al 2
:3(1-v2)kml(-_ -) (-I+4_La)
By solving the (simultaneous) system (V.7a,b) for a_, aa we obtain w® thus producing, for
the problem at hand, the second iteration (w ®, _(2)) which is based on retaining just two
terms in the series for w(x, y). In Fig. 10 we show some of the corresponding numerical
results for the variation of the deflection at the center point of the panel with increasing
thermal load. It is indicated in [7] that if one applies the scheme described above, but
retains three terms in the series for the deflection w(x, y), and proceeds through the third
iteration (w (a),_(a)), then for the range of thermal loading displayed in Fig. 10 the results
are practically identical to those determined above.
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One of the earliest and most frequently referenced studies of thermal buckling and post-
buckling of rectangular isotropic plates is the NACA Technical Note [2] by Gossard, Seide,
and Roberts which treats buckling of a simply supported plate that is subjected to a tentlike
temperature distribution; this paper also deals with the effects of initial imperfections on
the buckling analysis, a subject that we will cover, briefly, in Chapter VII. The rectangular
plate in [2] is heated along its' longitudinal center line by a uniform line source of heat and
cooled along its' edges by two uniform, equal, line sinks of heat; such an arrangement yields
a temperature distribution in the plate which is constant through the thickness and which
varies in a tentlike manner over the face of the plate (Figs. lla, llb). All edges of the plate
are restrained in a direction normal to the plane of the plate by simple rigid supports but
are free to move in the plane of the plate.
The analysis in [2] proceeds by first computing the thermal stresses at temperature levels
below the critical level after which the critical (buckling) temperature is determined; then
the (postbuckling) behavior of the plate at temperature levels above the critical level is
analyzed. The actual details of the calculation of the thermal stress distribution in the plate
of reference [2] are given in [19] and are obtained by employing the first order approximation
that on any cross section normal to the x-axis the stress component _xx is distributed as in
Fig. 12. The (prebuckling) Airy function _0 based on the stressdistribution (instead of on
the resultant or averaged stresses) may, in this case, be expressed as the product of a known
function of y and an arbitrary function of x; its approximate form, for 0 __ y __ b, is
~ 1 (1 y2 y3(Fo(X, y) - _-_b2Ec_To _ - 3_¥ + 2_-)
x(B1 sin hR1 x_sin R2 x_+ (V.8)
\ a a
B2 cos hR1 x x- cos R2- + 1
a a /
with the constants B1, B2, R1, R2 as defined in appendix A of [2], i.e.,
a a (V 9a)R1- kl , R2-
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(V.9b)
Bi - ki sin hRi cos R2 - k2 cos hRi sin R2
ki sin R2 cos R2 + k2 sin hRi cos hR2 (V.9c)
B2 _ _ ki cos hRi sin R2 - k2 sin hRi cos R2
ki sin R2 cos R2 + k2 sin hRi cos hR2
Corresponding to (I)0(x, !/) in (V.8), the pre-buckling stress distribution in the plate is given,
for 0_< y_< b, by
0a= - b 2 (v.i0a)
x (Bi sin hRiX sin R2 x x x)
- - + B2 cos hRi- cos R2- + 1
a 6[ a a
(- 1EaTo 1 3 +20 -- (I)o,xx-- _%Y 12 F _ (V.10b)
x(DisinhRiXsinR2 z x _)
- - + D2 cos hRi- cos/r_ 2
a 6[ a
and
cr° --(I)o,_y=_EaTo 1-_Y- b (IV.lOc)
x(DasinhRlZ x x x)
-- COSR2- + D4 cos hRi- sin R2
a a a
with the stress components in the domain -b _< y < 0 identical with those given by
(V.10a,b,c). In (V.10a,b,c) the D_s are given by
Dx -- B2(ki2 - k2)+ 2Bikik2 (V.ii)
Ds - Bik2 + B2ki
D4 - Biki - B2k2
The stresses in the plate are a function of the temperature differential To for the tentlike
temperature distribution depicted in Fig. llb and are independent of the edge temperature
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T1; as this temperature differential To increases a value (To)ct or will be achieved at which the
plate will buckle under the action of the induced thermal stresses. When only small deflection
theory is used it may be assumed that the middle surface of the plate does not stretch and,
thus, the stress distribution in the plate does not change after the onset of buckling; this
stress distribution is given by (V.10a,b,c) while the corresponding plate deflection is governed
by (1.21), with AM_T - 0 (as the temperature distribution is constant through the plate
thickness) and · - (I)0,i.e., by
0 0 5)KA2w - h (Cr°xW,xx+ 2O'xyW,xy+ rryy
Of course, (V.12) also serves to determine the critical temperature differential and the cor-
responding first buckling mode Within the context of large deflection theory; such a determi-
nation, in this case, may be achieved through the Rayleigh-Ritz method. Assuming a buckle
pattern which is symmetrical about the center of the plate of the form
m_rx n_ry (V.13)w- _ _ a_cos 2a cos 2b '
m=1,3,5 n=1,3,5
substituting (V.13) and (V.10a,b,c) into the potential energy expression
v- - - -
/_/_[ 0 ]+_hl b _ rr=°w2,_+ c%y°w2 + 2C%yW,_Wy dxdyb a
and then minimizing with respect to the unknown coefficients am_, leads to a set of simul-
taneous equations, constituting a characteristic value problem, of the form
71_2/_ oc c_
b2Eoz(To)crht('pqapq -+' Z _ Kpqmnamn - 0 (r.14)m=1,3,5 n=1,3,5
p-1,3,5 .... ,q-1,3,5,...
The solutions of (V.14) yield sets of relative values of the coefficients a_, and associated
values of the critical temperature (T0)_r; the expressions for the coefficients kpq, kpqmn in
(V.14) are quite involved and are delineated in Appendix A of [2].
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If only the terms all, al3, a3t, and a33 are retained in the deflection function (V.13) then
equations (V.14) can be written, for a plate having an aspect ratio of 1.57, in the matrix
form
15.73 22.52 14.88 -5.96 all all
0.5..04 1.426 0.871 0.377 al3 = lO0_r2/( al3 (V.15)
b2Eoz(To) h1.35 3.54 7.42 7.79 a31 _ a31
-0.0735 0.208 1.043 0.437 a33 a33
The solution of (V.15), for the smallest value of
7r2K
is obtained by matrix iteration and yields _ - 5.39. The relative values of the four coeffi-








_rx _ryw0 - all COS_aa COS_-_ + 0.0365 cos _aacos
2b (V.!6)
37tx _ry 37tx 3_ry_
+0.1360 cos -_a cos _-_ + 0.0042 cos 2--_-cos -_/
It is easily computed, based on (V.16) that the deflection w_ at the center of the rectangular
plate is w_- 1.1767 a_ in which case
w_ /cos _rx cos 7fy + 0.0365 _rx 3_ry
w0 = 1.1767 _, _aa 2-b cos _aacos 2
3_'x _'y . ,, 3_'x b 3_'y (V.17)
COS )+0.1360 cos 2a cos -_ -,- u.0042 cos 2a
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In Table 2 we have indicated the convergence of the critical temperature parameter as ad-
ditional terms are included in the deflection function; as indicated in [2], retaining further
terms in the deflection function beyond those four already chosen, above, has a negligible
effect on both the critical temperature and the buckle pattern. The initial buckling pattern
(- small-deflection buckle pattern) in one quadrant of the plate is depicted in Fig. 13 for a
plate with an aspect ratio of 1.57.
The postbuckling behavior of the heated plate which is analyzed in [2] takes int ° account,
as all analyses of postbuckling behavior must, the stretching of the plate middle surface due
to bending and the corresponding changes in the plate stress distribution as the plate deflects;
thus, this analysis is based on the generalized yon Karman equations for the hygrothermal
case, i.e., (III.4a,b) with AM T -- 0, I -- 0. Actually, since the analysis in [2] uses the Airy
function _ based on the local stress distribution, the relevant form of (III.4a,b) in this case
is
- h + -w 2
where the lateral loading t -- 0.
The system (V.18)is solved (approximately) in [2] by using a procedure based on the
G alerkin method. The stress function · is decomposed as the sum
- _0+ _ (V.19)
where _>ois the thermal stress (Airy) function for the unbuckled plate; _0 satisfies
A2_0- -E_ V2T (V.20)
and the stress boundary conditions and is given by (V.8), (V.9a,b,c). The function _ is
taken to be the solution of
W2
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with w the buckle pattern determined by (V.13) and the boundary conditions on the stresses.
For (I>la series of the form
_)l - (x 2 - a2)2(Y2 - b2)2(cl + C2x2 -4- C3_/2-[- "') (V.22)
is chosen and the coefficients el, i- 1, 2, ..., are then determined in terms of the coefficients
amn in (V.13) by the equations
N
The resulting stress function _>is now substituted into the first equation in (V.18) and the
Galerkin approach is again used so as to determine the values of the coefficients amn of the
deflection function w; as shown in [2], this leads to the set of simultaneous equations
COS COS W -- (I),yyW,xx -- (I),xxW,yy -4- 2(I),xyW,xy dxdy - 0
b a 2b n (V.24)
(m- 1,3,5,..., n- 1,3,5,...)
for the am_. The equations (V.24) are, of course, nonlinear and their solution becomes more
difficult as the number of terms retained in the deflection function increases. In [2], therefore,
it is assumed that the shape of the deflected surface of the plate for large deflections may
be taken to be the one the plate has at the onset of buckling; with such an assumption only
the coefficient a_ remains arbitrary while the ratios a,_,_/ai_ are taken to be those which are
given by the initial buckling solution described above. In lieu of (V.24) we have, therefore, as
the Galerkin-type equation, from which the coefficient a_ may be determined, the relation
-  ,y Ws,x-    Ws,yy+ ocZ,,- o
where
c_ oc a mn W_71'X r_Tr'y
IE Y; cos cos (v26)
m=1,3,5 n=1,3,5 all 2a 2b
In (V.25) the ratios a_/all which were obtained from the initial buckling solution must
N
also be substituted into the stress function _.
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For a plate with aspect ratio a/b- 1.57 it has already been determined that
_x _y _x 3_y
w_ - cos _ cos 7b + 0.0365 cos _aacos 2b
3_x _y 3_x 3_y
+0.1360 cos 2a cos _-_ + 0.0042 cos 2a cos 2b
in which case (V.25) yields the following relation between the temperature differential To
and the center deflection w_:
2
(v.27)b2EaT°h = 5 39 + 1 12(1 - v2) h2·Tr2K · .
At any other point of the plate (assumed to have stress-free edges and an aspect ratio
a/b- 1.57) the deflection assumes the form
b2E ozToh
w = 0.723 _r2K - 5.39
¥ 1.12(1-_2) w_ (V.2S)
A comparison of the calculated deflections at the plate center with some experimental data
is shown in Fig. 14 while in Figs. 15 a,b, respectively, we depict the predicted growth of
the deflections, with increasing temperature differential To, along the longitudinal center line
and the transverse center line of the rectangular plate. We will return to the problem treated
in [2] when we discuss hygrothermal buckling inthe presence of imperfections in Chapter
VII.
As a final example of hygrothermal buckling of heated, isotropic, rectangular plates we
consider the large deflection analysis presented in [20]; in this paper the plate is subjected to
both heating and resultant edge loads due to an elastic edge restraint in the plane of the plate.
A major result of the analysis presented in [20] is that a decreased buckling temperature
results from a lowered edge flexibility. The temperature gradient in the z-direction through
the thickness of the plate is assumed, in [20], to be negligible and the edges of the plate are
assumed to remain straight during deformation. The rectangular plate, as depicted in Fig.
16, is simply supported along all four edges and free to rotate at the edges but translation of
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the edges in the plane of the plate is resisted by spring forces of magnitude ky (force/cubic
volume) along y -- 0 and y - b and kx along x - 0 and x - a.
The relevant form of the large deflection equations for the problem at hand is, precisely,
(V.18) where _ is the Airy function associated with the local stress field (ct/x, Crxy,rryy) as
opposed to the resultant stresses (Nx, Nxy, Ny). The boundary conditions require that the
deflection w and the edge bending moments per unit length be zero along the edges of the
plate; as M :r - 0, because of the assumed constancy of the temperature distribution through
the thickness of the plate, these boundary conditions (see (111.7)) assume the form w - 0
along x - 0, a, for 0 _<Y _<b, w - 0 along y - 0, b, for 0 _<x _<a, and
I W,x_+ v,W,yy- O, x - O,a; 0 _<y <_b (V.29),yy _, ,xx- , y - ,b; O_<x_<a
The boundary conditions are satisfied by choosing
sTr_/
w -- _ _ ars sin _rwxsin . (V.30)
r--1 s--1 a 0
The lateral loading t(x, y) is represented as a Fourier series in the form
-5]E sina b
r=l s=l
while the prescribed temperature distribution is represented as
p_'x q_'y (V.32)T- To+ _ E Tpqcos _ cos
p=l q=l a b
with To the average temperature over the surface of the plate. As the plate is subjected
to the temperature distribution given by (V.32), the plate will expand and this expansion
will result in a distribution of average edge thrusts which are caused by the restraining
spring forces acting along the edges of the plate; we denote these average edge stresses by
p and _, respectively, along the edges x - 0, a and y - 0, b. The magnitudes of p and _c
depend on the temperature distribution, the plate dimensions, and the elastic moduli of the
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plate. Employing (V.30) and (V.32) it may be shown that the second of the large deflection
N
equations in (V.18)is satisfied if · has the form





Apq- (4_2) Tpqab(P2ab+ a_) (V.35)
while the Bi, i - 1, 2, ...9 are given in [21]; the work in [21] covers the case of a laterally
loaded plate subject to edge thrusts in the plane of the plate with lateral displacements in
the large-deflection range but does not consider temperature effects. Specific expressions for
the coefficients b_,, in terms of the coefficients ar,, Cr,, SOthat the first equation in (V.18) is
satisfied are quite complex; they are delineated in [20] and will not be replicated here.
For the plate to be in equilibrium it is necessary that
_oa [_,xx -- kyV(X,y)] dx - 0 at y - 0, b; for 05 x 5 a (V.36a)
and
fo_[_- k_u/_,y/]d_- 0_t· - 0,a;for0<_<b (V36b/
We recall the constitutive relations in the form
lw2 = __1(& & ozET)0 -- _[_ _,_'YY __ l]_.,x x _+_
ex_ U,x 2 '_ E (V.37)
o 1 2_ 1 ozET)% - _,_+ __ _ (_,_x- _,_ +
As the spring constants on opposite edges of the plate are equal, it follows that for plate
equilibrium to hold the displacements along opposite edges must also be equal in magnitude,
i.e.,
l u(a, y)- -u(0, y), 0 <_y <_b (V.38)v(x, b)- -v(x, 0), 0 _<x _<a
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Employing (V.38)in conjunction with (V.37) we obtain
1 fo_[_ -u,I, +_ET-Sw2]dxu(0, y) - 2E ,yy ,xx -2- ,x
(V.39)
/o[' 2E
Carrying out the integrations in (V.39), and making use of (V.30)-(V.32), we find for the
edge displacements in the plane of the plate
u(0, y) - 2E pa - y_a + ozEToa
aE o_ o_ o_ 2 s_-y s' ] (V.40a)
_ZZEarsars,(-_) sin-_---sin by Jr=l s=l s'=l
and
1 [_b- upb+ _ETobv(x, O) - 2E L
(V.4Ob)
4 EEEar.ar., - sin_sin_r=l r'=l s=l a a
Substituting (V.33) and (V.40a,b) into (V.36a,b) and carrying out the indicated integrations
we obtain
pA_ + _A_2-/_ (V.41)pA21+ _A22-/_22
where _kyb Al2- 1 + kyb
All = 2E ' 2E (V.42a)
A22- _,kxa A22-1+k_a2E' 2E
[kyb aETo- 1 oo _ 2tLll = 2E §E E E ars --
_=_*=_ (V.42b)
k_a c_E To - 1 o_ o_ 2
/2'22-- 2E 8 E _ _ ars --r=l s=l a
From (V.41) we obtain the average edge (thrust) stresses in the form
P- (,'_22_11- /_12]J22)/(/_ll)t22- /_12/_21) (V.43a)
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and
_'- (All/Z22- A21/,/,11)/(A11A22- A12A21) (V.43b)
An expression for the (critical) buckling temperature can now be derived in terms of
the physical properties of the plate, the plate dimensions, and the spring constants kx and
ky. In [20], only the case of a uniform temperature distribution T - To is considered; we
assume, also, that the lateral loading t - 0 so that brs - O. As (To)ct corresponds to the first
buckling mode the summation indices r, s in (¥.30) are both equal to one when To - (To)ct.
For initial buckling, w - 0 in the second equation in (V.18) in which case · as defined by
(V.33) reduces to
(_0 : _x2 + p_/2 (V.44)
2 2
and the first equation in (V.18) reduces to the statement that
- 1+ ---p- _- ,_ (V.45)12(1- y2) a
Using (V.42a,b), (V.43a,b)in (V.45), with the summations extending only over r - s- 1,
then yields the following expression for the buckling temperature
(OzZo) cr - P / (_
_ Z.2 2 2] (1+2 E_ .i_'_ 12(1_y2) (_) [1+ (b) [(1-F__a) _-_yb) -_ '2] (7.46)
(;¢'}+
If kx - ky - cc then (V.46) yields the expression for the buckling temperature for the case
of a nonflexible edge restraint in the form
(OZZo)_ = 12(1 + y) 1 + (V.47)
in which case, for a- b and k_- ky
( 2E)2_y 2
(ozZo)_,. = 1 I + k-'-_ (V.48)
(c_T0)°° I- z,, 2Ec_ l+y+
kxa
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Numerical results have been generated by the authors in [20] for the case of a uniform
temperature distribution T - To and a sinus°idal lateral loading of the form
t - bll sin _x sin _y (V.49)
a b
Plots of the center deflection of the plate versus a lateral load parameter based on qll are
depicted in Fig. 18 for various values of To, the aspect ratio a/b, and the spring constant
kx(kx - ky in the application). For a uniform lateral loading the variation of the buckling
temperature ratio (C_To)cr/(C_To)c_with the edge spring rate parameter kxa/2E is depicted
in Fig. 18 (a - b, kx - ky in the application) while for the same loading condition the
effect of the edge fixity on the critical temperature is displayed in Fig. 19; finally, the center
deflection versus temperature ratio (postbuckling) curves for this case are depicted in Fig.
20 for several different values of kxa/2E.
Having discussed several examples of buckling and postbuckling behavior for heated,
isotropic, rectangular plates we now turn to the rectilinear orthotropic case for such a geom-
etry. For this problem the relevant generalized yon Karman equations are given by (III.14a,b)
where we set the applied transverse loading t(x, y) - O. Athough many of the papers in the
literature, which deal with the buckling behavior of heated, rectangular, orthotropic plates,
do so within the context of the Berger's approximation, which will be discussed in the next
Chapter, there are a few analyses which deal with the full system (III.14a,b) in the context
of plate bending, e.g., the work of Biswas [22]; this work appears to contain a serious flaw,
common to much of the literature on thermal bending and buckling of simply supported
plates, as we shall indicate below.
In [22] the author writes (III.14a), with t- O, in the form




MT -- J-h/2 ST(x, y, z)zdz
and it is easy to see that, with respect to the notation employed in the present work
D_ - Dll, 2H- D12 + 4D66 + D21, Dy - D22 (V.51)
while F- · and
/_1~ -- Cll_l -Jr-C12OZ2 (V.52)
/32 -- c210_1 + 0220_2
The /3i in (V.52) are not to be confused with their previous interpretation as hygroscopic
expansion coefficients (where we denoted them as $i). In order to bring the second yon
Karman equation for this case into line with the form employed in [22] we multiply (III.14b)
through by E2h thus producing
E2 2/212 (I) -+- (I),yyyy
(I)'xxxx -Jr- G12 ,xxyy Ell
= -!E_n[_,_]- (_- __) (v.53)
_XX
-
Next, we note that, by virtue of (111.11),
- -/221 ]VT-- E2a2-/YT (V.54a)
1 - _12y21 1 - y12y21
while
j_2_ L,,12J_ __ ElO_l --I- E2oz2/Y21 _ /221 NT -- E_axNz (V.54b)· 1 - _12Y21 1 - v12v21
where
n/2
ArT -- J-n/2 5T(x, y, z)dz
Inview of (V.54a,b), (V.53) becomes
( E2 / QB2/· ,=x_+ G_ 2a_ _,=_+ _ _,_ (v.55)
w2 ) E20z2-NT,xx E20zlNT,yy- E2h( ,xy - W,xxW,yy-
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Equation (V.55) corresponds to the second generalized yon Karman equation (for this case)
in [22], i.e., to
2 2 2
F_x_ + p F_yy + q Fyyyy + A_NT,_x+ A2NT,yy - E2h(w,xy - W,xxW,_w,yy) (V.56)
if we again identify F- c} and take
p2= E2 2z/12
Gl2
q2 _ E2/E_ (V.57)
hl -- E2a2
A2-- E2al
With the correlations F - (I>,(V.51), (V.57)), and the definitions of/VT, Mr, given above,
(V.50) and (V.56) are identical with our earlier equations for the heated, rectangular or-
thotropic plate, namely, (IV.14a,b).
Remarks- Biswas [22] writes the A_of (V.57)in the form
E2-
(V.SS)
X2 -- /32 -- /212_1
It is easily verified, by using (V.52), that these expressions are equivalent to those in (V.57).
We also note that Biswas [22] works with the inverse constitutive relations, in lieu of (I.25),
i.e. with the matrix sij - ci_.1 whose components are related to the cij by
- s22//x
- -sl2/A




with A -- s11s22- s_2. It is any easy task to show that, based on (I.27), (V.59),
E1 1 1 si2--- E 2 --_ /Y12-
Sll S22 Sll (V.60)s12 1
/Y21 ------_ Gl2 --
822 $66
We now consider a simply supported orthotr°pic plate which occupies the region 0 __
x_<a, 0 <_y_< b,-_h _<z _< _h in the three-space and assume a temperature distribution
which varies linearly through the plate of the form
(T1-T2) (7.61)l (rl + T2) + z .....
so that
1
T(x, y, _lh) _ T1, T(x, y, - _h) - T2 (V.62)
Corresponding to the simple-support conditions, along the edges of the plate, the author, in
[22] looks for plate deflections of the form
__ _ry
w(x y) - Wosin _rx sin (V.63)a b
N
However, by virtue of (III.15), the assumption (V.63) cannot possibly be valid unless M_ =
M_ - 0, i.e., unless MT -- 0 (which is not true in view of (V.61)). For the temperature
distribution (V.61), NT, x -- NT,y -- 0; Using (V.63)in (V.56) it may be shown that the
general solution of (V.56) is given by an Airy function F(x, y) of the form
12 3_ (a227rxb2 2__)F- _Ax 2 --[- By 2 + E2_w _ _ cos _ + cos (V.64)a a2q2
with A and B arbitrary constants that must be determined from the in-plane boundary
conditions. We assume that all edges of the plate remain straight after deformation; then,
using the strain-displacement equations, the constitutive relations (III.10) for the resultant
stresses, (V.64), and the definitions (1.27), (V.59) of the constitutive constants one obtains
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for the in-plane displacements 
u= Ezhw2iTr2 0 2TY 
8a2q2 ‘OS b 
+ s12 
h 




1 dw 2 - -s 
( ) 2 dx 
+ PlSll +P2s12 
h 
NT dx 1 y=o 













2 /hs12 +fi2'22& 
h 1 dy x=0 
For immovable plate edges (in the plane of the plate) u = v = 0; combining this latter 
assumption with (V.65a,b) we are led to 
A = C1w; - j2NT, B = C2w02p1NT (V.66a) 
E2 hr2 
8A 
E2 hr2 i 




8A \ a2q2 b2 
Finally, an algebraic equation for we/h is determined in [22] by using (V.63), (V.64), (V.66a,b) 








in (V.50); this procedure yields, in [22], the following first-order approximation 
WO 16(i&/h) (,&as2 + &b-2> -- 
h -- r4[(Dx/a4) + (2H/a2b2) + (Dy/b4)] 
(V.68) 
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We note, however, the objection to the analysis which has been raised following (V.63) as 
well as the observation that the double Fourier series for MT, as given by (V.67), formally 





6T(x, y, z)xdx = &l - Tz)h2 # 0 
if Ti # T2. Variations of the non-dimensional (bending) deflections, as a function of the 
temperature parameter $(Ti - T2), which are based on (V.68), are depicted in Fig. 
21. We now comment, below, on what appears to be the central shortcoming in the work 
presented in [22]. 
Remarks: For a simply supported, rectangular, orthotropic elastic plate occupying the 
domainO<x<a, 
h h 
- - O<y<b,-+z< 2, - - - - the relevant boundary conditions are given by 
(see (111.13), (111.15): 
for x = 0, a, 0 < y < b, and - - 
for y = 0, b, 0 < x < a, where - - 
-n rhl2 
M + (CllW + C12Q2) 
J 
. 6T(x, y, z)dz 
-h/2 
DllW xx 7 + D12w yy 7 
w=o 
+ Ml T 0 









qx, Y, z)dz 
From- the assumed from of the temperature distribution in Biswas [22], i.e., 
qx, Y, 4 = ;(T- +T2) +x (” ,“> T 
Tl and T2 being, respectively, the constant temperatures at the top and bottom plate surfaces, 








Setting D_ - As, D_2 - A2, D2_ - %, D22 - 72, the boundary conditions of simple support
which are represented by (v.e9a,b), (V.70a,b) become
w(O,y) --w(a,y) --0
_,=(0, y)+ _,_(0, y)- A* (v.72_)
._lW,xx(a,y)+ X2W,yy(a,y) -- A*
for 0 _<y _<b and
_(_,0)- w(_,b)-0
%W,xx(X,O) + 72W,yy(X,O) - B* (V.72b)
for 0 _<x _<a. However, as w(0, y) - 0, 0 _<y _<b, it follows that W,yy(O,y) - 0, 0 _<y _<b,
and, similarly, w(a,y) - 0, 0 _< y _< b, implies that W,vy(a,y) - 0, 0 _< y _< b. In an
analogous manner we obtain from w(x, 0) - 0, 0 _< x _< a, the fact that Wxx(X, O) - 0
0 <_x <_a, and from w(x, b) - 0, 0 _<x _<a, the conclusion that W,xx(X,b) - 0, 0 _<x _<a.
Thus, (V.72a), (V.72b) imply that along the edges of the plate we must have
w(0, y)- w(a, y)- 0, 0 _<y _<b (V.73a)
w(x, O) - w(x, b) - O, 0_<x_<a
/ w=(0, y) -w=(a, y) - A*/)_x, 0 < y <_b (V.73b)_,,,(_,0)- w,,,(_,b)- B,/,,, _ a
The situation is depicted in Fig. 22. In [22], Biswas, as we have already indicated, above,
looks for plate deflections of the form specified in (V.63), i.e.,
_ry
w(x y) - Wosin _x sin (V 74)
a b
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However, such deflections can satisfy (V.73a,b) if and only if A* - B* - 0, i.e., if and Only
if T1 = T2 = 0. If, on the other hand, the boundary conditions of simple support are to be
compatable with an applied temperature distribution which is independent of position in the
middle surface of the plate, and varies linearly through the plate thickness, trial (bending)
deflections would have to satisfy the inhomogeneous boundary data (V.73a,b); this is, dearly,
not possible as should be evident from Fig. 22, because at each of the four corners of the plate
the boundary data is inconsistent, e.g., W,_x- A*/)_l :/: O, for x -- 0, 0 _<y _<b,which implies
that W,xx(O,O) - A*/)_l. However, w- 0, for y- 0, 0_< x _< a, so that W,xx(x,O) - O,
0 _< x _< a, in which case w,_(0, 0) - 0. Thus any (trial) deflection which satisfied the
inhomogeneous boundary conditions (V.73a,b) would have to exhibit jump discontinuities
in its second derivatives at each of the four corners of the rectangular plate. Such a problem
would not exist for an applied temperature distribution ST(x, y, z) which produced nontrivial
thermal moments ._lr_, ._f_ satisfying ./_(0, 0) - .hTf_(0,b) - f_Tf_(a,0) - ._lr_(a,b) - 0 and
f_lr_(0,0)- .hTf_(a, 0)- ._/_(0, b) - ._f_(a, b) -0; such thermal moments could still satisfy
N
(0v) 0 (a,v) 0 0< v < b
ay ' ' ay ' - - (v.75)
0_h_/_(x 0)_0, (x b)-_-0 0_x_aOx _ Ox ' ' - -
as long as each of ./_/_,.hd_ vanished at the four corners of the plate. We now turn to
a discussion of the initial buckling behavior of circular plates within the context of large
deflection theory.
Although the interpretation is somewhat different, the analysis of initial buckling for an
isotropic circular plate subject to thermal stresses, within the context of large deflection the-
ory, mathematically parallels the small deflection analysis presented in the previous section.
Klosner and Forray [13] studied the buckling of simply supported isotropic circular plates
subjected to a symmetrical temperature distribution by using the Rayleigh-Ritz method. For
the case of a circular plate of variable thickness, Mansfield [23] has analyzed the buckling,
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curling, and postbuckling behavior when the temperature varies through the thickness of the
plate and the edge of the plate is restrained in its plane; we will discuss ManSfield's work in
section VII and other discussions of the postbuckling behavior of isotropic circular plates will
appear in section VI within the context of Berger's approximation. In this section we will
content ourselves with discussions of the work of Sarkar [24] who treats the case of a heated
thin circular plate of isotropic material under uniform thermal compression in the plane of
the Plate, and the analysis in Nowacki [8] which is based on the work of Vinokurov [25]; in
[24], the critical buckling temperature is calculated for plates under different edge conditions
and different temperature distributions as well. The edge of the plate is restrained in the
plane of the plate.
The solid circular isotropic plate considered by Sarkar [24] has uniform thickness, occupies
h h
_ _ < z < , and is subjected to an arbitrary temperature
the domain 0 < r < a, 2 - -
distribution (which, however, must be symmetrical in order for the author's [24] equations
to apply). As the edge of the plate is assumed to be restrained in the plane of the plate,
dw
the displacement u(r) - 0. Setting _b- dr we have, as a direct consequence of (III.19),
(III.21), the assumed radial symmetry of m, and the fact that u(r) -0, 0 __ r __ a,
E_
/n/2 T(r, z)dz (V.76)




Lar r ] (V.77)
where M_, is given by (111.22). With the assumptions given above, the initial.buckling
equation that follows from the system (111.23) by setting w - 0 in the second equation of
this set, and substituting the resultant Airy function in the first equation, is
+ ¢-r dr
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Replacing ]VT_ 1K - K N_' in (¥.78) by ?2 and thensetting v(r) -?r we obtain the equation
l d_ ( 1) l dM_.d2q_+- + 1- q_- (V.79)dy2 v _vv _ '/ dv
As a simple example in [24] the author considers the case of a temperature distribution which
varies only through the thickness of the plate, i.e., 5T - ST(z). In this case, M_ is clearly
independent of r, and hence of v, so that dMZ. = 0. Equation (V.79) then reduces tody
d2_ ld_b ( 1)y2 +-v_v + 1-_¥ _b-0 (V.80)
for 0 _<v _<-/a. The solution of (V.80) which is finite at v -0 has the form
- cJ_(_)- cJ_(,_) (v.8i)
in which case
_(_)- c_J0(_)+ ci (v.82)
with C1 an arbitrary constant of integration.
If the plate is clamped along its edge at r - a, so that w - & - 0 for r - a, then, by
virtue of (V.81), dl (?a) -- 0; the smallest (approximate) root of this equation is 9_- 3.832/a
in which case
K
(N_)_- _¥(3.832) 2 (V.S3a)
so that
(_v_)= _K(i - _)cr a2 ().3.832.2 (V.83b)
A second case considered in [24] is one for which the temperature distribution is such that
Mo( 72a2v2 )MC - 1--_-v 1 (V.84)
In this case, (V.79) becomes
d2_b l&b ( 1) 2M0 (V85)y2 +- + 1- cfi-- v ._ _ _a_(i- _)
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whose solution is given by
2Mo
(15-- C2ffl (V) -- _36/2(1 _ /,,)l? (V.86)
From (V.86) it follows that
Mot2 02w- ca+ J0(,_) (v.87)
72a2(1 --/2) 7
Imposing upon (V.86), (V.87) the conditions at r = a for a clamped plate we are led to the
solution
2M0[$o(%)-$0(,_)] Mo M0_
The deflection in (V.88) becomes infinite when & (Ta) - 0 which again leads to the critical
values reflected in (v. Sga,b); the absolute value of (NT)o_ in (V.83b) yields the critical
buckling temperature.
In [8] a somewhat different presentation of buckling of an elastic, isotropic circular plate
subjected to an axisYmmetric temperature distribution is given; the temperature distribution
is taken in the form
aT(r) - To(r)+ zTx(r) (V.89)





The radial and circumferential stress fields in this situation are given, respectively by
E Ea (To + zT1)
rr,.r-- 1 - v2 (err + veoo) 1_--T--_ (V.91)
S Ea (To + zT1)c_oo- 1 - v2(e°°+ ve_) 1---2-T
We note that (II1.19) follows from (V.90), (V.91)if (V.91)is integrated through the thickness
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of the plate. In (V.91), of course
I Z 2 ZW,rr (V.92)
eO0 -- --V -- --W,r7' 7'
where v -v(r) again denotes the radial displacement of the plate. Combining (V.91) and
(V.92) the resultant forces and moments are easily shown to have the form
E [u2 V' r Z -I ly ]Nv- + x(w,_)_+ -_- (1+ _)aT01
- r (V.93)
and
Mr-- -K W,r_+ -w_ + (1+ v)aT_
r (V.94)
Mo K[ _- - rW_+ YW,_r+ (1+ v)aT_
In [8], Nowacki works directly with the equilibrium equations, for the symmetric situation,
in the form
(_N_),_- No- 0
(7'Mrr),r -- MO -- Qr -- 0 (V.95)
(TQ),r -- (TNrW,r), r -- tT' -- 0
with Q the shear force and t the external loading of the plate. By inserting Q from the second
equation in (V.95) into the third equation in this set, and then employing the relations (V.94),
one obtains
K V 4 w + K(1 + y)c_ V 2_T_ _ _1(r-_rW,r),r -¢ t (V.96)
7'
1
with V 4 - V2V 2 and V 2 - 02 +-Or. Equation (V.96)is, of course, the form assumed byr
the first of the yon Karman equations in (III.23) under the assumption of radial symmetry.
From the relations (V.93) one obtains the radial displacement v(r) in the form
r (Ns - uN_) + c_rTo (V.97)_(_)- _-_
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or, if we use the first of the relations in (V.95) to eliminate the resultant stress No in (V.97)
or, if we use the first of the relations in (V.95) to eliminate the resultant stress No in (V.97)
r vN_] + c_rTo (V.98)_(_)- 7X [(_N_),_-
Finally, inserting (V.98) into the first of the relations in (V.93) we obtain
r -(r2N_),_ + Eh(w,_) 2 - 0 (V.99)
7' ,r
Equation (V.99) is just the form assumed by the condition of geometric compatability of
the strains for the special problem under consideration. To illustrate the utility of the
relations (V.96), (V.99) with respect to axially symmetric temperature distributions of the
form (V.89), Nowacki [8] presents, following Vinokurov [25], the solution of the clamped
circular plate problem for which the boundary conditions are
_(a) - 0, _(a) - 0 (V._00)a yNr] + o_aTo 0v(a) - _-_ [(rNr),r - r=a --
At r -- 0 it is required, as usual, that r-lwr and Nr be finite. Assuming that T1 -- const.
and t- const, simplifies (V.96), after an integration, to the form
K (T'W,r),r -- _rW,r -}-- (V.101)
,r 2
We now introduce the dimensionless variables
1
5 _ _ _,r-- :_,_
P-- a _7.Nr _ a 2
(V.102)ta2
k - 12(1 - _,2) m - 6(1 - L,2)- Eah' bY' Eh 3
in terms of which (V.99) and (V.IO1) assume the respective forms
p¢,_+ ¢,__ !¢ - 14>_
P 2 (V.103)
-i
p¢,_p+ ¢,p- 5¢ - -k¢_ +mp2
P
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while the boundary conditions (V. IO0) become
_b(0)-- 0, al(l) -- 0, [;b,, - tJ_b- c_T0]p=l- 0 (V.104)
with -1;band v bounded at p- 0.
P
The system (V.103) may be solved (approximately) by applying Galerkin's method' as
a first approximation we use the classical solution for the deflection of an isotropic, elastic,
circular plate loaded by the uniform loading t = const., namely,
W(1)(/9) -- W012(1 -- /92 ) -- (l -- /94)] (V.105)w 0 -- to,4/64K
1
Then, as q_= -w,p
6_
c)® - c(pa- p), c- 4wo/a (V.106)
Substituting ¢(1) for q_in the first equation in (V.103), andusing the boundary conditions,
yields
;)(1)_ c29---_(p7 -- 4p5 + 6p3 -- bp)
(v. 07)
b- 5- 3y 96 c_T0
1--_ c2 1--t_
If we now substitute !)®, from (V.107), for _ in the second equation in (V.103), multiply
this equation by/93 -- t9,and integrate from p- 0 to p- 1, we obtain
24 i_4 - _m (V.108)
4 5 - 3_ 96 aTo
In (V.108) we recall that c- -Wo, while the presence of b- accounts fora 1-;, ¢21--_
the influence of the temperature distribution on the plate deflection (which is seen to depend
only on the function T0(v)). For the special case in which t- 0 (so that m - 0 in (V.108))
it is possible to obtain from (V.108) the critical buckling temperature in the form
4 h2
· (V109)
(T0)_ - 3(1 + L,) OL(Z2
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Note is made, in [8], of the fact that (V.109) is independent of the Young's modulus E of
the plate.
For results on the thermoelastic stability of cylindrically orthotropic (laminated) circular
plates the reader is referred to the paper of Stavsky [17] in which axisymmetric stability
and thermal buckling equations are established for circular plates; the plates in [17] are
composed of polar orthotropic layers subjected to mechanical loads depending only on the
radial variable r and thermal fields of the form 5T - ST(r, z). For the initial buckling
(eigenvalue) problems in [17], closed form solutions are presented in terms of Bessel functions
of the first kind (and of fractional order) and the variation of the critical loads with the
anisotropy parameters is analyzed. It is worth noting that, unlike the situation for isotropic
circular plates, where (V.109) holds for the specific problem considered above (so that (T0)cr
is independent of E), for the same problem for a polar orthotropic circular plate Stavsky
[17] obtains the result
4-- .
(T°)_ _- 3 Arha 2
where
_ fn/2
D_ J-n/2 E_zdz (V.111)
Ar -- --(OZr_rr + C_OErO)
VI. APPLICATIONS OF THE BERGER'S APPROXIMATION
TO THE THERMAL BUCKLING AND POSTBUCKLING
BEHAVIOR OF RECTANGULAR AND CIRCULAR PLATES
For the case of isotropic, linearly elastic response we have shown that the yon Karman
theory for large thermal deflections of a thin plate leads to the coupled system of nonlinear
partial differential equations (III.4a,b), when rectangular Cartesian coordinates are used, and
to the system (III.23) when polar coordinates are employed; these systems, together with as-
sociated boundary conditions can not be expected to yield exact solutions. Among the many
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approximate methods which have been devised to treat large deflection yon Karman systems
is the technique first promulgated by Berger in [26] for thin plates subjected to mechanical
loading. As Tauchert [3] notes "the method is based on neglecting the strain energy asso-
ciated with the second invariant of the strains in the plate middle surface. Although there
does not appear to be any physical justification for this approximation, comparisons of the
results with known solutions indicate that for a broad range of problems Berger's approach
yields sufficiently accurate results." In fact all of the applications of Berger's approximation
in literatur e , where accurate results appear to be obtained, are associated with problems
in which the edges of the plate are constrained against in-plane movements; Nowinski and
Ohnabe [27] have shown that, for the case of mechanical loading, the accuracy of Berger's
method is closely tied to this specific type of boundary condition. In fact, by applying
G alerkin's method to both the usual yon Karman large deflection equations, and the ap-
proximate equations governing large deflections which are obtained from Berger's approach,
it was determined in [27] that Berger's method is susceptible to serious errors if the edge (or
edges) of the plate are free to move. It has been surmised in [3] that the conclusions reached
in [27] are almost certainly extendible to the case of thermal deflections. The accuracy of
Berger's method was also assessed by Jones, Mazumdar, and Cheung in [28] for the special
case in which t - 0, M T - 0 in (III.4a,b), and a perturbation technique was proposed for
use in those situations where Berger's technique may not be sufficiently accurate. We will
comment, below, on the work in [28] as well as on the work of Banerjee and Datta [29] who
proposed a modified energy expression which leads, as in the case of Berger's method, to
large deflection plate equations which are decoupled. Although only mechanical loadings are
considered in [29], the results which are given for transverse loading of a circular plate are in
good agreement with prior results for this problem for both movable and immovable edges
and an extension of the method to the case of thermal loading has been indicated.
Berger's method was originally formulated, as we have already indicated, for isothermal
plate problems; it was extended to non-isothermal problems by Basuli in [31] who used
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the technique to treat large deflection problems for rectangular and circular isotropic plates
subjected to normal pressure and heating. We will begin our study, in this section, of
the applications of Berger's method to large thermal deflection problems for thin plates by
reviewing the work in [31] and the related work of Pal [32] which also assumes isotropic
response. Then we will consider, in some detail, the application of Berger's technique to
large thermal deflection problems for heated rectilinearly orthotropic rectangular plates as
presented in Biswas [33]; this is followed by a brief description of the similar results for polar
orthotropic circular plates which were described by Pal [34].
The starting point for the application of Berger's approximation to large deflection prob-
lems for isotropic rectangular plates is the observation that the total potential energy of the
plate, which is given by (III.41), may be rewritten in the form
n - 2(1- _) [_- 2(1- _)_]
1
+ M z V 2 w- twldxdy
where e_ and e2 are, respectively, the first and second strain invariants of the middle surface
of the plate, i.e.,
o o + /vigl -- gxx -_- Cyy -- U,x -_- V,y -Jr-_
o o 1_ _ %_%__x_j__o
1 1
= U xVy + _U'xW_y+ _V,y w2,_ (VI. 2b)
1,f 2 v2 + 2u +2 + 2v,xw,_w }
Assuming a temperature distribution 5T of the form
ST(x, y, z) - To(x, y) + g(z)T_ (x, y) (VI.3)
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Basuli [31] writes (VI.I)in the form
n- _x (vw)_+1_4





The functional II is now minimized using the Euler-Lagrange variational equations
0II 0 OH 0 OH
- Ox Ou_ - Oy OU,y = 0 (VI.5a)Ou
an a an a an
=o (VI.5b)
Ov OxOv,x OyOv,y
OH 0 OH 0 OH 02 OH
t
Ow OxOw,x OilOw,y Ox2Ow,= (VI.5c)
0 2 OH 0 2 OII
t OxOy Ow,xy 4 = 0Oy20W,yy
which yields (upon following Berger [26] and setting e2 - 0) the relations




1 - _,2el - N r w,_ (VI.6b)
_y el-N T W,y - t-- O
in the general case and
a a (_ (_+_,)_To}- o (vi 7_)(_- (_+_)_Zo}- o,_ _-Ox uy
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o' za /(h)Ti + K V' f(h)zi
Ox2 1 - v dy _ 1 - v
i - _a_ ki -(i + .)m%]=..
-- W,y
_y e_ N r - t- 0
in the general case and
-0 0
{el - (1 + v)c_T0}- 0, _ {el - (1 + v)aTo} - 0 (VI.7a)Ox
o'_ E_ /(a)T_ + X V' f(a)Ti
Ox2 1 - v dy _ 1 - v
E 0
1- _a_ {ki- (1+ _)_ro]_,,) (vi 7b)
E 0
{[_ - (i + _)_z0]_.,)- t- 0
1- roy
in the special case in Which ST(x, y, z)is given by (VI.3).
From (VI.6a) one easily obtains
Eh
- N T - )_2, ()_' const.) (VI.8)1 -/2 2cl
which upon substitution into (VI.6b) yields
K V 2 (V 2 - A2)w - t- v2M T (VI.9)
As Tauchert [3] has noted, the system consisting of (VI.S), (VI.9)is much simpler than the
corresponding Von Karman system (III.4a,b); the equations (VI.8), (VI.9) are quasi-linear
and decoupled in the following sense' (VI.9) is linear in w and may be solved independently
of (VI.8). Equation (VI.8) is linear in u,_ and V,y and may be solved once w has been
determined. The only coupling that remains in (VI.8), (VI.9) is through the parameter A.
In a similar manner, for the special case governed by (VI.3), (VI.7a) yields
,u2h2
ei- (i + v)C_To= i---2-' (/_2const.) (VI.i0)
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whose substitution into (VI.7b) produces
: c_E
K V 2 (V 2 -/_2)w - t l_/(h ) v2T_ . (VI.Il)
We now consider the application of the system (VI.10), (VI.11) to the thermal buckling
of a simply supported rectangular plate which occupies the domain 0 <_x _<a, 0 _<y _<b
in the x, y plane; in this case the assumed temperature distribution has the form given by
(VI.3).
Remarks' In [31] Basuli writes the conditions of simple support along the edges of the plate
in the form
I w-W,x_-O, x-O,a; O_<y_<b (VI.12)W -- W,yy -- O, y -- O, b; 0 _ x _<a
However, for the simply supported plate
t_(W,xx '+' YW,yy) -+- M T -- O_ X -- O, a; 0 _ y _ b
K(w,yy q- yW,xx) -+- M T - 0, y - 0, b; 0 _< x <__a
with w - 0 along each of the four edges; thus (VI.12) holds, in the case of simply supported
edges if and only if M T(0, y) - M T(a, y) - 0, for 0 <_y _<b, and M T(x, 0) - M T(x, b) - 0,
for 0 _<x <_a. For the temperature distribution represented by (VI.3)
fn/2 _EMr = aE T_(x y) g(z)zdz - _ f (h)T_ (x, y) (VI.13)
1 - _, ' J-n/2 1 - _,
and, thus, (VI.12) represents the conditions of simple support along the edges of the plate if
and only if
T1(0, y) - Z_(a, y) - 0; 0 _<y _<b (VI.14)T_(x, 0) - T_(x, b) -0; 0 _<x < a
In order to maintain the validity of the analysis in [31] we will assume, below, that the
function T1 satisfies (VI.14).
Proceeding with the analysis in [31] we assume that each of t(x, y), Ti(x, y) may be
nzry
expanded in a double Fourier series in the products sin taxx sin so that in particular,
a b '
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on the right-hand side Of (VI.11)
oo oo 77%71'/: nTry
c_E /(h) V 2 Tx - _ _ qm_sin _ sin (VI.15)
t 1-__ _=l_=l a b
Also, in view of (VI.12), w(x, y)is sought in the form
OO OO
nwy
w -- _ _ Wrensin ra_x sin _ (VI.16)
m=l n=l a b
Assuming the edges of the plate are constrained against in-plane motion is equivalent to
requiring that
u(0, y)- u(a, y)- 0; 0 _<y _<b (VI.17)_(_,o)- _(_,b)- o;o<__· __
By substituting (VI.15) and (VI.16)into (VI.II) we obtain, in the usual manner, the relations
= qmn
[Iv ]
so that the deflection has been determined up to the constant/_2. We now write out (VI.10)
in the form
1 /_2h2
lw2 + w_y- (1 + v)c_r0 = (vi.19)u,_+V,y+_ ,x _ 12
Integration of (VI.19) over the domain of the plate, and use of the boundary conditions
(VI.17), which express the constraint of the plate against in-plane motion, yields the condi-
tion
_2h2
/o/o{___ _(_,_+_) -/_+_)_o}__ - ___ (v_o)
We now substitute the expansion (VI.16) into (VI.20) and use standard results involving
trigonometric integrals, e.g.,
/o/oa bCOS2 mTrxbsin2 b dxdy - -ab4
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so as to obtain from (VI.20) the equation
- Z + -F, E---- n--1 (VI.21)
lo'fo-(i + y)_ To(x,y)dxdy- i2 ab
The further substitution of the expressions for the w,_ in (VI.18) into (VI.21) then produces
an algebraic relation from which/_2 may be determined; once/_2 has been computed (VI.16),
(VI.18) serve to completely determine the deflection w(x, y).
Remarks' Basuli [31] considers a specific example for which
To(x, y)- To-const., Ti( x, y)- T_cos (2__) (71.22)
however, the subsequent results are specious in as much as T_(x, y) does not satisfy (VI.14).
The source of confusion in much of the literature maybe traced to the following elementary
fact: any piecewise continuous function on the domain 0 _<x _<a, 0 _<y <_b, say, MT(x, y),
can be extended to the entire x, y plane in such a manner that the extended function may
be represented by the Fourier series
nTryM T(x y) - _ _ am_ sin m_rx sin (VI.23)' a b
m--1 n--1
However,whiletheserieson therighthand sideof(VI.23)convergestothevalueofM r(x,y)
ateachpointofcontinuityofM r inthedomain 0 < x < a,0 < y < b,itwillnotconverge
to the valuesofM r alongthe boundaryofthe domain;itisthe functionMr(z,y), as
definedby thetemperaturedistributionST(x,y),and notitsFourierseriesrepresentation,
which must satisfythe conditions (VI.14) in order that the criteriafor a simply supported
rectangular plate,under thermal loading, reduce to (VI.12). In a one-dimensional setting
thisphenomena iseasilyrepresentedby the Fouriersineseriesexpansionof/(x) - 1 on
(0, Ir), i.e.
4 oc
1 - - Z sin(2k - 1)x, 0 < x < 7r (VI.24)
7[ k=l
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For all x, 0 < x < 1. the series on the right-hand side of (VI.24) converges to 1; however,
convergence breaks down at x - 0, x - _r where the series converges, by the Fourier theorem,
to the average value of the left and right hand limits (of the periodic extension, with period
2_r, of the odd extension of f(x)to (-ir, _r)). The situation is depicted below'
1
· I ·
-2Ir -Tr _r 27r
The second application of Berger's method that we want to consider is to the problem
of axisymmetric deformations of a solid circular elastic plate subjected to a uniform load t
and a stationary temperature field ST(r, z). In this case equations (VI.S), (VI.9) assume the
form
Eh[ 1 12] /yT1 - l/2 U,r -[- -Ur + _W,r -- -- KA 2 (VI.25)
K r2+- + w-t-r _rr _ r dr
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Under the assumption that t'- t- v2M T is a constant, Tauchert [3] obtains a solution to
(VI.26) in the form
fir 2
w - ClZo(_r) + C2 4K_2 (VI.27)
with _0 the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order zero and Cx, C2 arbitrary
constants. If the edge of the plate at r - b is constrained against in-plane motion so that
u(b) - 0 then integration of (VI.25) over the domain 0 _< r _< b, 0 _< O < 27r, yields the
relation
-21C2{21A2b2[I2 (Ab) _ I_ (&b)]+ &bI1(Ab)lo(Ab)}
(vi.28)
Clt'b212(_b) t'b4 1 - v2 fob- K)_2 + 16K2/_4 - Eh _ Nrrdr- b2t2/_2/24
Assuming the plate to be clamped so that w(b) - dw, _r(b)- 0, we obtain from (VI.27)
t'b_ {270(_b) _0(_)] _}w - 4K_2 &bI1(Ab) - 1 + 7 (VI.29)
while the relation (VI.28) for ,Xassumes the form
/01 8 NTrdr (_b/4
§(_b)6+(Eh)t_2 1 - L,2
K-t {1+ lo(Ab)- 412()_b) _ IJ(&b) } (VI.30)XbI_(Xb) 212(,kb)
With the same assumption of circular symmetry, and a temperature distribution of the
form given by
_r(_,_)- To(_)+ g(_)T_( ).
Basuli [31] writes the system (VI.25), (VI.26)in the form
du v 1 2 /32h2
d-7+ -_+ _w_- (1+ _)_T0= _2 (VI.31)
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+ 2d-_r _ -4 rdr w - _ t _f(h)l_z/ _ + -rd-_r Tx (VI.32)
and obtains, for a uniform load distribution t, that special case of (VI.27) which has the
form
f
w - AIo(_r)+ B - 4K__r 2 (VI.33)
c_E f(h) _ + - T_ Clearly, - t if either f (h) - 0 or if T_ is harmonic.with t' - t- 1------7 r _ '
With u(b) - 0 and w(b) - dw, _r(b) - 0, the solution of the system (VI.31), (VI.32) follows
the same pattern as that outlined above for temperature distributions more general than
(VI.3) and will, therefore, not be repeated here. Somewhat more problematic, however, is
the solution of (VI.31), (VI.32) which is presented by Basuli in [31] for the case of a simply
supported circular plate subject to the temperature distribution (VI.3) and the assumption
of constrained in-plane motion; in [31] Basuli takes the conditions of simple-support along
the edge of the plate at r - b to have the form w - 0, at r - b, and
d2w w dw
+ = 0, at r - b (VI.34)dr2 r dr
However, by virtue of (111.26), with w,o - 0, and R_ - 0, R2 - b, we have, along the edge
at r- b, w(b) -0 and
(d2wldw)/4 _ + -r_ _=b+ M&l_=b-- 0 (VI.35)
The problem that arises now is the same one which has been discussed, at length, earlier in
this section, namely, in view of (111.22)
Ec_
fn/2 5r(b, z)zdz - Ea f (h)T_(b) (VI36)
M¢l_=b= 1- v J-h/2 1---Z-7 '
so that (VI.34) follows from (VI.36) if and only if f(h) - 0 or T_(b) - 0; under this latter
assumption, the results in [31] are valid and the full solution of the boundary-value problem
associated with (VI.31), (VI.32), when the edge at r - b is simply supported, assumes the
form
w - 4K_aba H 2(1 + _,)[I0(_b) - I0(_r)]- H/_b 1 - (VI.37)
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1 (1 + y)_F(D)/34b 4
f fb 4 _2 _ 3(/3b)6+ h2 (VI.38)
_,_J - 21 {12 Io(_b)Ii(/3b)}/% 4(1 +H_bV)I2(/3b)
+ [_(_b)- _o_(_b)]+ -
where




Although Basuli's work [31], extending Berger's method [26] to non-isothermal plate
deflection problems, preceded the work of Pal [34], the latter author appears not to have
been aware of the earlier research in this direction. Thus, Pal [34] rederives the Berger's
type equations by minimizing the total potential energy associated with a circular plate
under the assumption of a radially symmetric temperature, i.e., equations (2.9), (2.10a) of
[34] are completely equivalent to (VI.31), (VI.32) (which appear in [31]); these decoupled
large deflection equations are then solved, in [34], for the case in which t - 0, by using the
method of successive approximations. Included in the analysis in [34] are results for annular
plates, i.e., circular plates with a concentric circular hole. In line with our related discussions
in this section, the applicability of the results in [34] for circular and annular plates with
simply supported edges is subject to the same constraints on the behavior of T1(r), along the
plate edges, that have been delineated previously; in Pal [34], the temperature distribution
is taken in the form
5T(C,z)- {:Po+ Ti(1- _2)} (1 + _-_) (VI.40)
where (- r/a. Thus, for ST(r, z) we have..
5T- To(_)+g(_)T_(_)
with
To(r) - To + T_ 1 - - T_(r) (VI.41)2 z
g(_)- §.X
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It is clear, from (VI.40), that T1(a) -- 0 if and only if To - 0; in [34] the outer edge of an
annular plate is located at r - a while the inner edge is at r - 5 (with 5 - 0 for a solid
circular plate). Therefore, in Pat's work [34], (IV.34)is equivalent to (VI.35), with b replaced
by a provided T0 - 0. In Figs. 23 and 24, which are taken from [34], we show the relation
between the temperature rise and the normalized maximal deflection 5/2(5 - w(0)) at the
center of the plate for the simply supported and clamped edge conditions, respectively; in
these figures
_)[/_i '(V1'42)
[P 5T (r, z) zdz
b
Fig. 25 depicts, for an annular plate with aspect ratio - -0.4, the relation between thea
temperature rise and the normalized deflection d/h, for the same temperature distribution
(VI.40); the plate inFig. 25 has both inner and outer edges simply supported. For the same
plate, and the same temperature distribution, the analogous results for an annular plate
with both inner and outer edges clamped are depicted in Fig. 26. The results in [34] for
the case where the same annual plate has its' inner edge clamped and its outer edge simply
supported is shown in Fig. 27. The results shown in Fig. 25 (the annular plate with both
edges simply supported) are open to the criticism that even if To - 0, so that T_(a) - 0 is
a direct consequence of (VI.41), i.e., it does not necessarily follow that Ti (b) - 0; in fact
T_(b) - 0, when [Po- 0, if and only if a - b which reduces the problem to one for a solid
circular plate of radius a.
Both Biswas [35] and Pal [36] have applied Berger's approximation method to linearly
elastic thin plates exhibiting anisotropic response. In [35], Biswas solves the large-deflection
problem for a rectilinearly orthotropic rectangular plate which is simply supported and
subjected to a stationary temperature distribution while in [36] Pal obtains solutions for
cylindrically orthotropic circular plates using the method of successive approximations; it is
also demonstrated in [36] that the solutions for a polar orthotropic circular plate reduce to
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those for an isotropic circular plate as a special case. We now, briefly, review each of the
two papers [35], [36] beginning with the work of Biswas [35] which is, unfortunately, subject,
once again, to the same criticism concerning the interpretation of simple support boundary
conditions in thermal deflection problems. The notation employed by Biswas in [35] parallels
that of the earlier paper [22]; thus, in particular, (V.51) applies, i.e.
Dx - Dll, H- D1 + 2D66, Dy - D22 (VI.43)
with D1 -- _1(D12 + D21), while the _i, i - 1, 2, are given by (V. 52). The first strain invariant
el is given in this situation by
0Cl- %_+ , _- (VI.44)
_ fh/2
and Mr, as in (V.50), is given by Mr j_h/26Tzdz. The full set of von Kurman large
deflection equations has the form (V.50), (V.53) where the E_, E2, _12,y2_,G12, and the re-
NC, N} have been defined in §V. Neglecting the second strainsultant (thermal) stresses NT,
invariant c2, Biswas [35] writes the total potential energy for the rectilinearly orthotropic
rectangular plate in the form
· I b
12
+Dyw,2yy+ 4D66w2y + D,_-ffe_ }dzdy (VI.45)
h/2 b a _
The temperature variation in [35] is chosen so as to have the form
5T(x y,,z) - 20 (h ), h < z < h2- -2- (VI.46)
in which case
T x,y, -0, T x,y,-_ --tO (VI.47)
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Combining (VI.45) with (VI.46), and using Euler's equations (VI.5a,b,c), one obtains
0el 0el





02 0 12 (VI.48b)
+4_-_x2(D66w,xy) - _x {DX_-_elW,x}
O {Dy12
0
Oy _el _w,y J
Clearly, (VI.48a) implies that
0/2 h 2
el- const. -- (VI.49)12
while (VI.48b), in conjunction with (VI.49), yields
DxW,xxxx -+- 2Hw,xxyy + DyW,yy (VI.50),.., ,..,
- D x oz2 ( W,xx -+- I_w ,yy ) -]-/31MT,xx -+-/52MT, yy -- 0
For the temperature variation given by (VI.46) we have
MT .l-n/2 ST(x, y, z)dz - Oh2 - const.
which Biswas [35] expands in the double Fourier series
_ 16Mr mTrx nTry
MT-- _ _ sin_ sin (VI.51)
re=l,3,.., ri=l,3... T/g?g71'2 a b
While (VI.51) is correct as a Fourier representation of MT, convergence of the series on the
right-hand side of (VI.51) to MT holds only on the open domain 0 < x < a, 0 < y < b; in
particular, MT does not vanish along the edges of the plate for the temperature variation
chosen. For this reason, g7I_ and .37/2,as given by (111.13), do not vanish along the edges
of the plate; therefore, satisfaction of the conditions expressing the fact that the plate is
simply supported, i.e. (III.15), does not follow as a consequence of choosing a trial deflection
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w(x, y) with the property that both W,xxand W,yyvanish along the edges at x - 0, a, for
0 i y _<b, and along the edges y - 0, b, for 0 i x _<a In spite of this, Biswas [35] chooses a
trial deflection function of the form
C_) (X)
w -- _ Z A_n sin' _?_______xsin nTw (VI.52)
m= 1,3,... n= 1,3,... a b
so that substitution of (VI.51) and (VI.52)into (VI.50) yields
16/1//7, /_l a2 +/_2 b2
Amn = mnTr2 (VI.53)
m47l-4 m2n271-2 .rz4_-4 (m27l-2 n2_2 /Dy)Dx a---7- + 2H a2b----------7 + Dy b4 + D xoz2 a--¥ -t- b2 _xx
An additional criticism of the procedure followed in [35] would focus on the fact that as Mr
is constant on the open domain 0 < x < a, 0 < y < b, both MT,z_ and MT,,yyvanish in
(vi.50).
The relation (VI.53) for the coefficients A_ still contains the unknown constant a 2 which
arises in (VI.49). Assuming that
u-0, onx-0, a, for0<_y_<b (VI.54)v-0, ony-0, b, for0_<x<_a
Biswas [35] takes the displacements u, v to have the form
oc o¢ T/gTI'X 717l'!]
u- _ _ Xm_sin_cos
re=l,3,..._=1,3,... a b (VI.55)
c_ c_ 7797rX nTry
v- _ _ X:-_c°s sin
m=l,3,.., ri=l,3,.., a b
in which case substitution of (VI.52) and (VI.55)into (VI.49), and integration over the
domain 0 _<x _<a, 0 < y _<b, yields
oc oc 12 (m2__2 rz2_.2) _2h2 (VI.56)Z E + -re=l,3,.., n=l,3,...
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Substitution of (VI.53) into (VI.56) now serves to determine c_2 and, hence, w(x, y); for the
data
Dy H a /32
Dx = 0.32, D_ = 0.2,_ - 20, -=--fix- 0.5
Fig. 28 depicts the predictions, for the theory delineated above, of the variation of the central
deflection of the plate with changes in the temperature parameter 0 Dx '
The counterpart of [35], for the case of heated cylindrically orthotropic circular plates,
is the work of Pal [36] who treats both dynamic as well as static behavior; Pal [36], as in
[34], again uses, as an example, the temperature variation (VI.40). In [36], however, the
correct form of the simply supportedboundary condition is used and the resultant problem
is treated by employing a series expansion of w in the variable C - r. For the case of polara
orthotropic response the total potential energy in the static case assumes the form
ri - 2(1 - v_v0) [_- 2(k- vo)_2]rdrdO
h2 2_r a 2 + --W,r++15 w_ r 7_w'°°
[ ) (vi,7)-2(k- vo)w. w_+ 7iw oo
- E_(k- _o) ;w,_o- 7w'° _do
2 2_ a (a_ + voao)%_ + --(ao + v_ TrdrdO
h v_
with
- o ke_0el -- err +
G_o(1 - v_vo) (e00)2 (VI 58a)




5P- s-n/2 ST(r, z)dz, T - s-n/2 6T(r, z)zdz (VI.58b)
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The functions & and & are, respectively, the first and second strain invariants of the middle 
surface of the polar orthotropic plate. Introducing the dimensionless variables 
- 
W r T T G z -, 5 = -, T* = -, p = - 
h a h h2 
(v1.59) 
and deleting the second strain invariant & from (VI.57), the Euler-Langrange equations 
associated with (VI.57) assume the form 
(VI.60) 
(VI.61) 
Equations (VI.60), (VI.61) are, therefore, the forms assumed by the Berger’s equations for 
the polar orthotropic elastic plate. In terms of the current set of variables, the boundary 
conditions along the edge of the plate at C = 1 assume the form 
(i) Clamped Plate: 
G=O, Gc=O, atc=l 7 (VI.62a) 
(ii) Simply Supported Plate: 
1 G=O 
izj,,, + 
*e a 2 
-W,c + 12(01, + U&j) h 
5 0 
F = 0 at [ = 1 
(VI.62b) 
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The general temperature variations ST(r, z) in [36] are assumed to be such that the dimen-






and solutions generated by of the system of Berger's type equations (VI.60), (VI.61) are then
sought in the form of a series expansion
lb -- 1 q- 22_ 2 q- A4_ 4 q- .... (VI.64)
with the solutions generated by (VI.64)subject to either (VI.62a) or (VI.62b); the results
are also specialized to the case of an isotropic circular elastic plate, i.e., _r - Y0 - F,
ar - ao - a, Er - Eo - E and for both types of symmetry computations are effected in
[36] for the temperature variation given by (VI.40). While the associated analytical results
are too complex to repreduce here, we do depict in Fig. 29, for both the istropic and
orthotropic cases, some of the conclusions relating temperature increases to deflections at
the center of the plate for various ratios ao, yo, and T0/7'l. It may be observed that, in the
OZr /Jr
case when the temperature gradient through the thickness of the plate is taken into account,
the plate starts to deflect at the beginning of heating without exhibiting the Euler buckling
phenomenon at a critical temperature. The case of no temperature gradient through the
thickness of the plate, which corresponds to T - 0, is shown in Fig. 29 by the sets of broken
curves (depicting the deflection after buckling).
As we have already indicated, critiques and extensions of Berger's approximate method
have appeared in several places in the thermal (and load) buckling literature; we content
ourselves here with reviewing just two such pieces of work, that of Jones, Mazumdar, and
Cheung [28], and that of Banerjee and Datta [29]. The results in [28] cover the case of
dynamic (as well as static) behavior of plates at elevated temperatures but we will confine
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our attention to static situations only; the behavior of viscoelastic plates within the context
of Berger's approximate scheme is also discussed in [28] and this analysis will be briefly
reviewed in section VII.
In [28], the authors begin by reviewing the system of Berger's approximate equations
which are written in the form (compare with (VI.S), (VI.9))
K V 4 w + ?_2V2 w - t- V 2 MT (VI.65a)1-y
NT 12K_ (vi65b)
1 - _ h2 el
for isotropic response in rectangular Cartesian coordinates where MT -- (1- _)M T -
fn/2 _ fn/2c_EdTzdz, ]VT- (1 y)N r- c_EdTdz, and e_ is given by (VI.2a); pure thermal
J-n/2 J-n/2
buckling corresponds, of course, to the case in which t - 0, Mr - 0. For pure thermal
buckling, therefore, (VI.65a) reduces to
K _4 W -]- z_2 _2 W -- 0 (VI.66)
Equation (VI.66) is formally identical to the equation governing the mechanical buckling of
a rectangular plate subject to uniform compression, i.e., Nx - Ny - N, Nxy - O. In order,
therefore, for a nontrivial solution to exist we must have _2 _ Ncr, Ncr being the critical
bucklingload. Taking the corresponding solution for w in the form w - Awb(x, y), with A
an arbitrary parameter, we note that wb is the deformation due to biaxial loading and, thus,
satisfies
N_,. V2 (VI.67)
K V 4 wb + -_ Wb -- 0
By nondimensionalizing wb, SOthat its maximum value is one, we may interpret A as being
the maximum plate deflection. By substituting for w in (VI.65b) the temperature deflection
curve may now be obtained from
NT 12K 1N_,. = I - _, h2 (u,x + v,y + A21 V Wbl2) (VI.68)
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In fact, for a plate whose edges are restrained in the plane of the plate (VI.68) yields
6K Iv Wbl2dxdy
for a plate occupying the domain 0 _<x _<2a, 0 _<y _<2b. From (VI.69) it follows that the
critical buckling temperature corresponds to
f0 f0{1-_2b_ Nr N_}dxdy-0 (VI. 70)
By denoting the value of/VT which corresponds to the critical temperature Tc_ as (NT)_,
and employing (VI.70), we may rewrite (VI.29)in the form
f0_f0_'a
_)_ (N_- (N_)_)_y. ( = /0_j:,_,_ /v,_/(1 - y)6K IV wb dxdy
To assess the accuracy of the Berger's approximation technique, the authors [28] consider
the rectangular plate described above subject to a temperature variation of parabolic type,
i.e.,
a 'laI (' ,v,,,,
The plate is simply supported (note that (VI.72) yields M r - 0) and To, T_ in (VI.72) are
constants; for this case
7tx 7cy
Wb(X, y) -- sin _ sin 2b
Comparative values of Tcr are taken from the work of Forray and Newman [11]. In Fig.
30 we depict (for aspect ratios I and 3, with To/T1 as parameter along the curves) the
temperature - deflection relation which is obtained from the definition of ]VT and (VI.71)
along with the corresponding results in [11]; there appears to be excellent agreement between
the results obtained by the two different approaches. Comparisons of the results generated by
Berger's method with standard results available for clamped and simply supported circular
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plates subject to uniform temperature fields, and for long narrow plate strips subjected to
an arbitrary temperature variation, are also made in [28]. In fact, for the latter problem,
assuming the x-axis to be in the direction of the longest side, and neglecting the component
of the deflection in the y-direction in comparison with the components in the x and z-
directions, (so that the displacements u, w are regarded as functions of x alone), equations
(VI.65b) and (VI.66)become,
d4w )_2d2w
K dx4 + dx 2 - 0
A2__ 1--y/VT 12/4_ (1 (dw)2_ +d--xxdU) (71.73)
which are precisely the same as the equations for thermal deflections of a plate strip as
derived by Williams [37].
A highlight of the work presented in [28] is the conclusion that the solution of Berger's
equations, for the response of thermally heated plates, represents the first term in a pertur-
bation solution of the generalized von Karman equations; this conclusion is arrived at in the
following manner: We write (in rectangular Cartesian coordinates) the governing equations
for the classical analysis of thermally heated isotropic plates in the form
Nx,x + N_y,y - 0 (VI.74a)
.Ny ,y -[- .Nx y ,y - 0 (VI.74b)
I¥ V4W- _xW'xx - 2NxyW'xY- NyW'yy - _- V2 (1-1y'MT ) (VI.74c)
with (compare with (111.2))
o Nrz5
sr (vi.75)- kR( oNy - _%_) 1 -
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where e -- ¢xx -]-eyy, /_ -- 1 - y, and exx,O¢xy,°¢yyOare the usual middle surface strain compo-
nents, and K - E/(1 - _2) is the plane stress plate stiffness. Following Schmidt [38] and
Schmidt and DaDeppo [39] a solution of the equations (VI.74a,b,c), (VI.75) is sought in the
form
n--0
v - _ ._v_(x,y) (VI.76)
n--O
n--0
By substituting (VI.76) into (VI.74a,b,c) and equating, in the usual manner, the coefficients
of equal powers of/_, one obtains the following systems of equations for w_, ur,, and v_'
(i) For n- O'
K_4w0-_- 1 - y 1 - y
0 [_fheo NT ]--0 (VI.77)Ox 1 - _,
°Oy 1-
o o based on the functions uo(x, y) and Vo(X,y)where e0 is e- %_ + eyy,
(ii) For n _ 0:





Ox Oxe('_-l)_ + _yye(,_-l)_y 0
Oe,_ 0 0
Oy Oy e(n-1)yy + _X e(n-1)xy -- 0
0 + 0 based onu-u_where e(_)x_ is %x°based on u- u_ and w- w_, etc,. while e_ is e_ eyy ,
V -- Vn.
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The relations (VI.77) for n- 0 may be integrated so as to yield
/VT = A2(A2const.) (VI.79)ff heo 1 - u
If the edges of the plate are restrained in the plane of the plate then the first equation in
(VI.77) becomes
EozT h .'(- ) /v .so/Ky 4w0+l_---Z-_ V 2 1-u
We note that the first relation in (VI.77) and (VI.79) are formally equivalent to (VI.8),
(VI.9), i.e., the solution generated by Berger's approximation method is formally the same
as that which is generated by the zeroth order perturbation solution of the generalized von
Karman system for thermal deflection of an isotropic plate.
Finally, we consider the work of Banerjee and Datta [29]; in this paper a modified energy
expression is developed and a new system of governing differential equations, in decoupled
form, is obtained for thin plates unergoing large deflections. The equations obtained are
tested for circular and square plates with immovable as well as movable edge conditions,
under uniform static loads, and an extension to cover the case of thermal loading is outlined.
For both movable as well as immovable edges the results obtained appear to be in excellent
agreement with other known results for the same test problems considered. The basic mo-
tivation for the work presented in [29] appears to be the analysis reported in Nowinski and
Ohnabe [27] who establish that the Berger's approximation leads to meaningless results for
problems involving movable edge conditions.
For a thin isotropic circular plate of radius b the total potential energy I1 under isothermal
conditions is given by
ri- Jo + +
r dr _ _rr (VI.S1)




and where an axisymmetric deformation has been assumed. It is easily seen that (VI.81) 




($1 1 (VI.84) 
4 
, with 
X a factor depending on v, decoupling of (VI.83) is possible; carrying out this replacement, 
and using the usual ideas of the variational calculus, one obtains the following system of 
decoupled differential equations from the energy functional II: 
~4w-$($$+~~)ArvM1-$($$2(~2w+2$) =d (VI.85a) 
with A a constant of integration to be determined. from 
= ArYe (VI.85b) 
The decoupled system (VI.85a,b), in rectangular Cartesian coordinates, reads as follows: 
v4w 












A- Ou Ov 1 _w 2 2
To gauge the accuracy of the systems (VI.85a,b) and (VI.86a,b) various sample problems
are studied in [29] within the context of an isothermal situation. We will confine our remarks
to that case involving the circular plate. For the circular plate the usual boundary conditions
are, of course,
dw
w-O, dr =0' at r-b (clamped)
d2w _ dw
w-0, dr2 + r dr =0, atr-b(simplysupported)
For movable edge conditions we have A- 0 in (VI.85b) while for an immovable edge u- 0
at r = b; the deflection function which conforms to these conditions may be taken in the
form
[w - w0 1 - 27_7 + 5_f (VI.87)
with 7 = 5 = 1 if the edge at r = b is clamped, while
3+y l+y
? 5+_ 5+_
if the edge at r - b is simply supported. By substituting (VI.87) into (VI.S5a,b) an error
function E(r) is obtained. The Galerkin procedure then requires that
/o bE(r)w(r)rdr - 0 (VI.88)
and (VI.88) may be used to obtain the central deflection w0. Once w(r) has been determined,
the constant A may be obtained from (VI.85b) by substituting the expression for w(r) into
this relation and then integrating over the area of the plate; the terms which involve the
in-plane displacements u and v may be eliminated by employing appropriate expressions
for these displacements which are compatible with the boundary conditions. While Berger's
method leads to meaningless results when the edge of the plate at r - b is free to move in the
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plane of the plate, for both the clamped and simple support boundary conditions, numerical
data presented in [29] seems to indicate that very accurate results may be obtained through
the use of (VI.85a,b) for both a movable as well as an immovable edge.
For a (rectangular plate) subject to a stationary temperature variation of the form '
_T(x,y,_)- To(x,y)+ g(_)T_(_,y)
(VI.86a) may be easily shown to generalize to
V_w - _-_A + - w
O2w Ow 2 c92w Ow 2 (VI.89)
+2 _ +
V2w Eaf(h) 2
+_2r°_v/x(_- _) h_ = -x(_ _ _) v r_
where f(h) fh/2 fh/2-- zg(z)dz and it is assumed that j_h/2g(z)dz__ -- O. The constant ofJ-n/2
integration A is determined by the following thermal analogue of (VI.86b)'
o +__+_ _ +_ _ -(_+_)_r0-A (vi.90)
It does not appear that the equations (VI.89), (VI.90) have been applied to any sample
problems involving thermal buckling of isotropic rectangular plates; nor does it appear that
:the analogous equations have been developed for the case of rectilinear orthotropic symmetry.
VII. OTHER ASPECTS OF HYGROTHERMAL/THERMA L BUCK-
LING
In this section we focus our attention on four specific subareas within the domain of
hygroexpansive and thermal buckling, namely, buckling in the presence of imperfections,
buckling of plates of variable thickness, and the buckling and postbuckling behavior of both
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heated viscoelastic and heated plastic plates. All four of these subareas are of especial
· importance with respect to the cockle problem, i.e., the local hygroexpansive buckling of
paper because (i) of the almost certain presence of imperfections in any manufactured paper,
(ii) of the variable basis weight associated with all samples of any paper product, (iii) of the
fact that within various stress domains paper exhibits both viscoelasticand plastic behavior
(e.g., Seth and Page [40]).
A) Hygroexpansive/Thermal Buckling in the Presence of Imperfections
The treatment of hygroexpansive or thermal plate buckling problems in the literature,
in the presence of imperfections, is very scant; here we follow the work in Gossard, Seide,
and Roberts [2]. We work in rectangular Cartesian coordinates and consider only the case
of an isotropic, linearly elastic, rectangular plate which possesses an (initial) out-of-plane
deflection w_ - w_(x, y). In lieu of (I.22), the condition representing strain compatability for
· a deflected plate with initial imperfections assumes the form
02 o 02 o 2 o
exx { eyy 20exy- 02w 02w02w
o-7y (OxOy- (VII. )
02Wi 02Wi
02Wi )2 ..{..
--( C_xc_y Chx2 0!12
where in the case, e.g., of thermal expansion, the strain tensor components e_x,exy, and eyy
by that are related to the Cartesian stress components Crxx,c%, and Cryyby that special case
of (I.4) which has the following form for isotropic response:








In lieu of (VII.2) we have, in terms of the Airy function _, as defined by (I.20),
0 1
0 1
% = _(_=- __)+ _T (vii.a)
o _ (l+,_)
%u - - E (I),xy
Substitution of (VII.3) into (VII.l) then yields the following generalization of (III.46) to
the case where an imperfection wi- wi(x, y) is present in the plate
·
a2wi c92wic92wi}-]_(1- v)AN T- (a_ay)_'+ a__-ay_
where N T is given by (1.1la). Equation (VII.4) represents, for an isotropic, linearly elastic,
plate in Cartesian coordinates, the first of the generalized yon Karman equations modified
for the effects of an initial imperfection (deflection). It is easily demonstrated that the second
of the pair of generalized yon Karman equations in this case has the following form which
extends (III.4a)-
KA 2 (w - wi) - (I),uyW,x_- 2_,xyW,xy + _,xxW,yy - AM z + t (VII.5)
with the thermal moment M T as given by (I.14). In the example to be considered, below, we
will assume that M T - 0, t - 0 so that there is neither a thermal moment nor a distributed
· applied force acting normal to the middle surface of the plate. Furthermore, following the
analysis in [2], we will assume that the deflections of the plate are merely a magnification of
the initial deflections wi, i.e., if Wc is the net plate center deflection, while wi_ is the plate




Substitution of (VII.6)into (VII.4) and (VII.5), with M T -t-O, yields
( awaw}a- Eh l- axOy -(1- u)AN z (VII.Ta)
and
(1- Wic] A2 w _ ei),yyW,xx _ 2(_,xyW,xy + (i),xxW,yy (VII.7b)K
k Wc /
In (VII.7a'b) we now set
E*-E 1 _
O_





so that _*(z, y) is the Airy function associated with the stress tensor components axx, cr_y,
and ayy instead of the stress resultants Nx, Ny, and N_y. We also assume that 5T_ - 0
so that N T = aE---_h6T(x,y). Employing this latter assumption and (VII.8) (VII.9) in1-_
(VII.7a,b), and noting that aE - a'E*, it is easily seen that the governing equations may
be written in the form
A2(I)*- E* { ( c92w)2ogxoqy c92wO2w}-_*E*v2(6T)c9x2cgy2 (VlI.10a)
'_- A4W -- (I),yyW,xx q- (I),xxW,yy -- 2_,%yW,xy (VII.10b)
Equations (VII.10a,b) are identical to the large-deflection equations for thermal buckling
of a flat plate with Young's modulus E*, thermal expansion coefficient a*, and thickness
h*. If the initial deflection wi satisfies the same homogeneous boundary conditions as would
be satisfied by the deflection of an initially flat plate, then the solutions of (VII.10a,b) are
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identical with those for a flat plate of the same aspect ratio but with E replaced by E*,
c_ by c_*, and h by h*. Thus, in order to analyze an initially imperfect plate, a flat plate
having the same aspect ratio may be analyzed with the quantities E, c_, and h being left
arbitrary; then, everywhere in the resulting expression for the solution, one may replace E
W2by E(1 - { i_/Wc2}),c_by c_/(1 - {w.2/w2}) and h by h/ 1 + Wic This relatively simple
Zc _ Wc'
procedure, introduced in [2], then yields the stresses and deflections for the initially imperfect
plate.
For the problem of thermal buckling of a flat, isotropic, simply supported rectangular
plate of aspect ratio 1.57, subjected to a tentlike temperature distribution, the relationship
between the temperature differential To and the center deflection Wcof the plate was deter-
mined, in §V, to be given by (V.27). Noting that the plate thickness h also appears in the
expression for the bending stiffness/f - Eh2/12(1- _2), and replacing c_and h, respectively,
by a 1 and h/v/1 + (wi_/w_)in (V.27) yields the relation
b2E ozh wi_ w_ - (VII.Il)7r2D To - 5.39 1 - + 1.12(1- _2) h2Wc
The Young's modulus E need not be replaced by E* in as much as the relation (V.27) is
independent of E.
The method described above was employed in [2] to compute curves of center deflection
versus average edge compressive stress for the problem of bending of a square, isotropic
elastic plate with initial imperfections under applied compressive edge stresses; the curves
which resulted from this technique turned out to be in excellent agreement with numerical
results obtained from an approximate solution of the von Karman large deflection equations
for initially imperfect plates with the agreement existing for all cases in which the initial
imperfection was a half-sine wave deflection in both the x and y directions. Experimental
and theoretical plate center deflection differences Wc- wi_ have been plotted in Fig. 14 as
a function of the temperature differential To with the theoretical curve based on (VII.II);
on this graph a - 0.127 x lO-4in./in.- °F, h - 0.25in., b- 11.25in., wi_ - 0.045in., and
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u -- 0.33 so that (VII.II) has the explicit form
To 194.1 (1 0.045)-- + 573.6(w 2 -(0.045) 2) (VII.12)Wc
with To in degrees Fahrenheit and w_ in inches. We have already referred, in §V, to Fig. 14, in
connection with the result (V.27) which corresponds to wi_ -0. To the best of the authors'
knowledge the technique described in [2] for approximating the thermal buckling solutions
of rectangular, isotropic elastic plates has not been extended to either non-rectangular ge-
ometries or to the thermal buckling behavior of polar orthotropic or rectilinearly orthotropic
elastic plates.
B) Buckling of Plates of Variable Thickness
Very little work has appeared in the buckling literature which deals specifically with the
thermal or hygrothermal buckling of thin plates of variable thickness; the most relevant work
in this area would seen to be the papers of Mansfield [41], [42] and the paper of Biswas [43].
In [41] the author generates the extension and flexual equations which govern the elastic
behavior of a plate of variable thickness, taking into account temperature variations in the
plane of the plate as well as across the thickness of the plate. Also to be found in [41]
are general solutions for a rectangular plate whose thickness varies exponentially along the
length and for a circular or annular plate whose thickness varies as a power of the plate radius.
Mansfield also discusses, in [41], the large-deflection plate equations, including the effects of
initial irregularities, i.e., imperfections. A companion paper to [41], which appeared about
the same time, is Mansfield's work [42]; this paper discusses the large-deflection analysis of
a thin circular lenticular plate whose temperature varies linearly through its thickness. The
analysis in [42] covers both the buckled as well as the unbuckled regimes. Finally, in [43],
Biswas treats the buckling of a heated annular plate whose thickness varies as the m-th power
(m _ 1) of the radial distance from the center of the plate; the general stability criterion
is derived and expressions are obtained for the critical buckling compression as well as the
critical buckling temperature. Other work of note in this area includes that of Mendelson
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and Herschberg [44], who develop approximate methods of plane stress analysis for variable
thickness plates with temperature variations in the plane, and Thrun [45] who extended the
analysis of Olsson [46], for rectangular plates with a linearly varying rigidity, and Olsson
[47], for an arbitrarily loaded circular plate with a quadratically varying rigidity, so as to
take into account the effect of temperature variations through the thickness of the plate. We
now tur n to a description of the analysis in [41]-[43].
In [41], Mansfield introduces the invariant differential operator _4 defined for two suffi-
ciently differentiable functions f(x, y), g(x, y), by
1 2 2 V2 2
¢4(1'g)-- 5{(V f)(V2g)+V (f g+gV f)}
1 _4 _4 4( (fg)+ f g+gv f}
However, for all sufficiently smooth pairs (f, g) it follows that, in fact,
¢4(f, _) __ If, a]
where [, ] is the usual 'bracket' differential operator
[f, g]- f, xxg,Yy-- 2f,_yg,_y+ f, yyg,x_ (VII.13)
Thus', to the extent possible, in the discussion which follows, below, we will use the bracket
[, ] notation in lieu of Mansfields 'die' notation _4. In particular, in polar coordinates r, 0,
¢4(_, g)- [f, g]_ f, rr (1 1+ 79,00)
-2(lrf, S) ( (VII.14)
1 f,oo)+g,_ (lrf,_ + _
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and the following special results may be noted:'
1
--g_rr(i) [_,g]-
(ii) [r2,g] -- 2 V 2 g




(iv) [rh(O),g] - 7g,_(h + h,oo)
(_) [0,9]- 79,0
In deriving the small deflection equations for a heated, isotropic, rectangular plate of
variable thickness Mansfield writes the in-plane equilibrium equations in the form
(h_),_ + (h_),_ - 0
where h - h(x, y) and introduces the (Stress-component based) Airy function ¢(x, y) which
satisfies
1 1 1
_ - _¢'_' _ - X¢'xx'_-x_= - X_,x_ (vii._7)
For this situation, one could still try to define the usual Airy stress function, i.e., Nx - _yy,
etc., where
h/2
N_ - J-h/2 crx_dz
but it is no longer true that N_ = hrrx_; thus, in particular,
h/2 1
_'YY- J-h/2 _c),yydz -/: qS,yy (VII.18)
Of course, because of the structure of the in-plane equations (VII.16), it no longer makes
sense to work with the stress resultants Nx, Ny, and Nxy in the case of a plate with variable
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thickness h(x, y). The small deflection stress-strain relations are jus t those given in (I.4)
with e_T - eT - °:ST where 5T is taken, in [41], to be the temperature variation through
the thickness of the plate. The strain compatability equation (for small deflections) then
assumes, in terms of the Airy function _b(x,y), the form
1 1
+2(1 + _,) hC_,xy + o_Z (ST) - 0,xy
or, in terms of the bracket differential operator
1
_]+ c_E V 2(ST)- 0 (VII.20)V 2 (-_ V 2 qb)- (1 + y)[_,
With t(x, y) denoting the applied loading, the third equilibrium equation for small-deflections
assumes the usual form, i.e.,
Mx,xx+ My,yy+ 2Mxy,xy= -t (VII.21)
Using (14), with esr - er - c_5T, the definitions of the moments M_ My and Mxy, and
a(SZ)
assuming that ST(z) - To + T_z - To+ c)z .z, i,e., that the temperature varies linearly




W,yy -- Eh 3 (gdy - yMx) - nT (VII.22)
12(1+ _,)M_yW _y- - Eh 3
where
a(SZ)
KT-- O_ 0Z -- T1 (VII.23)
Although not considered in Mansfield [41], it is an easy exercise to show that for a general
variation ST(z) through the plate thickness
KT = ha J-'h/2 5T(z)zdz (VII24)
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with h- h(x, y). By solving (VII.22) for Mx, My, Mxy in terms of w,_¢, Wyy, and w,_y, and
substituting the results into (VII.21), we obtain
V _ (X V _'w)- (1 u)[X, wi + (1 + u) V _ (Xnr) - t (VII.25)
If, in lieu of (VII.21), we include the middle surface forces in the equilibrium equation, i.e.,
use
Mx,_ + My,yy+ 2M_y,xy (VII.26)
= -(t + _,=wyy- 2_,xyW_y+ ¢,_yw_)
then, in place of (VII.25) we would clearly obtain
V 2 (K 7 2 w) - (1 - u)[K, w] + (1 + v) 7 2 (Knr) - t + [0, w] (VII.27)
To consider large deflections we replace, of course, the small deflection strain compatability
relation by the relation (1.22) where the middle surface strains are given by (1.7); in this case
(VII.20) is replaced by
v _ v _¢ - (_+ _) X,_ + _E (,Z) + _Z[_,w]- 0 (VII.2S)
Finally, for a rectangular plate which is initially stress-free, but which possesses an initial
irregularity (i.e., imperfection) in the sense that the plate middle surface prior to deflection
is given by a relation of the form z - wi(x, y), the moment-curvature relations are given as
in (VII.22) with w replaced by w- wi, e.g.,
12
(w- w_),_- Em(Mx- __) - _, et_.,
with w(x, y) the final shape of the deflected middle surface of the plate. Also, the compata-
bility equation assumes the 'form (VII.l). The set of governing equations for large deflections,
assuming an initial imperfection wi(x, y), and also assuming a linear variation of 6T through
the thickness of the plate, now take on the form





v2{X V 2 (w - wi)} - (1 -/y)[K, w- wi]
+(1 + v) V 2 (Knr) (VII.29b)
= t+ [_,w]
In [41], (VII.29a,b), and their analogoues in terms of polar coordinates, are applied to
the solution of small-deflection problems and plane stress problems for rectangular plates
with an exponential variation in thickness and to circular or annular plates whose thickness
varies as a power of the radius.
Consider a rectangular plate such that
h- ho exp ('/Try/3a) (VII.30)
The plate occupies the domain 0 _<x. _<a, 0 i y _< b. Assuming, e.g., that the thickness
varies from ho to hb, as y varies from 0 to b,
3a (hb) (VII.31)
The thickness variation (VII.30) implies a variation in rigidity which is given by
K- Ko exp (-/Try/a) (VII.32)
Substitution of (VII.32) into the small-deflection equilibrium equation (VII.25) yields
2-/7r




a2 (W_y+ _Wxx)--_ exp(-_w/a)
with
t- t- (1 + _) V 2 (KnT) (VII.34)
We suppose that the edges of the plate at x- 0 and x - a are simply supported and that
the distributed applied loading is such that
o, (mTrx)- e_Y/_ _ qmsin (VII.35)m--1 a
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for 0 __ x __ a, 0 __ y __ b, with/5' an arbitrary constant. A solution of (VII.33), (VII.35) is




with the first term in (VII.35) representing a particular integral of (VII.33); it is easily seen
that the particular integral must satisfy the ordinary differential equation
d4wx _.2 d2wl
dx 4 -+- _ {2/_(/_- ")/)q-/2, 2 } _z 2
(VII.36)
a 4' Ko m=l a
whose integration leads to
a4m / (VI37)wi(x)-- KoTr4 = (m 2+/3ff_/32) 2-_m272 a
On the other hand, substitution of the sum in (VII.35) into (VII.33) yields
a4 d4]:_ d3}'_n 7r2a2 d2Vm
dy 4 F 277ra 3_-F (72- 2m 2)
_- d_/3 _2 (VII.38)
dYm _r4m2
-27ra'/m2a dy + (m2 - /272) -- 0
Taking the Ym(Y) to have the form
4
Ym- Y_, Am,j exp (rm,jlry/a) (VII.39)
j=l
and substituting into (VII.38) we find that the rm,j must be the roots of the quartic equation
4 27r_ (h,2 2m 2 2 _ 27m2rm + m2r m d- + -- )r m (rn2 -- vT 2) -- 0 (VII.40)
while the Am,j are determined by the boundary conditions along the plates edges at y - 0
and y- b.
An analysis similar to that outlined above may be effected in order to analyze the plane
stress distribution in a rectangular, heated, plate with an exponential variation in thickness.
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Indeed, if h - ho exp (-ATry/a), a solution of (VII.20), with V2(ST) - O, may be obtained
in the form
- E Pm sin ._




with the Sm,j the roots of
Sm4_+. 2A83 q_ (A2 _ 2ra2)s2)s_2 _ 2Am2sm + m2(m2 + _A2) _ 0 (VII.42)
For V2(ST) _ 0 a particular integral of (VII.20) may be obtained, e.g., in the case where
aE v2T has the form
_Ev _T = - Z _/_e(_)
x (VII.43)
=--y]_(e_rY/ar %)_,msin(m_' ))m=l a
In fact as a particular solution of (VII.20) in this case Mansfield [41] obtains
Cfp(Xy)- h°a4e-A_rY/a (' 7r4 E CfirrY/a\
(VII.44)
× Z (m_+ _x_ _)_ + _._x_sin '_rn=l a
We now consider the small deflection analysis which is presented in [41] for circular or
annular plates whose thickness varies as the power of the radial distance from the center of
the plate; specifically, we assume that the plate thickness varies like
h(r) - hop_/a, p - r/ro (VII.45)
where r0 is the plate radius and/3 is an arbitrary constant. The plate rigidity K then varies
as K(r) - Kop_. Equation (VII.25) may now be written in the following form, which is
homogeneous in p:
V 2 (p_ V 2 w)- (1 - v)[p_, w]- t/Ko (VII.46)
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where t is given by (VII.34). The solution of (VII.46) corresponding to t- 0 is given by




Rk -- Y_ Ak,ip'_k'' (VII.48)
i=1
with the 7k,i the roots of the bi-quadratic
r(,_) - r_- L(2k_+ _(_- _)}
+k2{k 2 +/f(/f- 1)(1 - v) - (_- 2)2} (VII.49)
z - _(_ +_- 2)
For a circular plate k assumes successive integral values while for a sector plate subtending
an angle 8o k - n_r/Oo. If t in (VII.46) can be expressed in the form of a double summation
with respect to arbitrary parameters X:and k, i.e.,
- _ Z t-x,kf sin (kS} (VII.50)
X k COS
then it is possible to find a particular integral of (VII.46); in fact a particular integral will
be given by
· l?x,k/9z+4-_ sin (/cO) (VII.51)
wi (r, 8) -- r4 _ _ I'(X + 4 -/f) cosK0 × k
As an application (actually, an extension) of the approach delineated above Mansfield [41]
considers the symmetrical large-deflection bending of a heated circular plate: an unsupported
circular plate of lenticular section is subjected to a temperature distribution which varies
linearly through the thickness of the plate. For such a plate we may write
]g- h0(I -- /92 )
/_ __ Z_3 (] __ /92)3 (VII.52)
p - r/to
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and _T -- const., w --w(r), _- _(r). The governingdifferential equations assume the form
(VII.27), with t - 0 and (VII.28), with V2(ST) - 0. For the small deflection version of
1 2
these equations we would have w - -_Tr , with r a constant to be determined, and would
substitute this form of w, together with (VII.52) into (VII.27), with t- 0, so as to obtain
+ - v K- v ¢ (vii.s3)
A solution of (VII.53) is given by
¢- -(1 + v)(_T. _- _) K(r) (VII.54)
It may be shown that (VII.54) yields a stress distribution which produces a self-equilibrating
system of middle surface forces and which satisfies, therefore, the condition that the edges
1
of the plate are free. Substitution of (111.54), (VII.52), and w(r) - -_r 2 into (VII.28),
1
with V2(ST) - 0, then shows that w - -_r 2, and the expression in (VII.54) for ¢, yields
a solution of the large deflection problem provided
K,T- _- (l -- M)T_K;3- (VII.55)
2(7 + v)h 3
In [42], Mansfield gives an exact solution for the bending, buckling, and curling of a thin
circular plate of lenticular section with a uniform temperature gradient through its thickness;
also examined, in [42], is the behavior of such a plate with an initial spherical curvature,
when the further possibility of snap-through buckling exists. In the work considered in
[42] the plate thickness and rigidity once again vary as in (VII.52). With the temperature
0 (ST) through the thickness constant each unrestrained element of thegradientvariation_zz
O(ST) _ c_T1 where T1 is the
plate would assume a uniform spherical curvature _r - c_ 0-----7-= ho
temperature difference across the thickness of the plate at the center of the plate; also, for a
plate subject to such a temperature distribution the deflection of the plate assumes the form
w - ar2{1 + bcos 2(0 - 00)} (VII.56)
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with a, b constants depending on the magnitude of nr and the initial spherical curvature _0.
If the plate deforms with rotational symmetry then w assumes the form given in [41], i.e.,
1
w- -_r2; otherwise (VII.56) may be written in the form
1
w- -_(n_x 2 + nyy2) (VII.57)
where nx, ny are independent of x and y and are the curvatures in the x and y directions,
respectively. For a suitable choice of the arbitrary angle 00 in (VII.57) one may achieve
n_ __ ny. Thus, the deflection of the plate is completely determined by the curvatures nx
and ny with n= - ny - n in the case of rotational symmetry. Another feature of the problem
under consideration is that while the magnitude of the middle-surface stresses depends on
nT and no the distribution of these stresses depends only on r; in fact, the middle surface
forces may be derived, in the usual way, from an Airy function _bwith
7'
hoo - No- (vii.s8)
Crro -- 0
where
¢ _ (1 - p2)3 (VII.59)
As _ varies with r in the same way that K does, and _ and K have the same dimensions,
we may write that
_(r) - _K(r) (VII.60)
so that the distribution of middle-surface stresses is determined once the value of/3 is known.
0 and b are more conveniently referred to Cartesian coordinates;The bending stresses C%x O'yy
1
they vary linearly through the thickness of the plate with their values on the surface z - _h
given by
ab 6 6_-_M_ and _o -- I
= h2 .,, yy- h2.My (VII.61)XX
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The moments Mx, My per unit length are given by
(VII.62)[
sothat by combining (VII.61), (VII.62) we obtain
cr}x= Eh
b _ Eh (VII.63)
At p - 1 (the edge of the plate) there are no moments or forces applied; these conditions
are automatically satisfied because the variation of K (and q), by virtue of (VII.60)) is such
that K- K,_- 0 at p- 1.
It is convenient to introduce the following non-dimensional quantities which are employed
by Mansfield in [42]'
{_, _,_, _, _0}- F00{_, _,_, _, _0)
(vii.64)_0_
With a small temperature gradient through the thickness of the plate, the plate deforms
into a shallow 'saucer' with constant spherical curvature _; this spherical curvature is initially
governed by small-deflection theory so that _ - _r and the plate is stress free. However, as
increases, middle-surface stresses are developed which stiffen the plate so that the curvature
becomes less than _r which results in the formation of bending stresses. At a critical value
_r - _- middle-surface stresses dominate the process and for _r > _ the plate is forced into
a shape which is no longer rotationally symmetric. For _r >> _- the plate approximates
a developable surface with parallel generators, i.e., the plate curls up about a diameter. To
illustrate the development of this process we use the large-deflection equations for a plate
of variable thickness, i.e., (VII.27), with t -0, and (VII.28), with V2(r_T) - 0, and will,
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henceforth, refer to these respective specializations of (III.2?) and (III.28) as (III.27) and
(III.28); these equations are coupled and nonlinear.
However, by virtue of the ansatz (VII.60)
{ 1 (02 1 O))a} (7II.65)
X -+- (1 -- p2
/3K0= 144_
hor4
In a similar fashion,
' -_7a2 _ 1-., _(1-




Also, as w- -_(_xX 2 + %y2), we have
l[w wi- _:x_:y(- const.) (VII.67)2 '
With the assumptions that have been made relative to the form of w and qS, (111.29)
assumes the non-dimensional form
A3 + (1 + v)kxky - 0 (VII.68)
with A - 2(7+ v)/(1- v). Concerning (VII.28), Mansfield [42] first treats the case in which
nx - ny - n; for that situation




[_,_] - -_,¢ v _X
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In this case, (VII.28) is easily seen to reduce to the non-dimensional equation
2(1 + _-/3) -- kz(1 + _) (VII.71)
For the situation in which n_ -7/=ny, (VII.28) becomes
{(1 + v)nT- (rix + ny)} V 2 K- (_ + 1 - y)[K, wi (VII.72)




By taking kx - ?_y - k in (VII.69) it may be verified that the solution of (VII.68),
(VII.71) is given by
/3- -(1 + v)k2/A (VII.74)
with k the root of the cubic
k(1 + k2/l) - kT (VII.75)




For AT- k_. the plate is about to buckle and (VII. 74)-(VII. 76) implies that
k { 2(7"F _) } 1/2
- __3.35 (VII.77)1+
Equaiton (VII.77) may be written in dimensional form so as to express the deflection at the
edge of the plate in terms of ho, i.e.
· 1
w lp=l = - _ kho -_ -1.67h0 (VII.78)
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The prebuckling middle surface stresses are given by
^ (i - p_)m
cr_ -- 4(7 + L,) (VII 79)
&00- (1 - 5p 2) _;2
4(7 + L,)
while the bending stresses are
^b _ &b _ 1 -- p2)_;3
c%_ vv - - 4(7 + y) (VII.S0)
Thus, the middle surface stresses vary as the square of the plate curvature while the bending
stresses vary as the cube of the plate curvature; the variation of the stress distribution
with the magnitude of the temperature gradient is complicated by virtue of the non-linear
variation of _ with _r. To determine the postbuckling behavior of the plate we solve (VII.68)
and (VII.73) so as to obtain
_--(i-_)
1( 1 + Y) {_T + (_;_ -- _;_?)i/2} (VII.SI)_-_
i(i+ v){_T+ (_2-_¢2)_/2}
The minimum value of k_. for which the solution (VII.81) exists is kC and at this value the
solutions represented by (VII.74), (VII.75), and (VII.81) coincide. If I_rl> _, thentheplate
strain energy for the asymmetrical mode of deformation is less than that for the rotationally
symmetric mode so that the correct solution is given by (VII.81) and the solution given by
(VII.74), (VII.75) then representsan unstable state.
For the postbuckling solution given by (VII.81),the factthat _ isconstant implies that
the middle-surface stressesare independent of _T and are given by
^ 1 -- p2




while the bending stresses assume the form
_b _ 1 p2_f 2_2 1/2
(VII.83)
_b _ 1





_ _ 0+ O(1/kz) (VII.85)
1 _ p2
The asymptotic results delineated in (VII.84) and (VII.85) are in agreement' with analogous
results for inextensionat plate theory as given, e.g., in Mansfield [48]. The variation of the
principal plate curvatures with the temperature gradient through the thickness of the plate
is depicted in Fig. 31 while the variation of both the middle surface stresses and the bending
stresses with the temperature gradient, through the thickness of the plate is shown in Fig.
32.
For the case in which the circular lenticular plate has a uniform spherical curvature _0
when _r is zero, and is initially stress-free, the governing differential equations, assuming an
initial deflection w_, are (VII.29a), with V2(6T)- 0, and (VII.29b), with t- 0, i.e.
(U 2
"h h' (VII.86a)1
+_E([_,_] - [_,,_,])- o
and
v_(/_v _(w- _,))- (_- _,)[/c,w- w_]
(VII.S6b)
+(1+ _,)v_(/c,_)-[0, w]- o
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In (VII.86a,b) we may assume that
1 2
wi -- -- _ K;OTo
1
Taking, again, trial solutions _ - _K, w - 2(_x2 + %y2), (VII.86a) reduces to the
(non-dimensional) form
_ +(1+_)(__- _)- 0 (vii.87)
With _ - _y, (VIi.86b) becomes (for the rotationally symmetric case)
_(1+_- _)- (1+_)(_0+i_) (vii.ss)
while for _ :/: _y (VII.86b) assumes the form
{(1+ _)(_o+ _)- (_ + _)) v_fc
(VII.S9)
= (_+ 1- _)[K,_]
which is clearly satisfied provided
_ +_ - (1+_)(_o+_)_-_-1
The solution of (VII.87), (VII.88) is given by
/3- -(1 + u)(k 2 k2)/A (VII.90a)
with k a root of the cubic
(k- ko){1 + k(k + ko)A} - kT (VII.9Ob)
depending on the relative magnitudes of _0 and kT, (VII.90b) has either one or three real
roots. Following Mansfield [42], we set
Y- 27A2(k0 + kz) 2 - 4(k 2 - A)3 (VII.91)
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and note that for J < O, (VII.9Ob) possesses three real roots; the (algebraically) largest and
smallest roots correspond to stable configurations while the middle root is associated with




= 2 + 41)
It is noted, in [42], that when R and ko + Ar are of opposite sign, and J - 0, snap-through
buckling of the plate will occur and the curvature R will jump from the unstable value of
1{4A(ko + Rr)} 1/2g - -_ to the stable value of k - {4A(k0 + kT)} _/2 For Y > 0, (VII.90b)
has only one real root but the associated plate configuration is stable only if K < 0 where
!
K - 4 (1 + u)2(k0 + kr) 2 - k_ - 2(7 + u) (VII.93)1+_
When K > 0, the solution of (VII.87), (??) is given by
/3---(1 - v)
1
kx -- _(1 + _')(ko + AT)+ K 1/2 (VII.94)
i _) _rky -- _(1 + (k0 + )- K 1/2
Therefore, after buckling into a mode which is asymmetrical, the middle-surface forces remain
constant, and independent of k0; also, for large values of IRTIthe plate configuration mav
be approximated by a developable surface for which
./_ _ (1+ _)(4o+ _r) + o(1/4T)
(VII.95)
ky -+ 0 + O(1/kr)
The variation of the principal curvatures with the temperature variation through the thick-
ness of the plate is shown in Figs. 33-36 for, respectively, k0 - A1/2 and k0 - 6, 10, 12; the
graphs in Figs. 33-36 possess point symmetry with respect to the point _ = 0, Ar = -k0.
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For [k0[ __ A1/2 the possibility of snap-through buckling does not exist; this limiting case is
depicted in Fig. 33. When gT -- --g0 the plate is flat but has zero stiffness. If IA0] > A1/2,
snap-through buckling Will occur at appropriate values of 2r; however, for 1201 < 2A1/2
there exists only one stable state when kr - 0. Following snap-through buckling, the plate
assumes a symmetrical mode in Fig. 35 but an asymmetrical mode in Fig. 6.
The last work we have made reference to in this section, on the buckling of heated
plates with variable thickness, is that of Biswas [43]; this work, which is concerned with the
buckling of a heated, thin annular (circular) plate appears to posses a serious flaw which will
be noted, below. Biswas [43] considers an annular (circular) plate whose thickness varies as
the m th power of the radial distance from the center of the plate. The edges of the plate are
restrained from in-plane movement and the plate is subjected to uniform compression along
its edges as well as to a stationary temperature distribution of the form
T(r, z) -to(r)+ zr(r) (VII.96)
so that (pure) buckling will occur for r - 0, r0 _ 0. As a consequence of (VII.97), MT -- 0;
therefore, with 0(r)--w'(r)
Mr- K (r))
Mo - X z/O'(r)+ -O(r) (VII.97)1'
K- -
while
Eh(du v) ArT ---/'VT
-- -- --u = (VII.98)N_ - 1- _2 dr r 1- _ 1-
as the radial displacement u - u(r) - O, in the plane of the plate, due to the restraint
imposed along the edge of the plate. In (VII.98) we have, of course,
h/2
NT -- aE J-h/2 ro (r)dz (VII.99)
-
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The thickness variation for the plate is taken to be of the form
h(r)- horm, ra < 1 (VII.100)
in which case
Eh_ 3m /f0r 3_ m < 1 (VII 101)
K(r) - 12(1 - _,2)r - ,
b r
Setting fl- -, and p- -, (so that the outer and inner boundaries of the annular plate
correspond, respectively, to p- 1 and p- fl), and employing (VII.94) in the equilibrium
equation
Mr + rmv' - Mo + barge- 0 (VII.102)
Biswas [43] arrives at the following ordinary differential equation for ¢- ¢(r)'
2':]2¢ ( h°']v''-2''r'+2p-2'''r'+2Ko )p _ -!--(3m + 1)p + a 3mz/- I ¢ -- 0 (VII.103)
whose solution (it is claimed in [43]) has the form
¢(p) _ p-3m/2{Aj,,(Ap-m+l)+ By_(Ap-_+l)} (VII.104)
with
1 [hoN_ -2m+2'_1/2
A- (1---m) [ Ko a ) (VII.105)n
(1 - m)2/z2 = 4 m2 - 3v + 1
The specification of the roots A is then sought for the case in which the outer plate and inner
plate boundary conditions are given by
¢ = O, for p = 1,/3; w = O, for p = 1 (VII.lO6)
Using the boundary date (VII.106) in (VII.104), Biswas [43] obtains as the condition from
which the critical compression (and, thus, the critical temperature) can be determined for
different values of m, v, and
Ju(A)Yu(A¢ l-m) - Yu(A/fl-m)Yu(A) - 0 (VII.107)
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1
Unfortunately, _ as given by (VII.lO5) is a function of r because N_ - _.7Vr =
-c_E 1 - _,
1--/¢
Even if _'0 - const., we would still have a situation in which N_ - N_(r) because of
the thickness variation of the plate with radial distance. As A - A(r), (VII.103) while
an equation of Bessel type, is a variable coefiScient (not a constant coefficient) ordinary
differential equation for which the standard solution (VII. 104) does not hold.
C) Viscoelastic and Plastic Buckling
While various papers have appeared in the literature which have investigated the nature
of the stress distributions in both viscoelastic and plastic plates at elevated temperatures,
few studies exist that are concerned with the deflection or buckling behavior of viscoelastic
or plastic plates which are thermally loaded. For viscoelastic Plates, or plates subject to
temperature-dependent creep buckling, notable contributions have been made by Ross and
Berke [49], Jones and Mazumdar [28], and Das [50] which will be summarized,belo=. The
most significant piece of work in the literature, which is related to the thermal buckling of
plates in the plastic regime, appears to be the paper of Williams [51]; in this paper the field
equations associated with Neale's variational theorem [52], [53] are developed and applied
to the problem of thermal buckling and postbuckling of constrained rectangular plates; the
resulting equations are a generalization of von Karman's equations in rate form and among
the results, which will be described in this section, is the fact that, in the immediate vicinity
of a critical point, the theory predicts a substantial reduction of the buckling temperature due
to plasticity effects. We begin our analysis of these problems by first looking at viscoelastic
and temperature-dependent creep bucking.
In [49] the authors employ the so-called Norton-Bailey power law for material creep
to predict the time-dependent lateral deflection of fiat rectangular plates with a through-
thickness steady-state temperature distribution. The usual Norton-Bailey or power creep
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law (e.g., Norton [54]) has the form
- kcr'_ (VII.108)
where _ is the creep strain rate, k is the creep constant, and er is the stress. In considering
temperature variations, one modifies (VII.108) so that it assumes the form given by Maxwell's
law [55], i.e.,
- ke-H/RTo'n (VII.109)
with H the creep activation energy, R the universal gas constant, and T the absolute tem-
perature. To study the creep buckling of plates, (VII.109) is replaced by the two-dimensional
equations
1 H/RTj_-I
_i -- _kne- (2_i- c_j) (VII.II0)
with the subscripts i, j denoting xx, yy in cyclic substitution, a_, O'yy being the usual in-
plane stresses in the x and y directions, respectively, while J2 is the stress invariant
_ 2 2 (VII111)J2 Crxx+ gryy -- O'xxO'yy
In [49] a comparison of creep buckling predictions is made for the two cases where the creep
exponent n in (VII.II0) assumes the values n- 3 and n- 5. For a simply supported fiat
rectangular plate, such as is depicted in Fig. 37, it is assumed that the deflected shape
may be adequately represented by a half-wave cosine function in each of two perpendicular
directions at all times, in which case the plate behavior is determined by the plate deflection
at the center of the plate. If the plate possesses an initial imperfection given by its value at
0 and a temperature differential is applied between the sides of thethe plate center, say, w_
plate, in the thickness direction, the center deflection w° due to that temperature differential
may, as in [56], be approximated by
w°r _ oz(To- Ti)(1 + ,)ab7r3h (VII.II2)
where Ti, To are, respectively, the inner and outer plate temperatures. The central deflec-
tion after the application of a through-thickness temperature differential, but prior to the
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application of in-plane stresses, is taken to be given by
c 0
wo - wi + WoT (VII. 113)
In [49] an axial force at time t - 0 is applied to the plate. The immediate deflection w_,
which is attained upon adding the axial load, has been determined, in [57], to have the value
c( a_____) (V!I.114)W_ -- W 0 GE -- G
with a the applied axial stress and ere the Euler buckling stress' for a plate (which is isotropic,
as we have assumed here) subject to an in-plane compressive load
ers = 12(1 - y2) + aW (VII. II5)
If the applied stress cr is larger than the material yield stress that stress is used in (VII.II4)
in lieu of erE. The stresses and lateral displacements in [49] are assumed to be represented
7tx 7fy
as products of cos cos e.g.,a -_-'
7tx 7fy
w(t)-  o(t)cos cos-- (vii.lie)a b
where w0(t), the deflection of the center of the plate at time t, is taken to be the sum of a
small deflection w,(t) and a large deflection wt(t); it has been shown, in [58], that for the
creep exponent n - 3 these components of the plate deflection are given by the following
expressions in which F- b2/a2 and k3 is the material creep constant for n- 3'
[ws(t)]w_ 36k3cr3te-2H/3RT°[e-H/3nT°+ e-H/3RT_] (b) 2
In
h2(2F2+ 2r + exp 3R _oo Ti
and
47r h2w_(F2 + F + 1)
wz(t) -- 3 /16h2 2(r29+ F + 1) - 81b2k3w_2aat (e -m/Rr° + e -H/nr_)
(VII.II8)
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For creep exponent n- 5, on the other hand,
[w_(t)l 2160ks_St 1In w_ - h2 ' (10F2 + 10F+4)
e_4H/5RTo(e_H/5RTO + e_H/5RT_) f b'_ 2 (VII.II9)x
+ o
and
1 1 18,225 ksa_t 1
W_4 W(t)4 32 ]16 (F2 -]-r + 1)3
The predictions embodied in (VII.117)- (VII.120) were studied, numerically, in [49] for
specific values of the various parameters involved, e.g., ka - 3.05 x lOS/MPa · sec and
ks - 5.71 x lOS/MPa · sec. In Figs. 38-40 we indicate the type of predictions which
follow from the work in [49], for' the lateral deflections as functions of time, for applied axial
stresses of 6.9, 13.8, and 34.5 MPa, respectively; these figures, for given values of AT and
a, compare the predictions with respect to lateral deflection which are made by the creep
power law (VII.II0) when the creep exponent n is taken as either 3 or 5. All the curves
in Figs. '38-40 display the familiar phenomena of increasing strain rate with time. In Fig.
41 we indicate comparative results for the predictions of the time until the creep deflection
reaches a specified value for the creep exponents n - 3 and n - 15;the chosen value of the
fixed creep deflection in Fig. 41 is 5.08 x 10-am (which is approximately equal to the plate
thickness). The range of applicability of the results in Figs. 38-41 is subject to question as
they correspond to material properties that were adopted for a constant mean temperature
of the plate; in reality, there is ample experimental evidence to suggest that these properties
may be strongly dependent on temperature.
In [28], Jones, Mazumdar, and Cheung have considered the small amplitude response of
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a thermo-rheologically simple viscoelasti c plate; in this case the model is such that (VII.27)
is replaced by
]VT 2 p2 V2MT (VII.121)
Z(p) 7 4 w mt. 1 - ly(p) V w -- _-- (tghw) - 1 - M(p)
O
with p - _ and If(p), v(p) the viscoelastic time operators corresponding to the fiexual
rigidity K and Poisson's ratio v for the elastic case. Equation (VII.121) is identical to the
governing equation for the analysis of a viscoelastic plate with in-plane loads
N_ - Ny - NT/(i - ,(p))
and transverse load
t- V M/(1 -
the derivation following the analysis in Deleeuw and Mase [59]. If t - V2Mr - 0, and inertia
effects are negligible, then a deflection w(x, y, t) may be sought which is separable in time
and space, i.e.,
w(x, y, t) - W(x, y)T(t) (VII.122)
Where W(x, y) satisfies
7 4 W - C _2 I/V - 0 (VII.123)
and where T(x), which represents the magnitude of the deflection, satisfies
Nr
K(p)r(t) - r(t)C(1 - ,(p)) = 0 (VII.124)
with c representing a separation constant. Thus, the mode shapes are time independent and
only the amplitudes vary with time. If/VT = const, then it may be shown that there exist
upper and lower critical temperatures where the lower critical temperature corresponds to a
zero deflection rate while the upper critical temperature corresponds to an infinite deflection.
The lower critical temperature is determined by setting p- 0 in (VII.124) which yields
)CT
c= _ (vti. 25)
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Using (VII.125), (VII.123) becomes
Nr V 2 W - 0 (VII 126)
V 4 W- K(0)(1- _,(0))
In a similar manner, the upper critical temperature is determined by setting p -- oo; this
subsequently yields, in lieu of (VII.126),
]VT 2
V 4 W- K(oc)(1 - v(_)) V W - 0 (VII.127)
with the notation employed being the same as that in [59]. When the boundary conditions
for the plate contain the Poisson's ratio _ (as in the case for a plate with either free or
simply supported edges) then in solving (VII.126) or (VII.127) one simply replaces v by _(0)
or y(oo), respectively.
For both Kelvin and Maxwell type viscoelastic materials, the upper and lower critical
buckling loads are expressible in terms of the elastic critical loads with the correlations
being indicated in Table 3. It may be shown that the physical interpretation of the critical
temperatures is the same as for the critical buckling loads discussed in [59]. If
NT < lower critical value
then the deflection decreases with time. If
ArT -- lower critical value
then the deflection is constant. For ]VT such that
lower critical value < NT < upper critical value
the deflection increases with time and, finally, if
Nr = upper critical value
then the deflection is immediately infinite.
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In Das [50] the equation governing the deflections of thermally loaded viscoelastic plates
is derived as follows- using standard tensor notation, the constitutive relations and kinematic




where w,ij = OxiOxj and we sum, as usual, on repeated indices. Thus, with the understand-
ing that _ is time-dependent,
-Ex3
aij = 1 - u2 {(1 - _)w,i_ + [uw,kk + (1 + u)_t_-]6ij} (VII.128)
As the bending moments are given by
hi2
-_ij -- J-h/2 x3o'ijdx3
we have, using (VII.128),
J_ij -- -K {(1 - ly)W,i j Jr-[lYW,k k + (1 + lY)_t7']6ij } (VII.129)
with _ri' the usual bending stiffness. Assuming that 3/Iij,ij -0, i.e., ignoring the influence
of the middle surface forces, we obtain as the differential equation for the deflection of a
thermally loaded viscoelastic plate
V 4 w + (1 + _)o_, V 2 r 0 (VII.130)
or




We note that the temperature distribution in the plate, T(xl,x2, xa), has been taken in
[50] to have the form
T -- ro(Xx,x2) + xar(Xl, x2) (VII. 133)
and that the situation depicted in Fig. 42 applies, i.e.,
h
Ti (Xl, x2) - T(Xl, x2, _) (VII.134)
h
T_(_i,_) - T(_i,_,-_)
If Oi and 02 are, respectively, the temperatures of the medium immediately below and above
the plate, then the Newton-type boundary conditions
aT = _i(oi- Ti)
OT
=- i(0i-ri)
apply where A is the plate thermal conductivity. From the equation of heat conduction, and
the assumptions listed, above, we obtain for the stationary temperature field r the following
equation (assuming the absence of a heat Source):
12 12(0i- 0_) (VII.136)7 2r-_(l+e)r= h3
where e- hA1/2A, or
V 2 r- k2r - -/3 (5;11.137)
with
k2 - 12 12
_(1 + e) and _ - _(0i - 02) - const. (VII.138)
We note that, following the analysis in [50], the fourth order equation (VII.131) may be
replaced by two equations of the second order: using the fact that
-K(i + _) 7 2 w - 3/Iii+ M22
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or
M Mil + M22
V 2w- K; M= (l+y) (VII.139)
From (VII.131) we then obtain
V 2 M - m(t)K V 2 r (VII.140)
so that (VII.131) may be replaced by (VII.139), (VII.140).
Equations (VII.139) and (VII.140) may be simplified for the special case of a simply
supported polygonal plate, i.e., the solution of (VII.140) is given by
M - m(t)Kr (VII.141)
as 3/I and r are both zero along the edges of a simply supported plate. Thus, by virtue of
(VII.139) and (VII.141), it follows that it is sufficient to solve
V 2 w + m(t)r - 0 (VII.142)
subject to the condition that w - 0 along the edges of the plate. Laplace transforming
(VII. 142) we obtain





_(s)- (1 + P)ozt
s being the transform parameter. In equations (VII.137) and (VII.143) we introduce the
complex co-ordinate system given by
x3 -- xl + ix2, ,z3 - xl - ix2 (VII.145)
thus reducing these equations to the respective forms
027-
4 0xaO_3 - k2_' - -/3 (VII.146a)
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40x30.¢-----_+ s r - 0 (VII.146b)
We now let x3 - f(_) be the function which maps the domain of the plate onto the unit
circle so that, in the system of coordinates (_, _), (VII.146a,b) reduce to
02r dxa d_a dxa d_34_ k2r -fi-- (VII.147a)
O2W _(s) dx3d.¢3
40_04_ + _-- - = 0 (VII.147b)s d_ d_
with _ -- re ia, _- re -ia. Assuming that
dxs d_3
d_ = d_ -al- const. (VII.148)
we obtain froTM (VII.147a)
_ /_a_ lfi_k2a_02r /fir- ---; - (VII 149)
O(O( 4 4
The closed form solution of (VII.149) is given in the form
4a[
'r - AI,,,21_,/e_', + -
4/_2
Za_ (VII.IS0)= A&(2v)+ --
4/_2
with I0(2tzr) the modified Bessel function of zeroth order and A a constant to be determined




_a2[ Io(2/_r) ] (711152)7-= 2 1- Io(2 )
To solve (VII.147b) we again apply the assumption (VII.148) in which case (VII.147b) re-
duces to




Substituting for r in (VII.153) from (VII.152) we obtain
c921_ _?2/_a_ [ I0(2/_r)]c9_c9_ = _ 1- Io(2/_) (VII.155)
= P + QIo(21zr)
where
72/3a2 P
P=-_ Q--_ (VII 156)
4/_2 ' Io(2/_)
The solution of (VII.155) is of the form
- Q
w - B+p_ +_z0(2_) (VII.157)
with B determined by the boundary condition 1717- 0 at r - 1; applying this boundary
condition we have
Q
B- -P- _-_I0(21z) (VII.158)
in which case
+  59/
The maximum of W occurs at r- 0 and has the value
(W)max- 7_(8) _a 4 [ 1 1 ] (VII.160)
By taking the inverse Laplace transform of (VII.160) the maximal plate deflection is obtained.
Finally we turn our attention to the problem of thermal buckling of elastic-plastic plates;
the most fundamental and comprehensive treatment of this problem, to date, appears to be
the work of Williams [51] which is based on a variational formulation of the rate problem
in elastoplasticity by Neale [52], [53] in which both the strain and stress rates can be varied
independently. In the treatment developed in [51], which we will outline, below, the field
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equations that follow from Neale's original analysis [52] are employed to study the ther-
mal buckling of constrained rectangular plates. It is worth noting that, in contrast with
the constitutive assumptions of Neale [51], who uses a Y2-incremental theory, and employs
the Ramberg-Osgood relation to describe the hardening behavior, several authors have ap-
proached the same basic problem using deformation theories of plasticity; these include the
work of Mayers and Nelson [60], who use a modified form of Reissner_ variational principle
and Turvey [61] who employs a constitutive equation that was proposed by Myszkowski [62].
One advantage of the approach in Neale's work [52] is that when the Ramberg-OsgOod
hardening exponent is set equal to 3.0 the hardening parameter becomes a constant and this
is the case considered by Williams in [51]; because the interest in [51] is in thermal behavior,
a slight modification of the energy potential, as suggested by Neale in [52], is introduced by
Williams [51]. The buckling and post buckling equations in [51] are derived following the
approach in Danielson [63].
Following the Lagrangian formulation proposed by Neale [52], the displacement compo-
nents and relevant Kirchhoff stress components in [51] assume the form (see Fig. 43)
u_- _(_,y)- zw,_(x,y)




Nij (x, y) -F -_ Mij (x, y)
Pij -- h (VII.162)
The equations of equilibrium and the constitutive relations governing u, v, w, Nij, etc., are
obtained from the requirement that 5Z ® - 0 where the Lagrangian form of the functional
Z (°) is
_Z_(°)-/Vo { _:_ij_ij 'gr-l_PijVk,iVk,j-- W(7')} gV 0
(VII.163)
Ftv - fo o) ®JSv
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In (VII.163) S?), S_) are the undeformed areas over which the traction rates Fi* and velocities
vi*are prescribed. The potential W(_) is defined such that the time rate of change of Green's
strain tensor Eij is
0 OW
_Eij t_ij- _ij (VII.164)
The nominal surface tractions per unit undeformed area Fi are given by
Fj - (Pij + Pikuj,k)n_°) (VII.165)
with n ® the unit normal vector to the undeformed area. Using the simplifications indicated
in [52], Williams takes
Pijt_ij - PilE11 + 2P12JT12+ P22/_22 (VII.166)
PijVk,iVk,j = /)11 _2 -Jr- 2P12wlw2 -F P22tb_
with
1
Eij - _(ui,j + uj,i + ua,iua,j) (5.7II.167)
The effect of a temperature variation is accounted for in Williams [51] by adding the term
_T(hx + h2) to NealeJ [52] form for W(_), i.e.,
I
(VII.168)
Following the analysis in Neale [52] the material coefficients c_j in [51] have the form
1 O(2hl - P22)2 1 G(2h2 - hx) 2
Cll : E"'_ 9 , C22 -- _"'_ 9
G(2P11 - P22)(2P22 - Pll) 2GP_2(2P11 - P22) (VII.169)C12_ -_- _ C13--
E 9 3
2GA2(2P22- Al) 1 +
C23 : , C33 -- -q- 2C/J-"f23 E
In (VII.169) the hardening parameter G is identified using uniaxial stress-strain data and
the basic assumption that plastic behavior depends on the stress only through the invariant
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J2; following Neale [52], O has the form
3(1G - 4J2 Et E
1
where E-_t'Et - E,(J2), is the slope of the graph of E_ vs. P_ at T - const. Introducing
the Ramberg-Osgood form
1 \(p_) kE0E_ - a6T - _P_ + (VII.171)
where 6T- T To, To the reference temperature, it follows that
3k(3J2)(k-1)/2
G - 4j2Eok (VII.172)
27 .E3
so that the choice k - 3 leads to G - -_-/ 0; this restriction to k - 3 is then followed in the
remainder of the development in [51]. Assuming that the effects of bending and stretching are
equally important in inducing stress in an elastic-plastic plate, that spatial rates of change




(u' v' w) - h ( h h 1)-'a-'a (9(1)
it may be shown that
h/2 x=rka
· 0 ] (VII.174a)
"[-W_'_(Q1 --t---7VllWl q- N12w2) ]
J-h/2 Y=
. 0 ] (VII.174b)
q-W _'_ ( Q 2 Jr- ]V12w2 -_ -7V22w2 ) J
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where
[h/2 (Pxa, P23)dz (VII 174)(Q_,Q2)- _-h/_
In writing down (VII.174a) and (VII.174b) terms of order (h/a) 2 have been neglected. Inte-
grating the bending moment M12 by parts we obtain
/$FividS_ 2[]_12zb]la [b /: a- b -a
(VII.175)
+f_[N_+N_ +_w- M_w_]][d_
where the net shear terms 1/1,V2 are given by
15 -- Q1 -+- M12,2 -Jr-NllWl -+- N12w2 (VII.176)
1/2 -- Q2 + M12,1 + N12Wl + N22w2
By carrying out the calculation to obtain the Euler equations from the variational equation
5/® - 0, the following results are obtained in [51]'
lv_,_ - 0 (VII.177)
O
O--t{M_o,_ + (N_wo),_ } - 0 (VII. 178)
and
Eh ./_rll
40)_ -_ +._ - .&_
Eh ]_r22
Eh G
12(3;/T+ 3;/11- .3;/22) - 5_3' G (VII.179)
-- ?-_11-- Eh a
-- _.122 -- Eh a
-2_b_2- 24(1 + -)3;/_2 /l;/_2
Eh3
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where ArT, MT are given by the usual relations, i.e.,
bi2(:vT,MT)- _E_-_/__z(1,z)_z
and where the hardening matrix (7 is defined in the appendix to this section (G is symmetric).
If we let a superposed asterisk, again, denote quantities which are prescribed along the
boundary of the plate then the natural boundary conditions assume the following form:
Nll--Rf_ or _--6'
N12 '* 6'-- N12 or 0-
O (iV1 w q-N12w2) Ill* or th--th*
A)/ll,1 q- 2A5/12,2 + _ 1 1
A_ll '*- Mil or wi -- t0_
(VII.180)
on z - +a and
R12 '*--N12 or ii--/t*
N22 ' *--N22 or 0--0'
0 (N12wl+N22w2)-V* or th--w*M2_,2+ 2M_,_+
M22 ' * '*-M22 or w2-%
at the corners of the plate. Taking
V1-- g//ll,1 + 2M12,2+ N11wl + N12W2
(VII.181)
V2 -- M22,2 mu 2M12,1 + N12w1 + J_22W2
we find that
O_ - M_,_ + A5/_2,2 (VII.182)
and, thus obtain the form which is familiar from classical plate theory, i.e.,
g)/=_,_ - O_,_ (VII. 183)
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Therefore, although the Neale [52] constitutive formulation differs from earlier formulations
of the elastic-plastic deformation problem for plates, one does recover (in rate form) the
equilibrium equations which are familiar from classical yon Karman plate theory.
We now proceed with the derivation of the equations governing the buckling and post-
buckling behavior of heated rectangular plates, assuming that the plate is constrained against
displacement along its edges; such a plate, if elastic, will in general buckle if its edges ar e
clamped or, if Mr - 0, if its edges are simply supported. In [51], attention is restricted
to the case in which MT -- 0 and NT -- const, over the surface of the plate (although, in
principle, any spatial variation in ]VT could be studied); under these restrictions it is easily





Mil -- 2l//2 -- M12 --0
where .
Nz + .&; 1 - u + 9h 2 - 0 (VII.185)
is a consequence of the constitutive relations. It may be expected that this prebuckled mem-
brane state persists for ]VT < (Nr)cr with (Nr)cr corresponding to the critical temperature
parameter.
In order to determine (Nz)_, and the behavior of the plate in a neighborhood of the
critical temperature, Williams [51] adopts the procedure given by Danielson [63], i.e., the
time variable is replaced by the distance parameter s along the load path measured from the
0 0 ds
critical point. With _ - Os dt we then assume the expansions
U- SU (1) -[- S2U ® -+-...
v- sv (1)+ s2v(2)+ ... (VII.186)




_ _.(1) 02a/r(2)M_,- _m_+o_, +...
(VII.187)
N- Ncr -+- -TV(l) q" s2/y(2) _jr_...
N_-(N_)_ + _N_)+ _'N_')+...
and obtain from the Euler (equilibrium) equations (VII.177)- (VII.178)
N ® - 0 N ® - 0a_,/_ _/_,/_
a/r(1) ,(1) (VII.188)__,_ + N_3__ - 0
a/r(2) _r r _ (2) N(1) _ (1)
Also, from (VII.185) it follows that
(NT)cr -- --Nc r ] -- y 2r- -_ , g* -- 9N2
, NO)__N(1)(1 v+2g,) (VII.189)
_V(1) 22g*
N?) - -N(') (1- _ + 2g*)-
The Euler constitutive relations (VII.179) are now rewritten in the form
E..(o) _ Nr6_ ' B_,a_,aa%_ + A_/_,_N._ +
(VII.190)
-E_w_ - 12mTi__6 + B_,_N,_ + D_**M**
where
A2211 - A21, A2222 - A22, A2212 - A23, A2221 - A24 (VII.191)
Al211 - A31, A1222 - A32, A1212 - A33, A1221 - A34
A2111 -- A41, A2122 -- A42, A21_2 -- A43, A212_ -- A44
and the components of the symmetric A, B, and D matrices are defined in the appendix
to this section.
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_(0) is decomposed according toThe strain tensor _a_
e(o) w,_w ;_ (VII 192)a;_- ea_+ 2




_- w,_- s_(_ +s _ + ...
where
e(k) (k) e?2) _ v(k)11 -- U,1 _ ,2
(VII.194)
t'12_(k)_ e_kl)----_1 ( _(k),2 -it--V!I©)
The tensor components A,_,,, B,_75, D_,, are also expanded as series in the parameter s,
i.e.,
A(0) oA(1) 82A(2)
o ir:_(1) °2/:?(2) (VII.195)Bails6- °_'afi76+ ° _'afi76+ '"
ri(o) D(l) S2n(2)
Using the expansions (VII.193), (VII. 195) in the constitutive relations (VII.190), (VII.191)
it follows that
!_¢a fi _ a fi'),&
l_(i) M,(?l_(i) (N,(? + N(i)676)+ _a_7*d-_ Z_afi76
E' (i) _ n(0) 7_/r(1) (VII 196)
]_. (2)_ T3(0) 71//-(2) In(i) M(?+ 1_(1) (N(?+ N(i)376)
r-_. (3)_/-)(o) 71//-(3) 2/-)(1) M(_)+ ln(2)M(?
2 _(i) (2)376) + 3 a_576(N¢_)+ 376)+_..,a/57, CN(? + _TV lB ® _N'(i)
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In (VII.196) one has a hierarchy of equations which must be solved to obtain the expansion
variables w®, etc. We note, however, that for displacements and stresses which satisfy the
boundary conditions, identically, the variational functional 27(0may be simplified so as to
read
_Z_® -- o [PijEij --3-_PijZik,iWk,j -- r (q-)]dV 0 (7II.197)
Using the order of magnitude estimates (VII. 172), and restricting attention to stress rates
which satisfy the constitutive relations, the variational equation cSZ® - 0 simplifies to
/f
The prebuckled state given by (MT- 0)
w - O, N_f - Af(NT)3_, JCf_f-- 0 (VII.199)
must satisfy (VII. 198), i.e.,
-o (vII.2oo)a b
We now substitute the expansions (VII.186), (VII.187) into both (VII.198) and (VII.200)
and subtract the resulting equations so as to obtain
_'_ (VII.201)
+w(_)(_r(2) N ® N'w? -
Restricting the strain-rate variations to have the form
3_ - se(_, 6_b,_- _w!_), _+_ - s_'® (VII.202)
equation (VII.201) becomes, as s --+ 0,
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To avoid the possibility that w® contains an arbitrary multiple of w®, Williams [51] imposes
the restriction
/__/____(_I__-0 /v_._04/a b ,a
the consequence of which is
__a/5 "_ax_)dxdy - 0a b
On the other hand, if the strain-rate variations are restricted to have the form
6ea_ · (1) · (1)s%/_, 6e,_ _w!_) 6k_ (VII 206)__ __ _ -- S_afi ·
then (VII.201) becomes, with theaid of (VII.203)-(VII.205),
N(_) + 2 + ... (6_;_a b
(VII.207)
(7_I'(3) _( 1) .[_(_ r-("(3) 0
By setting the coefficients of s o and s 1 equal to zero in (VII.207), the equations for N ® and
_(1) and N_(_ vanish it follows from (VII.207)N ® are obtained; in fact, by anticipating that
that
N ® 6a_w(1)w dxdy
a b ,a (wI.208)
a b
It is shown, in [51], that as a consequence of (VII.208) N ® - 0, in which case it also follows
that N(T_) --0. From (VII.207) one then obtains
1_/_ ; '7(N(2) 6_/5wa _, a/swaa b a b
(VII.209)
2OO
and, thus, the curvature term N ®, and hence N? ) can be computed without having to use
the third-order equations.
The critical temperature (NT)cr at which the rectangular plate (which is heated so that
_/VT- const, and MT -- 0) will buckle may now be determined along with the form of the
dependence of the buckling temperature on the hardening parameter G; such determinations
are limited in [51] to those cases for which an analytical solution exists, i.e., the fully simply
supported plate, the clamped-simply supported plate, and the long strip. In all cases, we
assume that the in-plane displacements vanish on the boundaries.
We begi n by noting that the first pair of constitutive relatinos in (VII.196) may be
rewritten in the form
N_) - Eh/(l + _,) [(l + g*) Ou(_) g* Ov(_)]- 1-_+2g* -Yf-_+(_- ) 0y
N_}) - EA/(I + Y) [-1-v + 2g* (v g*)3u(_)0x +(l+g* Ov(_)]) Oy (VII.210)
= Eh/2(au( ll+ ay + av( /)Ox
and if these relations are then substituted into the in-plane equations of equilibrium it
can be shown that both u ® and v (_) satisfy the biharmonic equation; in conjunction with
,_(1)
homogeneous boundary data it may then be concluded that u(_), v(1), and, hence, _ in
general vanish. As a consequence of (VII.210)it then follows that the JVJ_ also vanish; thus,
the conditions hold which validate (VII.208) in which case AT® -- 0. Using the equation
governing transverse equilibrium, and the remaining constitutive relations in (VII.196), it




M2(}) = -Eh3/[12(1 + _)] [(_- g*)w?l ) -q-(1 + g*)w_})] (VII.212)
1-v+2g*
_3//}2): -Eh3/12w_ 2)l+v
and we have defined
Eha/a3 (]Vcr, (-/YT)cr)
g* - G 1 + y (VII.213)
2
_ __(_aa)
We note that there exists an infinite number of eigenvalues k_ of (VII.211), subject to
appropriate boundary conditions, such that
A2--12A;_{ 1-y+g*}_+_, . (711214)
We also note that as g* depends on N_ though (VII.213), N_ is a solution of the cubic
equation
3);_+ 5-/N_+ 2_ (_- _)N_'+ i3 - 0 (VII.215)
Thus the minimum buckling stress N_ can be determined only after one examines the roots
of (VII.215) which correspond to the previously determined eigenvalues _. As Williams
[51] notes, the limiting case (_ - 0 yields some insight into the dependence (/¢T)_(G); if we
consider _ as being known, then (VII.215) determines the functional relationship N_(G).
Also, as
= - - (VII.216)
k /
it follows, as a consequence of (VII.215), that
d(/¢r)_[ _- 1 + 3y . (N_)3(0) (VII.217)
dG .0=0 (l+v) 2 3
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As (Nc_)(0) < 0 the effect of the hardening parameter is always to reduce the buckling
temperature and the absolute value of the stress from those values which apply for a linearly
elastic material in a small neighborhood of G = 0.
The solution of (VII.211) which is the easiest to secure is the one which corresponds to
the case in which the plate is simply supported along all its edges.
Taking
n_'(x + a)] sin [m_'tv ® - Am_ sin _ -_-(y + b) (VII.218)
it follows that the boundary conditions along the edges x = ±a, y = :hb are identically
satisfied and that the eigenvalues are
7[ 2
= + · ¢ - a/b (VII2 9)
4 :
For _ - 0.3, numerical results for the buckling stress and temperatures are reported by
Williams in [51] and are summarized in tables 4 and 5. For all the cases shown the minimum
values of stress and temperature correspond to m = n = 1, i.e., a mode shape with one
wave in each direction. The effect of the hardening parameter is to reduce the stress and
temperature from values which would correspond to G - 0; this effect is more pronounced,
as noted in [51], for long slender plates. Also the effect of G is not monotonic' the buckling
temperature first decreases with increasing G and then increases.
For the case in which the edges at x - -Ca are simply supported, while those at y - 4-b
are clamped, we may take
[n_r (x + a) ; _ - y (VII 220)w(_) - W(Y) sin _ h
so that the boundary conditionsalong x - +a are satisfied identically while w(_) must
satisfy
WHH + (_2 _ _2)WH _ _222 W _ 0 (VII.221)
with
n_rb fi2 _+_/_2__ ()_n) 2_-- 2---_; - (VII.222)
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The solution of (VII.221) has the form
W - A_ sin h2_ + A2 cos h2_ + A3 sin _ + Ay cos _ (VI!.223)
From the clamped conditions along _ - il, we infer that either the buckling mode is even
(Al - As - 0) with _ satisfying
tan_ - -2 tanh2 (VII.224)
or the buckling mode is odd (-42 - A4 -0) with
tan ,_ tan h_
= (VII.225)
Therefore, in order to determine the eigenvalues A_, and then the buckling stress and tem-
perature, (VII.224) or (VII.225) must b'e solved, for a fixed _, for _(_). Numerical results for
this clamped-simply supported case are delineated in tables 6 and 7, for u - 0.3; in all the
cases exhibited the minimum values of the buckling temperature and stress correspond to
the even mode case (A_ - A3 - 0 in (VII.223)) and, thus, to the smallest root _ of (VII.224).
Once again, the effect of G is to, in general, reduce the buckling stress from those values
associated with G - 0, but the reduction in the buckling temperature due to G appears to
occur in higher-aspect ratio plates only and only in a small neighborhood of G - 0.
Williams [51] also treats the initial buckling of a long strip undergoing both cylindrical
as well as non-cylindrical deformations; for the case of a strip with simply supported edges
the deflection has the form
w(1) As sin Ax Ax- -- + B, cos (VII.226)
6[ (g
where 2a is the width of the strip, while for a strip with damped edges at x - +a
w(1) A_sin Ax Ax a2-- --+ B_ cos- + (c_x + c2) (VII.227)a a A-f
2O4
In the simply supported case we have
7r 37r
B_--/: 0, A_-0; 2'"'
or (VII.228)
A_ :_ 0, B_=0, _=_r, 2_r,...
while in the clamped case we have
Bo -Y:0, Ao = 0; _ = _r, 27r, ...
or (VII.229)
Ao -y=0, Bo - 0; tan _ - _(_ - 4.4934, 7.7252, ...)
Numerical results for these two situations are delineated in tables 8 and 9 with v = 0.3; for
all the cases depicted, the minimum buckling stress and temperature are those which are
associated with an even mode. The effect of G is to reduce both the buckling temperature
and stress with the effect now monotonic over the range of G considered.
We now want to briefly summarize some of the results obtained in [51] relative to the
postbuckling behavior of the plate and the nature of th e dependence of that behavior on
the hardening parameter G. The first parameter Which arises in a postbuckling calculation
is w(2)(s) which is the initial curvature of the transverse deflection as measured along the
loading curve that initiates at the critical point. As N (_) - 0, it follows from the equilibrium
and constitutive equations that w® satisfies the same equation as w® and, thus, by virtue of
the orthogonality relation (VII.204), w(_) - 0. The next parameter which must be computed
is N ®. For the specific case of cylindrical deformation of a long strip the second order
constitutive equations assume the form
Il/f(1) 26g*(4M}})2 - M}})M(}) + _._22 )
+ - (1+ + + + 2
6g*(4M_21)2- M_})M_i) + Mi(})2)




- , - - (_) (VII231)j._}) /} -- g* Mi(}) /_}) .Et-/, 3 ]. -4- ,va 7-/311 .
1 + g* 12(1 + v) 1 - v + 2g*
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so that
lw?)2) - (1+ _)(1- _ + 2g*)N_?Eh(i+ +
(VII.232)
24(1 q- _)g* i)2
+ NcaA2(1 ___g;)2 [(1 - _)(1 + 3g*)+ _2 + 3g,]M}i
while the second-order equilibrium equation (VII.188) requires that N_ ) - const. The form
of N_ ) can be obtained by integrating (VII.232) over -a __ x __ a and using the fact that
u(2)(ia) - 0. In both the clamped and simply supported cases one obtains (with B_ - Bs
orBe)
2) = _3N_B_ Fi 4g* (1- _)(1+ 3g*)+ _2+ 3g,2] (vii 233)+L J_ h_ (i+ g,)2 i- y + 2g
The form of N ® may now be computed by employing (VII.209); numerical results for both
N ® and N_ ) (with _ - 0.3) are presented in tables 10 and 11; table 10 covers the case of a
clamped strip while table 11 addresses the same situation for a simply supported strip. As
Nil
= i+ + O(s a) (vii.234)
and NJ_)+ N ® - O(g*) > 0, the stress resultant Nil decreases in absolute value, after
buckling, as a consequence of hardening; moreover, the effect of hardening is to increase the
rate of decrease of Nil. We indicate in Figs. 44 and 45, respectively, some numerical results
for the second-order stress parameter _N? ) in the simply supported and clamped cases; in
constrast with Nil we have N_ )+N ® < 0 so that th e stress resultant N22 decreases (actually
increases in absolute value) after buckling in a manner which is independent of hardening.
As noted in Williams [51], at x - 0, the centerline of the plate, the effect of hardening is to
effect a small decrease in the rate of decrease of N_ ).
We have presented, above, the equations used by William [51] to study the buckling of
elastoplastic rectangular plates; the model chosen leads to a modified form of yon Karman's
equations in which the constitutive relations are generalized so as to account for the flow
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rule. It has been shown that, in for clamped plates and for simply supported plates in which
there is no thermal moment, i.e., Mr - 0, buckling may occur at temperatures that are
substantially below those which are predicted by an elastic analysis; in fact, as the effect
of g* is to reduce the factors which multiply the curvature terms in our equations, the
elastoplastic equations essentially describe a classical plate with reduced stiffness. Thus, as
Williams [51] explicitly notes, it is not suprising that the equations in question predict a
general reduction in the temperature which is necessary to cause buckling. The predictions
in [51] are in general (qualitative) agreement with the results given by Gerard and Becker [64]
for mechanically loaded plates; some of these results have been described by the authors in
[1]. For example, for long plates which are either clamped or simply supported, respectively,
on the unloaded sides, the plasticity reduction factor q, which is the ratio of the critical
buckling loads in the elastic and plastic cases, is given by
r/- o-_ = f (0.352 0.500)+ (0.324, 0.250) 1 + -_j (VII.235)(7ce
In (VII.235),
f = E, (1 - u_) 1 1. E, (VII 236)
E(1-v2)' v- 2 2- y_ E '
where u_, E,, and Et are the elastic Poisson's ratio, the secant modulus, and the tangent
modulus of the maternal, respectively. For the Ramberg-Osgood form (VII.170)
E 9EJ
-l+-Eoo kEoJ -1-4 E3 (VII.237)
 So/ l+ So3
-- Et(J2) and J2 - 1p_i. However, as Pi, - P22 - N_/h and P12 - 0, at thewhere Et
critical point, one obtains from (VII.237)
E E 4g* (VII 238)
E-_=l+4g *, E =1+-_
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A comparison of the results in [64] and [51] is presented in table 12; in this table, the pre-
dicti°ns ass°ciated with a l°ng ( _-a )- 3.5 , (completely) simply supported plate appear
in the first column while those in the second column correspond to the case of a clamped
strip. As noted by Williams [51], the general behavior indicated in table 12 is the same for
both sets of boundary conditions. Concerning the postbuckling analysis, it should be noted
that the condition of loading (J2 > 0) is generally violated once buckling has occurred. In
fact, to first order, the plane stress form for J2 is given by
1
J2 - _(P2i +/>22 -/>liP22) +/>22 (VI1.239)
Thus, as
(2Pll -- P22) + (2P22 - Pll) + 2P120/>m
ds




3//_})+ M_}) = Eh3{ w[?+w_})}12 1 - v + 2g* (VII.242)
it follows that
{ )EylV_r/3h (wi? + w_ )) + O(s) _ (VII.243)J2- -1-y+2g*
If the first curvature is positive, i.e., wi?+ w_2) > 0 then, because Ncr < 0, there will be
unloading on the y < 0 (negative) side of the plate; as indicated in [51] this result is consistent
with the expectation that the bending moments due to buckling will induce tension in the
domain y < 0 and, thus, produce unloading.
Appendix' The Hardening Matrix G and Related Matrices
The constitutive equations are initially expressed in terms of the symmetric G matrix,
whose elements are defined as
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12(2M_ - Maa)_
Gll -- (2/Vii -- N22)2 + h2
12(2M_- M'22)(2M22- -3dll)
Gl2 - (2-/¥11- -/¥22)(2N22- Nil)-'['- h2
[ 12M_2(2M_ - M22)]Gl3 - 6 -/¥12(2Nll - ]V22) + h2
24(2N_- N22)(2M_ - M22)
Gl4 = h2
1215(NllM22 + N22Mll) -- 4(-/'VllMll + -/V22M22)] _ G24
Gl5: h2 -
72[N_2(2M_ - M22) + M_2(2N_ - N22)] _ C34
Gl6 = /,2 --
12(2M22 - Mil)2
G22 - (2-/¥22--/¥'11) 2 + h2
[ 12M12(2M22 - -/1/Ill)]G23 - 6 -/'V12(2N22 -Nll) + /52
24(2N22 - N_)(2M22 - M_)
G25 = h2
72[N_2(2M22 - M_)+ M_2(2N22 - N_)]
G26 = h2 -' G35
( ) 864N12M12
12M22 G36 =
G33 -- 36 ./'V22"4-' /%2 , h2
12[(2N_- N22)2 + 108(2M_- M22)2/5h 2
G44 -- h2
G45 -- _¥




72[N_(2:v_- lv_)+ _0SM_2(2M_2- M_)/5__]
G56 '-- h2
432(N22 + 108M122/5h 2)
Gao: /%2
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It should _be noted that in evaluating the integrals leading to the constitutive equations
Williams [51] treats E and G as constants. Hence, it is not possible to account for a tem-
perature dependency of E and G without considerable additional complication.
Alternatively, it may be convenient to express the constitutive equation in terms of the
symmetric A, B, and D matrices that are defined as follows'
- HG13 HG13
l + HGll -v + HG12 2 2
HG23 HG23
1 4- HG22 2 5
A=
1+ _+ (HG33)/2_+ _+ (HO**)/2
2 2












- 12 12v HG46 HG46
+ HG44 - h--'_ -]- HG45 2 2
12 HGs6 HGs6
h---_ + HG55 2 2
D-
1 + y HG46 1 q- 1,' HGe6
6 + 6. +
h2 4 h 2 4
1 + _ HG66






Further, in the neighborhood of a critical point, these matrices can be expanded as
A- A® + sA ® + s2A® +...
B - sB ® + s2B ® +...
D - D ® + sD (_)+ s2D(2) + ...
.where
l+g* -_+g* 0 0
l+g* 0 0
A(°) -- 1+ v 1+
2 2
(sym) 1+- 2
2(2N_})- N_}) + N(1)) (N_}) + N_}) + 2N (1)) 3N_}) 3N_})




2(2M_})- M_})) (M_}) + 3/2(}))' 3M_}) 3M_})




(D(O), D(1) ) _ h2'12 (A,(°), A(1))
As noted in [51] the general form of the matrix D ® is unnecessarily cumbersome; thus one
may anticipate the result that W_J) - N (1) -0 and define D ® as
D(_)__ 12H D?) D?)· (v?')+ +h2
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where
o?)= ._08_ (2M_(})- M_}))'.
5h 2
(sym)
3M}2l) (2M'}}) M_21)) 3.3/f}_)(2M-}}) ' (1)-- -- _22
3M}2) (2M'_2)- M}})) 3M}_) (2M(}) - M}})
9M}})2 9M}})2
9M}i)2
2(2N4(1)- N2(22)) (N}_) + N2(22)) aN}i ) 3N}2)
D? ) - (N)_ 2(2N2(_)- N}?) 3N? ) 3N_22)
0 0
(_v,_) o
1 1 0 0
o?- 2(N)_N(_) 1 o o
0 0
These results can also be written in index notation:
2) 12H //-)(2) /--)(2) /-)(3)
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Table 1 Buckling Loads for the Circular Plate [15]
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Table 2 Critical Suckling Temperature for a Rectangular Plate [2] 
Terms retained 
all 6.35 
allJ a31 5.65 
9lt a313 al3 5.40 

































































































































0 0.1 0.2 0.3
L I I II · , mi I III _ I I
0.5 0.2570 0.2553 0.2537 0.2523
1.0 0.4112 0.4046 0.3995 0.3954
1.5 0.6683 0.6448 0.6313 0.6225
2.0 1,028 0.9657 0.9428 0.9320
2.5 1.491 1.365 1.343 1.342
3.0 2.056 1.854 1.857 1.890
3.5 2.'/24 2.456 2.531 2.632
I II I I I lB I II I Il I
·Table Buckhng temperature for simply
supported pla tes (v = 0.3)
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ii i · i i · ii
-- N_
i il i .......... i · i ·
G
a/b ............
0 o.I 0.2 0.3
I I I Il Il · Il I l
0.5 0.3672 0.3620 0.3573 0.35:1(I
1.0 0.5875 0.5677 0.5518 0.5385
1.5 0.9546 0.8825 (I.8360 0.8020
2.0 1.469 1.265 1.168 1.104
2.5 2.130 1.682 1.522 1.427
3.0 2.937 2.1.15 1.892 1.767
3_ 3.s92 2.562 2.280 2.t29
t Ill I ts s
Table5 Buddingstress for simplysupported
plates(v = 0..3)
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i ii i III
ii i i il mn II III
(NT)_




I I I lit l!dh_
l M --
0 0.1 0.2 O.3
sn _l t i
I i ii i
O.S 0J046(1) OJOlT(I) 0.2993(I) 0.2911(I)
1.0 0.7876(I) o.?J29(I) 0.7356(I) 0.7253(I)
1.5 1.743(I) I.Ji2(I) 1.569(1) I.J79(I)
2.0 3.146(l) 2.BJi(l) 2.999(I) 3.166(I)
2.5 4.831(2) 4_96{2) 5.314(2) 5.931(2)
3.0 6.973(2) 7.744(2) 9.583(2) I 1.37(2)
3.5 9.491(2) 12.6R(3) 17.17(3) 21..M(3)
_t i
Il_IlIl I - --
i it i i I I I ...._
Table 6 Buckling temperature:formixed boundary
condition plat,es(. = 0.3)
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I nil I Il I._
Ill I -
-- Ncr




0 0.1 0.2 0.3
l, _ i i _i i _ -_ - --
0.5 0.4351(11 8.4266(I) 0.4192(1) 11.4126(I)
1.0 1.125(I) I.f116(I) (I.9532(I) 0.9()91(I)
1.5 2.490(I) I.R83(I) 1.693¢11 1.584(11
1.ii 4.49411) 2.BI9{I) 2.5()7(I) 2.344{ I)
2.5 6.902{2) 3.746(21 3.351(2) 3.1._6{2)
3.11 9.961121 4.81_6(2) 4.359(2) 4.15 1(21
3.5 1.1__613) 5.992{31 $.524f3) 5.321i(31
i i
i m ml
Table ? Bucklin%stressfor mixed bounda.'y condition
plates (v = OJ)
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G - N cr (N 1 T ct 
0 0.2937 0.2M6 
01 l 0.2910 0.2047 
02 0 0.2885 0.2039 
03 0 0.286~ 0.203 1 
TabIt 8 Buckling strts 
and ~tmpetatwt tibt the 
rimpfy supported strip 
(X = 42) 
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_ I I I I I i IlL I





, iii iii · __
Table 9 Bucklingstress
_d temperature for the
Clampedstrip (), = st) "
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....
-- i _ i i i i mm L I i iiii I i i i
Ncr
, i , ..........
O.I 1.054 3.004 3.?86 0.7822
0.2 0.9860 3.069 4.279 1.2103
0.3 0.9390 3.120 4.653 1.5;327
i i i i __ i i i _ i i
Tible l0 Cmnture pantmelersfor the damped _p




--R'r._ 1'_2)1l'"_:r --N[:_)/'Ne'P -- Ncp
i iii
i i III ii
0.1 0.2911) 2.991 3.067 0.0762
0.2 0.2885 2.9114 3.131 0.1462
0.3 0.2861 2.9.0 3.191 0.2107
ii i i i I i i
iii _ _ir__
ToMe 11 Cmr_ture Imumetm for the _ply supported:






G q(.) _,_0) ,j(c) l_jo)!
ii i i · iiii
0.1 0_383 0.6183 0.8982 0.8970
0.2 0.5342 0.5858 0.8366 0.8391
0.3 0.4701 0..f470 0.7928 0.7991_
· i i ..... I
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Fig. 1 Nondimensional Deflections as a Function of Distance from the 
Center of the Plate [ll] 
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Fig. 4 Critical Buckling Temperature Coefficients _Tc_ -- [7]
2 12(1 -- v2)
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Fig. 6 Deflection w at the Center of the Rectangular Plate; Poisson Ratio
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Fig. 7 Distribution of the Bending Moment M= in a Square Plate;1












Fig. 8 Distribution of the Bending Moment A& in a Square Plate; 
NT/(NT)cr = 0.6, v = i [7] 
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Fig. 13 SmaU-Deflection Buckle Pattern in One Quadrant of a
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OJo/h
Fig. 21 Variation of Non-Dimensional Deflections wo/h for
Different Values of the Temperature Parameter [22]
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f w=o 
W 4 ,yy = WY2 f 0 ( b) a, 
w=o 
W J=c = A/X1 # 0 W 9x2 = A/X1 # 0 
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Fig. 23 Relation Between the Temperature Rise and the Deflection (Simply 
Supported Edge) [32] 
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Fig. 24 Relation Between the Temperature Rise and the Deflection
(Clamped Edge) [32]
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O-2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
b/d 
1.0 1.2 
Fig. 25 Relation Between the Temperature Rise and the Deflection; 
!! 
a = 0.4 with Edges Simply Supported [32] 
Fig. 26 Relation Between the Temperature Rise and the Deflection; 
!! 
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Fig. 27 Relation Between the Temperature Rise and the Deflection.; _b_ 0.4t_
with the Inner Edge Clamped and the Outer Edge
Simply Supported [32]
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Fig. 29 Variation of Central Deflections with and without a 
Temperature Gradient [36] 
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Fig. 30 Comparison of Results for Central Deflection vs. Temperature 
Rise: b/a = 1.0, l/3, p = l/(ct(l - v2))(h/b)2 [28] 
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_ 'l' i i I. 1....i' i 'i' i.,,_
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Fig. 31 Variation of Principal Curvatures with the Temperature Gradient
through the Thickness (ko- 0). [42]
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0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
Fig. 32 Variation of Middle-Surface and Bending Stresses with the 
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Fig. 33 Variation of Principal Curvatures with the Temperature Gradient
through the Thickness (ko- A_/2). [42]
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Fig. 34 Variation of Principal Curvatures with the Temperature Gradient
through the Thickness (ko -- 6). [42]
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Fig. 35 Variation of Principal Curvatures with the Temperature Gradient
through the Thickness (ko = 10). [42]
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Fig. 36 Variation of Principal Curvatures with the Temperature Gradient
through the Thickness (ko = 12). [42]
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Fig. 37 Pfate Dimensions, Applied Stresses, and Deflections [49] 
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Fig. 38 Creep Deflections as a Function of Temperature Differential and 








51 = 100-K 
Fig. 39 Creep Deflections as a Function of Temperature Differential and 

















Fig. 40 Creep Deflections as a Function of Temperature Differential and 
Creep Exponent for an Applied Stress of 34.5 MPa(5ksi). [4!3] 
Fig. 41 Comparison of Predictions for the Time until the Creep Deflection 
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